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Introduction

The 2013 Annual Review Meeting on Outdoor and Indoor Air Pollution Research in the UK was held on

23-24 April 2013 at Cranfield University. It was the sixteenth meeting in this series and was hosted by

the Institute of Environment and Health (IEH) on behalf of the Department of Health (DH) and Public

Health England (PHE). As in previous years the principal objective of the meeting was to facilitate the

exchange of information between UK-based research groups and between researchers and those involved

in policy and regulatory development, while also taking account of other international research.

The PHE Annual Air Pollution Research Lecture, ‘At the science-policy interface – a 40-year

apprenticeship’ was presented by Dr Fintan Hurley, Scientific Director at the IOM (Institute of

Occupational Medicine), an independent not-for-profit research centre in Edinburgh, Scotland. Invited

keynote lectures were given by five eminent scientists including Professor Morton Lippmann of the New

York University School of Medicine, who spoke on ‘Toxicological and epidemiological studies of

cardiovascular effects of ambient air fine particulate matter (PM2.5) and its chemical components:

Coherence and public health implications.’

This report of the meeting provides the available abstracts of the presented papers, together with notes of

the discussions. In addition to the 24 oral presentations over the two day meeting, a further 18 poster

papers were displayed and discussed. Poster sessions involved an author of each poster giving a short

oral presentation to the conference and then being available for further discussion with delegates during a

designated poster viewing period. Available abstracts of posters are also included in these proceedings.

In a few instances, for example because the presentations included preliminary or as yet unpublished

information, it has not been possible to include an extended abstract in this report.

The meeting closed with an overview by Professor Robert Maynard CBE, who summarised the priority

areas for further study identified during the meeting. The proceedings of all recent previous meetings

have been published (IEH, 2000, 2002, 2004a/b, 2005, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010, 2011 and 2012) and are

freely available to download from the IEH website at Cranfield University1.

1 The proceedings of all previous meetings published by IEH are available for download at:
http://www.cranfield.ac.uk/about/people-and-resources/schools-and-departments/school-of-applied-
sciences/groups-institutes-and-centres/ieh-reports/ieh-reports-and-publications.html
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A. Health impacts

A.1 Oral Presentations

A.1a Air pollution and children's health: insights from
assessing inhaled dose

Professor Jonathan Grigg

Queen Mary University, London

Epidemiological studies suggest that air pollution from fossil fuel combustion impairs children’s

respiratory health. Consistent associations have been found between exposure to the inhaled soot

(particulate matter; PM), and exacerbations of asthma, reduced growth of lung function and new-onset

asthma. However, if assessment of PM exposure in these studies is inaccurate, regression dilution bias

may lead to significant underestimation of effects. Recently, we have developed a novel method for

assessing individual exposure to the soot component of air pollution 1 2 3 4 5. This technique uses the

capacity of lower airway macrophages (AM) to phagocytose inhaled black carbon in a dose-dependent

manner, and retain black carbon in their cytoplasm over long periods of time. Since black carbon is a

major component of fossil-fuel derived PM, macrophage carbon offers a way of validating current

markers of exposure to PM from traffic. However, the AM carbon technique assumes a normal

phagocytic capacity of AM for inhaled PM. Although this is probably true in healthy subjects, our recent

data suggest that is not the case in children and adults with respiratory disease.

The presentation reviews: i) the animal studies underpinning the AM carbon method, ii) data on the

association between AM carbon and markers of individual exposure, and iii) new insights into the

vulnerability of children with asthma and adults with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease to air

pollution provided by an assessment of AM carbon.

References

1. Kulkarni N, Pierse N, Rushton L, Grigg J. (2006) Carbon in airway macrophages and lung function in children.
N Engl J Med 355(1):21-30.

2. Nwokoro C, Ewin C, Harrison C, Ibrahim M, Dundas I, Dickson I, et al. (2012) Cycling to work in London and
inhaled dose of black carbon. Eur Respir J 40(5): 1091-1097.

3. Fullerton DG, Jere K, Jambo K, Kulkarni NS, Zijlstra EE, Grigg J, et al. (2009) Domestic smoke exposure is
associated with alveolar macrophage particulate load. Trop Med Int Health 14(3):349-54.

4. Kulkarni NS, Prudon B, Panditi SL, Abebe Y, Grigg J. (2005) Carbon loading of alveolar macrophages in adults
and children exposed to biomass smoke particles. Sci Total Environ 345(1-3):23-30.

5. Nwokoro C, Brugha R, Grigg J. (2013) Alveolar macrophages carbon load: a marker of exposure? Eur Respir J
;41(3):763.
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A1b. Outdoor air pollution: cross-sectional
associations with respiratory function and
cardiometabolic risk in London primary school
children

Peter Whincup 1, Jennifer Dent 1, Francesco Barone-Adesi 1, David Dajnak 2, Sean Beevers 2, Ross Anderson
1,2, Frank Kelly 2, Derek Cook 1.

1 Division of Population Health Sciences and Education, St George’s, University of London, London SW17
0RE; 2 Environmental Research Group, Kings College London.

Objective

To examine exposures to key traffic-related outdoor air pollutants among London Primary School

children and their associations with spirometric lung function and cardiometabolic risk.

Study Design

Cross-sectional study of lung function and cardiometabolic risk in children, carried out between October

2004 and February 2007 in 183 London Primary Schools in 20 London boroughs.

Study participants included 4932 London children aged 9-10 years predominantly of white European,

South Asian and black African-Caribbean origin (response rate 68%). The main outcome measures

included spirometric lung function and cardiometabolic risk markers (blood pressure, blood lipids, blood

glucose, insulin resistance, C-reactive protein). Carotid intima-media thickness was measured in a subset

of 753 children. Annual traffic-related exposures particularly including nitrogen oxides (NOx, NO2, NO),

and traffic-related PM fractions (PM2.5 exhaust, PM10-2.5 [coarse fraction]) were modeled at home and

school locations using the King’s College London Air Pollution Toolkit. Exposure in each location was

averaged over the central years of the study period (2005-2006). Environmental tobacco smoke exposure

was assessed by measurement of salivary cotinine. Multilevel linear regression models were fitted using

STATA to examine the associations between outdoor air pollution exposures and the main health

outcome markers.

Results

There were moderate variations in all traffic related exposures between individual study participants,

both for home locations and school locations. For home locations, the percentage increases from the 5th

to the 95th percentiles of annual exposure were 64% for NOx, 39% for NO2, 105% for NO, 129% for

PM2.5 exhaust and 20% for PM10-2.5 [coarse fraction]). All nitrogen oxide and particulate exposures

varied by socioeconomic status (with higher exposures among economically inactive households) and by

ethnicity (with higher exposures among black African-Caribbeans compared with other ethnic groups).

However, there were no consistent associations between key traffic pollution exposures (particularly NOx

and other nitrogen oxides, PM2.5 exhaust, PM10-2.5) and spirometric lung function in all study children;

analyses restricted to a subgroup of 520 children with recent asthma showed similar results.

Associations between key traffic pollution exposures and markers of cardiovascular and type 2 diabetes

risk in childhood, including C-reactive protein and carotid intima-media thickness were also examined.

There were no consistent associations between key traffic pollution exposures and cardiovascular and

type 2 diabetes risk markers in these children.
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Conclusion

This study did not find evidence of strong associations between traffic-related pollution and markers of

lung function and emerging cardiovascular risk. This may reflect the absence of such associations, or it

could reflect study limitations (particularly of size, exposure range and measurement) for the detection of

moderate or small associations.

Acknowledgement

This study was supported by a cross-Research Council Environmental Exposure and Health Initiative

(EEHI) grant with funds from the Natural Environment Research Council (NERC), the Medical Research

Council (MRC), and the Department of Health (DoH).
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A1c. Chronic exposure to traffic derived pollutants is
associated with reduced lung volume in children
living in deprived areas of inner-city London

Ian Mudway

MRC-HPA Centre for Environment and Health, King’s College London

The presentation describes the results obtained during the first 3 years of the EXHALE (Exploration of

Health and Lungs in the Environment) project, examining the impact of the introduction of London’s

Low Emission Zone (LEZ) on the respiratory health of 8-9 year old children living within the London

boroughs of Hackney and Tower Hamlets, two of the worst areas in the UK for child poverty.

Lung function is negatively affected by both acute and chronic exposures to traffic-related air pollution.

This study examined the relationship between traffic derived pollutant exposures and the respiratory

health of separate panels of 8-9 year-old children attending schools in east London over the winter

periods 2008–2012. Technically acceptable post-bronchodilator lung function was obtained from 887

children and was related to annual pollutant (NOx, NO2, PM2.5 and PM10) concentrations modeled at the

residential address level. In addition we employed an estimate of acute 24 hour and 7-day exposures by

scaling the annual mean concentrations by a ‘Nowcast’ factor defined as the ratio between concentrations

measured at a local subset of London Air Quality Network monitoring sites and the annual means

measured by the same sites. Based on the annual exposure estimates we found significant negative

associations (P<0.05) between FVC and each of the examined pollutants: NOx, -1.1 (-2.0-0.0); NO2, -3.0

(-5.0-0.0); PM10, -10.4 (-20.0—10.0); and PM2.5, -24.1 (-48.0—10.0) mL per mg/m3 of pollutant. These

associations were robust to correction for age, sex, ethnicity, height, BMI, IMD score, exposure to ETS,

clustering by school location, and study year. No significant associations were seen when the acute

exposure estimates were employed. In addition, no negative associations were noted between FEV1 and

any of the chronic or acute exposure estimates. These data therefore demonstrate that exposure of

children to traffic pollution in central London is associated with decreased lung volume. We found no

evidence of improvements in lung function over the first three years of the LEZ. The use of the acute

exposure estimates, alongside annual pollutant attributions allowed the reduced FVC values to be

attributed to chronic long term exposures, which would otherwise not have been possible using the cross

sectional design employed in the present study. The ‘Nowcast’ method described is translatable to a wide

variety of exposure assessments where acute and chronic exposure effects require investigation.
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A1d. A rigorous statistical framework for estimating
the long-term health effects of air pollution

Duncan Lee, Richard Mitchell1and Sujit Sahu2

1University of Glasgow, 2 University of Southampton,

Background and objectives

The detrimental effects of air pollution on human health are estimated to have both a financial and a

public health impact. According to the website of the Department for Environment Food and Rural

Affairs (DEFRA); “In 2008 air pollution in the form of anthropogenic particulate matter (PM) alone was

estimated to reduce average life expectancy in the UK by around six months. Thereby imposing an

estimated equivalent health cost of £19 billion in 2008”. The effects of air pollution have been quantified

by numerous epidemiological studies, focusing on effects in both the short (acute) and the long (chronic)

term.

Long-term studies take the form of either cohort or small-area ecological studies, with examples of the

latter including (Maheswaran et al., 2005) and (Elliott et al., 2007). Small-area studies are at the

ecological level, and thus the estimated effects cannot be assumed to hold at the individual level (the

ecological fallacy). However, they are quick and inexpensive to implement unlike cohort studies, and

thus they add to the body of evidence about the long-term effects of air pollution on human health. The

majority of existing small-area studies have an epidemiological focus, and suffer from limitations in the

statistical methodology used. These limitations may introduce bias into the estimated relationships

between air pollution and health, and this paper critiques the statistical methodology used to estimate

such relationships and outlines areas for further work.

Small-area studies

The study region comprises a set of N non-overlapping areal units A = {A1,...,AN}, such as super output

areas or electoral wards, and data are collected yearly for a period of t = 1,...,T years. For each areal unit

and time period the data include the observed number of cases of disease Yt(Ak), the expected number of

cases Et(Ak) computed using external standardisation, the average air pollution concentration xt(Ak), and

a vector of other covariate risk factors z′t(Ak), such as socio-economic deprivation. A general model for

these data is given by

Yt (Ak ) ∼ Poisson(Et(Ak )Rt(Ak)), (1)

ln(Rt(Ak)) = z′t(Ak)β + xt−1(Ak)βx + φt(Ak). (2)

The parameter of primary interest in this model is βx, the effect of air pollution on human health. We note

that the pollution covariate has been lagged by one year to ensure that the exposure occurs before the

disease occurrence. The term φt(Ak) is a random effect, which is included in the model to account for

spatio-temporal correlation in the disease data not accounted for by the covariates. The spatio-temporal

structure of the data means that spatio-temporal correlation is likely, and if ignored it could lead to bias

in the estimate of βx and an uncertainty interval that may not have the correct coverage probability. A

common model for the random effects is to partition their variation into purely spatial and purely

temporal components, a so called separable correlation structure, with each being modeled by the general

class of Gaussian Markov Random Fields (GMRF). Examples of such models in the temporal domain are
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autoregressive process, while in the spatial domain Conditional AutoRegressive (CAR) models are

typically used.

A statistical critique

From a statistical methodology perspective, the study design described above presents two main

challenges:

1. Correlation modelling - how should the random effects φt(Ak) be modelled to accurately

represent the unmeasured spaito-temporal correlation structure in the data after the covariate

effects have been accounted for?

2. Exposure estimation - how should the areal level yearly average pollution concentration xt(Ak) be

estimated and how should the uncertainty in their values be accounted for?

Correlation modelling

There are two main problems with the simple spatio-temporal correlation model for φt(Ak) outlined

above. The first is the separable nature of the spatio-temporal correlation structure, which assumes that

the spatial structure is the same for all time periods. This is overly simplistic, as it is likely that the

structure will change over time. The second problem is that the CAR models commonly used to capture

the spatial correlation assume that the random effects exhibit the same level of spatial smoothness

throughout the region, which is unrealistic. Instead, this correlation structure is likely to be localised,

with areas of smooth evolution being separated by discontinuities in the spatial surface. Assuming the

random effects exhibit a single global level of spatial smoothness is inappropriate for real data, and (Lee

and Mitchell, 2013) have shown that this leads to poorer estimation performance for covariate effects

compared with modelling the localised structure of the spatial correlation. Furthermore, (Hodges and

Reich, 2010) have shown that including a globally smooth set of random effects in the model can bias the

estimation of the pollution effect βx, because of collinearity problems between the spatially smooth

pollution variable and the random effects.

Exposure estimation

The majority of small-area studies quantify pollution exposure using modelled pollution concentrations

on a regular grid generated from an air quality model, such as the Community Multi-scale Air Quality

Modelling System (CMAQ) model (Ching and Byun, 1999) or the Met Office Unified Model in the UK.

Actual pollution observations are typically not used for such studies, because the network of monitors is

not dense at the small-area scale. However, it is well known that models such as the CMAQ produce

biased estimate of the annual mean concentrations on a regular grid, see e.g. Sahu et al. (2009) who

proposed methods for combining actual pollution observations with model output to reduce bias. The

spatiotemporal modelling of air pollution proposed there also provides opportunities to address the

sparsity problem of the air pollution observations since the modelling there is done at the highest

possible, i.e. the point-level, spatial resolution. An added advantage of the combined model based

estimate of air pollution lies in automatic availability of their uncertainty estimates (Sahu et al 2010).

These uncertainty estimates must be fed through to the top-level small area ecological models (1) and (2)

in order to accurately assess the true levels of uncertainty for the air pollution effects βx. When these are

ignored, as is typically done, the uncertainty intervals for βx becomes too narrow.
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Furthermore, existing studies typically assess the health risks from a single pollutant, which is important

in a regulatory context (it is concentrations of individual pollutants that are regulated). However, from a

public health standpoint the health impact of the air we breathe is of interest, which is a complex mixture

of numerous pollutants. Therefore a complementary analysis would assess the impact of multiple

pollutants simultaneously, perhaps using synthetic Air Quality Indicators (AQI). For a discussion of

AQIs see, e.g., Bruno and Cocchi, (2002). The proposal here is to use multi-pollutant space-time models

to assess the uncertainties associated with the AQIs and use those in the models (1) and (2) to estimate

the air pollution effects βx.

Conclusions

The majority of small-area studies utilise a purely spatial simplification of the study design described

above (T=1), and this paper is part of a three-year EPSRC funded project (grant numbers EP/J017485/1

and EP/J017442/1) to develop rigorous statistical methodology for conducting such studies.

Specifically, the aims of this project are to

1. Extend the study design to a spatiotemporal setting.

2. Develop a rigorous statistical modelling framework for conducting such studies, which addresses

the weaknesses in the study design described above.

3. Develop software to enable others to conduct such studies using the newly developed

methodology.
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A1e. Toxicological and epidemiological studies of
cardiovascular effects of ambient air fine particulate
matter (PM2.5) and its chemical components:
Coherence and public health implications.

Professor Morton Lippmann

New York University School of Medicine

Recent investigations of the roles of ambient air PM2.5 constituents and/or their source mixtures on

health-related biological responses in community residents have substantially enhanced our knowledge

on the impacts of specific components, especially the Health Effects Institute (HEI) - supported National

PArticle Component Toxicity (NPACT) studies at: 1) New York University (NYU); and 2) the

collaborative study at the University of Washington (UW) and the Lovelace Respiratory Research

Institute (LRRI).

NYU addressed the impact of long-term PM2.5 exposure on chronic effects. Its mouse inhalation studies

at 5 U.S. sites showed substantial variations in aortic plaque progression by geographic region that was

coherent with the regional variation in annual IHD mortality in 100 U.S. cities in the ACS-II cohort, with

both the human and mouse responses being primarily attributable to the coal combustion source

category. The UW regressions of associations of CVD events and mortality in the Womens Health

Initiative (WHI) cohort, and of carotid intima-medial thickness (CIMT) and coronary artery calcification

(CAC) progression in the Multi-Ethnic Study of Atherosclerosis (MESA) cohort indicated that SO4
= had

stronger associations with cardiovascular disease (CVD)-related human responses than PM2.5 organic

carbon (OC), elemental carbon (EC), or silicon (Si). The LRRI’s mice had CVD-related biomarker

responses to sulfate (SO4
=) that were exacerbated by co-exposure to motor-vehicle exhaust gases

(MVEG). The UW source apportionment noted that the ambient air SO4
= concentrations were highly

correlated with the concentrations of selenium (Se), sulphur (S) and arsenic (As). Thus, it is reasonable to

assume that, on a national scale, that SO4
= can serve as a surrogate index of the coal combustion source,

and that the UW-LRRI findings are consistent with the NYU attribution of most of the chronic CVD

effects to the coal combustion source.

The NYU NPACT study also showed that the source-related component that is dominant for the chronic

CVD effects (coal combustion) differs from those that dominate acute health effects in both humans

(hospital admissions) and mice (cardiac function). Those most closely associated with these acute effects

are OC, EC, and copper (Cu) from the traffic source, and nickel (Ni) and vanadium (V) from the residual

oil source. For daily mortality in humans, there appears to be a role for coal combustion, as indexed by

SO4
=, Se, and As.

These new findings and insights provide further support for the hypothesis that some PM2.5 components

are considerably more toxic than others, but also illustrate the remaining uncertainties concerning the

adequacy of PM2.5 mass as an index of the health risks of ambient air PM2.5 pollution exposures, and

especially so for an annual average U.S. National Ambient Air Quality Standard (NAAQS) where the

variation in the contributions of coal combustion effluents to PM2.5 mass is so extreme. By contrast, the

contribution of the traffic source to PM2.5 mass is far more uniform.

While the recent research into the roles of PM2.5 components on CVD has clearly filled some major

knowledge gaps, and helped to define remaining uncertainties, much more knowledge is needed on the
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effects in other organ systems if we are to identify and characterize the most effective and efficient

means for reducing the still considerable adverse health impacts of ambient air PM.
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A2. Discussion Session

Invited Keynote Presentation ‘Air pollution and health: insights from
assessing inhaled dose’

Prof. Grigg discussed the use of an alveolar macrophage (AM) based system for air pollution exposure

assessment. This presentation included a review of the in vivo studies underpinning this method and an

assessment of the associations between AM carbon levels and markers of exposure in humans. The use

of this system has provided an insight into the potential vulnerability of asthmatic children and adults

with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease to air pollution exposure. The issue of where inhaled carbon

black is accumulating in cases of sub-optimal alveolar macrophage clearance was raised, Prof. Grigg

speculated that particulate material may translocate across the alveolar epithelium.

Research Presentations

A talk titled ‘Air pollution, lung function and cardiometabolic risk: a cross-sectional study in London

primary school children’ was presented by Peter Whincup. No strong associations were noted between

road traffic pollution and risk of cardiovascular disease. Strengths of the study were that a large study

group was used with a range of measures. Debate focussed on the strengths and weaknesses of this study

and questions regarding the suitability of study population sizes, the selection of outcome measurements

and the limitations of respiratory data.

Ian Mudway gave a presentation entitled ‘Chronic exposure to traffic derived pollutants is associated

with reduced lung volume in children living in deprived areas of inner-city London’. Dr. Mudway

reported a cross sectional study examining the effects on children’s health of reduced air pollution levels

due to the London low emissions zone. Results indicated decreased lung volume in children exposed to

high levels of traffic derived pollutants. Discussion of these results indicated that these findings were

particularly pronounced following NOx exposure. Sujit Kumar Sahu spoke on his work implementing ‘A

rigorous statistical framework for estimating the long-term health effects of air pollution’. Dr. Sahu

reviewed the topic of air pollution forecasting and modelling using data obtained from cohort studies and

small area ecological studies. He detailed future work in this area to extend the study to consider

spatiotemporal modelling and to produce a rigorous modelling framework for such studies.

Invited Keynote Presentation ‘Toxicological and epidemiological

studies of cardiovascular effects of ambient air fine particulate

matter (PM2.5) and its chemical components: Coherence and

public health implications’

Prof. Lippmann relayed the results of a recent study examining the in vitro and in vivo toxicity of PM2.5

at five sites across the USA. Particulate components responsible for toxic effects were identified and

organic and elemental carbon, copper, nickel, vanadium sulphate, selenium and arsenic were noted as

being particularly important drivers of toxicity. Different particulate components exhibited differing

toxic effects, particularly noteworthy were associations between particle nickel content and heart rate

variability in vivo and sulphur content and human CVD mortality suggesting the importance of coal

combustion. Prof Lippmann was asked if there was yet good evidence for another metric for regulation

additional to PM2.5 and he considered further work was still required. There was discussion of whether
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differences found in animal studies of effects of particulates from eastern and western US coasts was

consistent with epidemiological findings and this was thought to be the case with respect to heart disease.

Prof Lippmann refereed to the need to reduce pollution from shipping near coasts, including use of

cleaner fuels.
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B. Climate change and future scenarios

B.1 Oral Presentations

B1a. Impact of climate change and air pollution and
health

R G Derwent, rdscientific, Newbury, Berkshire, UK

Policy-makers are concerned about the relationship between climate change and air pollution and health

because this relationship raises important questions, such as: “to what extent will the United Kingdom be

in control of its own air quality in the coming decades” and “could changing climatic conditions

significantly affect air quality in the United Kingdom”. The recent IPCC 4th report warned of the

possibility of significant air quality deterioration as a result of climate-related changes in the atmospheric

dispersion and transformation of air pollutants. In addition there have been reports on this subject by the

Royal Society, Department of Health, World Health Organization and the European Commission. Most

of the research and assessment has focussed on the relationship between climate change and ozone air

quality and this is the main focus of this review.

Ozone levels over the United Kingdom can be considered to be composed of two components: ozone

produced on the regional scale from ozone precursors emitted over Europe and that produced from other

sources outside of Europe, including that transported from the stratosphere and that undergoing

intercontinental transport. The ozone not produced from European precursors over the regional scale is

often referred to as ‘background’ ozone. Whilst the ozone produced inside Europe plays the most

important role in the United Kingdom ozone air quality health relationship, the contribution of

‘background’ ozone is still important and cannot simply be ignored. To assess the impact of climate

change on ozone air quality in the United Kingdom, we therefore need to assess the impact of climate

change both on the ozone formed over Europe and on ‘background’ ozone.

Climate change over the century timescale has the potential to influence many of the processes involved

with the intercontinental transport of ‘background’ ozone into the United Kingdom. Because of our

position on the western fringes of continental Europe and because of our exposure to the prevailing

westerly winds off the North Atlantic Ocean, we have a unique exposure to ‘background’ ozone. There

may be changes in meteorological processes which may influence the frequency of storms and weather

fronts, as well as changes in temperature and humidity that will affect the chemical regimes of

tropospheric ozone production and loss. Account must also be taken of any changes in the stratospheric

ozone layer, stratosphere-troposphere exchange and changes in the Brewer-Dobson circulation. There

may also be potentially large changes in the global and hemispheric scale emissions of tropospheric

ozone precursors such as methane, NOx, VOCs and carbon monoxide.

Climate change may also potentially influence the European regional scale production and removal

processes for surface or ground-level ozone. Note that a diminution in the removal rate of ozone will

necessarily act as an apparent increase in ozone production. There may be changes in the number and

intensity of photochemical episodes, an earlier onset of spring, changes in temperatures, humidity, winds

and convection which influence photochemical ozone production and loss. The increased drying out of

soils will lead to decreased surface removal and increased long-range transboundary transport distances
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for ozone. Increased temperatures may lead to increased emissions from forest fires, biogenic isoprene

sources as well as increased evaporation of man-made VOCs.

Only when we have an understanding of the influence of climate change on ozone production and

destruction processes from the local to the global scale, can we complete an assessment of the impact of

climate change on ozone air quality and human health in the United Kingdom.
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B1b. UK health burdens from changes in ozone air
pollution under future scenarios

Mathew R. Heal1, Clare Heaviside2, Ruth M. Doherty3, Massimo Vieno4, David S. Stevenson3, Sotiris
Vardoulakis2

1 School of Chemistry, University of Edinburgh, Edinburgh, UK

2 Centre for Radiation, Chemical and Environmental Hazards, Public Health England, Chilton, UK

3 School of GeoSciences, University of Edinburgh, Edinburgh, UK

4 NERC Centre for Ecology & Hydrology, Bush Estate, Nr. Penicuik, UK

Background and objectives

Short-term exposure to ambient ozone (O3) has been associated with a range of adverse human health

effects. Ozone is a secondary chemical species for which spatial and temporal variations are complex and

controlled by a multitude of processes acting on different scales. Surface O3 over the UK mainly depends

on: (a) the background O3, which arises from photochemical formation and transport of O3 throughout

the lower atmosphere; (b) the local and regional anthropogenic and biogenic emissions of O3 precursor

gases within the UK and the rest of Europe, particularly emissions of NOx which at low to moderate

concentrations contribute to formation of O3 but at high concentrations reduce O3; (c) meteorology, via

its influences on rates of chemical reactions, loss of O3 to the surface, and long-range transport of O3.

Climate can directly or indirectly affect all these processes.

Precursor emissions and climate are changing. The objectives of this work were to use the WRF-

EMEP4UK atmospheric chemistry transport model (Vieno et al., 2010) to simulate hourly O3

concentrations at 5 km horizontal resolution across the UK, and to quantify health burdens associated

with current levels of surface O3 and how these may change in the future.

Study description

WRF-EMEP4UK simulations were performed for a ‘base’ run with 2003 emissions, and the following

three commonly-used O3 precursor emissions projections for 2030 (Dentener et al., 2005), using 2003

meteorology: (1) A2: a ‘high’ emission scenario based on the IPCC SRES A2 socioeconomic scenario;

(2) B2+CLE: a ‘current legislation’ scenario based on the IPCC SRES B2 socioeconomic scenario, and

including implementation of air quality legislation prevailing in 2000; (3) B2+MFR: a ‘maximum

feasible reduction’ scenario also based on the B2 scenario, but including reductions in emissions

achievable through all abatement measures available in 2000, regardless of cost. The ‘base’ run was

repeated with year 2004 meteorology, to set O3 changes in context of inter-annual variability, and with

temperatures uniformly increased by 5 C as a sensitivity indicator for one aspect of climate change.

Population health burdens for O3 were calculated for 12 UK administrative regions, via:

Daily mortality = daily O3 × concentration-response coefficient × baseline mortality rate × population

where ‘daily O3’ refers to the daily maximum running 8-hour mean O3 concentration in each grid cell,

weighted by population. COMEAP-recommended all-cause mortality and hospital admission

concentration-response coefficients of 0.6% and 1.4% per 10 ppb increase in daily O3 were used.

Published article:
Heal, M. R., Heaviside, C., Doherty, R. M., Vieno, M., Stevenson, D. S., Vardoulakis, S.( 2013) Health
burdens of surface ozone in the UK for a range of future scenarios. Environment International 61, 36-42.
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Baseline daily mortality and hospitalisation rates were obtained from the Office for National Statistics

(ONS) and NHS Hospital Episode Statistics, respectively, and ONS data also provided estimates of

regional 2030 populations. Health burden calculations were undertaken assuming no threshold and a 35

ppb threshold for O3 effects.

Results

The following subset of results are shown: changes in annual mean surface O3 for the three 2030

emission scenarios and for +5 C temperature (Fig. 1); changes in regional annual mortality per 100,000

population between 2003 and 2030 for the three emissions scenarios and for 0 or 35 ppb O3 threshold

(Fig. 2); annual mortalities attributable to O3 for the 2003 baseline, and 2030 emissions scenarios,

including population changes in 2030 (Table 1).

Conclusions

Changes in annual mean surface O3 over the UK for the 5 C increase in air temperature (+1.0 to +1.5

ppb, Fig. 1) are generally smaller than the potential changes in surface O3 due to emissions changes by

2030 (3 to +3.5 ppb, depending on scenario and geographic region, Fig. 1) or due to inter-annual

meteorological variability (±1.5–2 ppb, data not shown). The temperature increase simulated is currently

not anticipated to occur until towards the end of this century, but temperature is only one way in which

climate change will impact future O3. The changes in surface O3 under the different emissions scenarios

have considerable geographical variability which reflects differences in the amount of hemispheric and

regional background O3 and changes in local NOx emissions that influence O3 removal through reaction

with NO. The O3 changes, and consequently the attributable health burden (Fig. 2), are greatest under the

‘current legislation’ B2+CLE scenario, since O3 increases as a result of both increases in background O3

concentration (as in the ‘high’ A2 scenario) and decreases in UK urban NOx emissions (as in the

‘maximum feasible reduction’ B2+MFR scenario).

Taking into account also projected population increases in 2030 (18%), both the ‘current legislation’ and

‘maximum feasible reduction’ scenarios lead to greater UK health burden attributable to O3 than the

‘high’ emission scenario; e.g. 14,691, 14,006 and 13,326 deaths brought forward, respectively, assuming

no O3 threshold for health effects, and that O3 exposure over the full year is relevant (Table 1). The

attributable health impacts assuming a 35 ppb O3 threshold are roughly a factor of 10 lower, with the

exact ratios varying with the O3 scenarios used. For the +5 C sensitivity experiment, and with the

assumption of no threshold for effect, total UK deaths brought forward increases by 473, or by 4.1%, on

the 2003 baseline mortality of 11,528. The largest mortality increases are in London, South East and East

England and the smallest in Scotland and Northern Ireland. When a threshold for O3 health impact is

assumed, there is a 30% increase in ozone-related mortality but smaller numbers: 343 deaths nationally

above the baseline of 1,162. Regional differences in health impacts vary with O3 threshold assumed

because of spatial variation in the contribution to O3 concentrations from long-term average O3 and from

short-term O3 episodes.

References

Dentener, F., Stevenson, D., Cofala, J., et al. (2005) The impact of air pollutant and methane emission controls on
tropospheric ozone and radiative forcing: CTM calculations for the period 1990-2030, Atmospheric Chemistry and
Physics 5, 1731-1755.

Vieno, M., Dore, A. J., Stevenson, D. S., Doherty, R., Heal, M. R., Reis, S., Hallsworth, S., Tarrason, L., Wind, P.,
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Figure 1 Changes in annual mean surface O3 (ppb) for 2030 emission scenarios A2 (top left),
B2+CLE (top right) and B2+MFR (bottom left), and for a +5 C temperature increase (bottom

right), all using 2003 meteorology.

Figure 2 Changes in regional annual mortality rate per 100,000 population between 2003 and
2030 for the three emissions projection scenarios and assumptions of no threshold (top), and 35
ppb threshold (bottom), for O3 effects. Note different scales.
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SW – South West; SE – South East; LN – London; EE – East England; WA – Wales; WM – West Midlands; EM – East Midlands; NW – North
West; YH – Yorkshire & Humberside; NE – North East; SC – Scotland; NI – Northern Ireland.

Table 1 Regional and UK total annual deaths brought forward attributable to O3, assuming 0
and 35 ppb thresholds, for the 2003 baseline, and for 2030 projections under the A2, B2+CLE and
B2+MFR emissions scenarios. The 2030 data include estimated population changes. Region
codes as in Fig. 2.

Annual deaths brought forward, no threshold
Annual deaths brought forward, with 35 ppb

threshold

2003 2030 2003 2030

Region Baseline A2 B2+ CLE B2+ MFR Baseline A2 B2+ CLE B2+ MFR

SW 1143 1412 1499 1412 143 181 216 156

SE 1601 1858 2090 1997 208 203 303 236

LN 1056 1169 1426 1402 116 87 175 149

EE 998 1200 1380 1328 113 103 187 147

WA 677 782 815 765 72 95 104 72

WM 1000 1109 1232 1178 98 98 143 107

EM 788 939 1053 1006 82 84 130 98

NW 1361 1468 1615 1541 106 105 156 114

YH 950 1139 1273 1218 76 79 127 93

NE 543 606 645 609 44 52 65 43

SC 1114 1274 1297 1212 79 117 116 70

NI 296 371 366 338 24 45 38 22

TOTAL 11,528 13,326 14,691 14,006 1,162 1,274 1,761 1,307
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B1c. Unintended consequences of climate change
mitigation for radon-related lung cancer

James Milner1, Clive Shrubsole2, Payel Das2, Benjamin Jones2, Ian Hamilton3, Zaid Chalabi1,2, Ian Ridley4, Ben
Armstrong1, Michael Davies2, Paul Wilkinson1

1 Department of Social & Environmental Health Research, London School of Hygiene & Tropical Medicine,
London, UK
2 Bartlett School of Graduate Studies, University College London, London, UK
3 UCL Energy Institute, University College London, London, UK
4 Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology, Melbourne, Australia

Background and objectives

A central element of the UK Government’s strategy for reducing emissions of greenhouse gases (GHG)

is the improvement of energy efficiency in the housing sector (DECC, 2012). The reduction in

uncontrolled ventilation of dwellings that such improvements are likely to entail has the potential to

increase indoor concentrations of radon, a radioactive inert gas that enters the home by seepage through

the floor (Miles et al., 2007). Radon is estimated to be responsible for around 1,400 cases of lung cancer

each year in the UK (Darby et al., 2005; Parkin & Darby, 2011). We report here a modelling study to

estimate the impact of such household energy efficiency measures on the distribution of radon exposures

and associated lung cancer mortality in England.

Study description

The distribution of indoor radon concentrations in England, now and in an ‘energy efficient’ future, were

modelled using the validated multizone model CONTAM (Emmerich, 2011), using input data from the

2009 English Housing Survey. Space heating demand of the stock due to ventilation heat losses was

modelled using the standard degree-hour method (ASHRAE, 2009), and from this the corresponding

GHG emissions (CCC, 2011). The associated impacts on lung cancer mortality were estimated using the

IOMLIFET life table model (Miller & Hurley, 2003) assuming a linear no-threshold model with a 16%

increase in lung cancer mortality risk per 100 Bq m-3 (Darby et al., 2006; Darby et al., 2005).

Results

Increased air tightness of the type expected from ‘typical’ energy efficiency upgrades of the existing

stock was estimated to result in a rightward shift in the distribution of indoor radon concentrations

(Figure 1), with an increase in mean indoor radon levels by more than 50%, and a greater increase in the

proportion of dwellings above the UK’s Action Level of 200 Bq m-3. Such exposure changes would be

associated with a corresponding widely distributed increase in radon-related lung cancer risk. Although

these adverse health impacts could be reduced by introducing compensatory purpose-provided

ventilation, such measures would reduce the energy efficiency benefit of ventilation control.

Discussion and conclusions

Energy efficiency measures that reduce home ventilation have the potential to alter the population

distribution of exposure to indoor radon (as well as to other pollutants of indoor origin), though in part

helping to protect against outdoor pollutants. Since the changes are expected to affect all (or nearly all) of

the existing housing stock, there is potential for a correspondingly large population-wide shift in

exposure and thus health burden. The increase in radon-related lung cancer risk for most homes and
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individuals is modest, but because the exposure changes are widely distributed the public health impact

could be substantial.

This work challenges the paradigm of minimizing building ventilation to reduce ventilation-related heat

losses. As demonstrated, policies which target ventilation may have negative impacts on public health

and the potential for only modest reductions in the UK’s GHG emissions. The implications need to be

evaluated carefully before home energy efficiency schemes are implemented more widely.
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Figure 1 Modelled distributions of radon exposure in English housing stock for present day and
an ‘energy efficient’ future.
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B1e. Short-term prediction of UK air quality index
values to improve public information during pollution
episodes

Gary Fuller and Timothy Baker

MRC – HPA Centre for Environment and Health, King’s College London.

Background and objectives

Around the world air quality indexes are used to convey complex air quality information to the public.

They need to strike a careful balance between condensing scientific information into an easily

understandable, clear and concise format, without losing valuable information. Air quality indexes have

the common aim to prevent adverse health effects from short-term elevations in air pollution and

advances in digital media are offering new ways to convey this information directly to the public in near

real-time; through internet and mobile phone applications (Kelly et al 2012).

During 2011 the Committee on the Medical Effects of Air Pollutants published their review of the UK

Air Quality Index; the first time the index had been reviewed since 1998 (COMEAP, 2011). The review

recommended an index with break points between air quality bands based largely on the World Health

Organisation Guidelines (WHO, 2006) and provided updated health advice for the public. The index was

accepted by Defra, with amendments to the break points for O3, and launched as the Daily Air Quality

Index in January 2012.

Although basing the index on the WHO Guidelines firmly anchored it to health effects evidence, the time

basis of the WHO exposure metrics for PM10 and O3, daily and eight hour means, do not lend

themselves to near-real time dissemination. By their very nature these metrics lag real time air pollution

concentrations and using these alone it is not possible to warn the public of O3 episodes until peak

exposure has already taken place and information about daily mean PM exposure cannot be provided

until the day is nearly complete. As a solution to this issue COMEAP developed a system for short-term

pollution predictions using measured data only. The so-called triggers were published as supplementary

information to the index and recommended for use by organisations that operate real-time air pollution

information systems.

The trigger values were determined by testing all possible trigger values on retrospective measurements

and selecting the values with the optimal predictive capabilities. Post implementation analysis has

focused on determining the predictive capabilities of the triggers during a range of pollution episodes

during 2012 and the first quarter of 2013. Further analysis was undertaken to determine if the use of

triggers improved the accuracy of the Defra’s national air quality forecasts.

Methods

It was decided from an early stage that the triggers should be based on two consecutive hourly mean

concentrations. The first hourly mean has to be greater than or equal to a threshold. To avoid false

triggers from short-term measurement spikes, the trigger has to be confirmed by a second hourly mean. It

is clearly desirable to be able to predict pollution exposure before the accumulated eight hour or daily

mean concentration indicates that moderate, high or very high air pollution has occurred. For this reason

the triggers are biased towards increasing concentrations, i.e. the second hourly mean concentration is

greater or equal to the first.
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Pre-implementation

The O3 triggers were determined using measurements from sites in London and Southeast England from

2000 to 2008 (including AURN measurements), a total of 4.7 million hourly measurements. The PM10

and PM2.5 triggers were determined using reference equivalent PM10 and PM2.5 concentrations from

the AURN and from London and neighbouring networks from 2004 to 2009. Approximately 270,000

days of PM10 concentrations were modelled for each possible trigger for each band and approximately

27,000 days were modelled in the same way for PM2.5.

Post-implementation

The predictive performance was assessed during different types of episode through 2012 and the first

quarter of 2013. Episodes were selected to cover a range of site types and seasons using measurements

from sites in London and Southeast England and those on the AURN.

During 2012 UK-Air reported near real time measurements for O3 using rolling 8 hour means and rolling

24 hour means of PM concentrations. The ability of these metrics to predict the air quality index was also

assessed using the same dataset as the pre and post implementation analysis.

Additionally, Ricardo-AEA tested if trigger data could be used to improve Defra air quality forecasts

published on UK-air. A comparison of forecast, trigger and measured data was compared at a zone /

agglomeration level for the UK for 2012 (Willis and Connolly, personal communication).

Results

The triggers can be considered to be a categorical model; they provide a “yes” or “no” prediction that can

be assessed against a set of “yes” or “no” observations. The performance of such models needs to be

considered carefully; it is important to assess not only the times when the model correctly warns of an

episode (true positives) but also the times that it misses episodes (false negative), incorrectly predicts an

episode (false positives) and correctly predicts no episode (true negatives). The very large number of air

pollution measurements in the low band meant that some metrics for categorical model assessment could

not be used and trigger accuracy was finally assessed using the Gilbert Skill Score (GSS) (Stephenson,

2000). Scores of 0.23 to 0.57 were obtained for PM triggers and 0.72 and 0.79 for O3 but insufficient

measurements of very high O3 were available to determine a trigger for this band.

Post implementation analysis found that over 80% of typical incidents of moderate particulate (PM10 &

PM2.5) air pollution or above were correctly predicted by triggers, and 92%within one index value (not

band) of the correct measurement. The triggers were found to over predict PM10 concentrations close to

industrial sites. These locations have elevated PM emissions for part of a day only and can have

concentrations close to background at other times. The O3 triggers performed well during summer

episodes, frequently giving a warning 5 hours before levels peaked, but over predicted O3 during unusual

episodes in October 2012. These episodes were outside the normal O3 episode season in the UK, which

typically ends in early September and the over prediction was attributed to short daylight times available

for photochemistry.

The use of rolling 24h mean PM10 concentrations would lead to a consistent bias in near real time

public information with an over prediction of moderate PM10 on around 3% of days and an over

prediction of high and very high PM10 on around 10% of days. Similar results were found using rolling

24h mean PM2.5 to predict moderate and high bands. Using a rolling 24h mean to predict very high

PM2.5 led to an over prediction of very high days by 13%.
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The use of triggers to improve air quality forecasts were tested for each of the UK’s 32 forecasting zones

and agglomerations for 2012. It was found that the use of triggers to supplement the forecast led to an

increase of 46% or 53% (depending on the accuracy metric) in the accuracy of forecasts of air quality at

high or very high (Willis and Connolly, personal communication).

Conclusions

The use of triggers is necessary to ensure that the Daily Air Quality index provides near real time

information to the public about their pollution exposure. Overall the triggers have been found to work

well in providing short-term predictive information during pollution episodes and in supplementing air

quality forecasts.
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B2. PHE Annual Lecture

At the science-policy interface – a 40-year
apprenticeship

Fintan Hurley

Institute of Occupational Medicine, Edinburgh, Scotland, UK

Background and objectives

I didn’t set out to work on science-policy issues; but then again, it wasn’t simply an accident that this is
where I have worked in recent years, on Health Impact Assessment of policy measures that affect
outdoor air pollution.

Study description

Hindsight is, they say, wonderful; and now that I have more years than ever to look back on (as indeed so

have you, no matter what your age), I will reflect on some of what influenced me to work on science

policy issues, and some of what I’ve learnt, and enjoyed, along the way.

Results

This will all be a little more like story-telling than I would usually dare to do.

To humour those who require or at least expect something more traditional and perhaps more

informative, and to give myself something of a safety net, I will discuss quantifying the mortality effects

of long-term exposure to summertime ozone – To what extent does the evidence support such

quantification (Jerrett et al., 2009)? How might we go about it (Miller et al., 2011)? And does it matter –

would doing this give us different answers to any important questions?

Conclusions

Is there more to this than the ramblings of an ageing man? Will there be something that appears like

wisdom? Will it be at least interesting? Time will tell. I make no promises, other than that I will not run

away immediately afterwards.

Discussion

My thanks to the Health Protection Agency and to the Conference organisers for giving me the

opportunity of this talk; and to Brian Miller for some of the sensible bits, calculating the mortality

impacts of exposure to summer-time ozone.

For the avoidance of doubt, as the lawyers are said to say, HPA is not responsible for the outcome. Nor

indeed is IOM, where I work. Nor are you, whether or not you stay to listen. Fortunately or

unfortunately, this one is on me.
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B3. Discussion Session

Invited Keynote Presentation ‘The impact of climate change on air

pollution and health’

From the premise that climate change will lead to exceptional meteorology and emissions, Prof Derwent

concluded that it is likely that this will exacerbate health problems during summer months, but more

complex models will be required with increased spatial resolution. The presentation prompted the

response that different mechanisms could lead to the conclusions he postulates. Specifically spikes in

pollution predicted could be due to general pollution rather than particular sources such as forest fires.

He was asked whether biomass burning could have contributed to an episode during 2005 and while he

did not think it significant on that occasion he thought it might be in the future.

Research Presentations discussion

A presentation by Mathew Heal entitled ‘UK health burdens from changes in ozone air pollution under

future scenarios’ was followed by Clive Shrubsole on ‘Unintended consequences of climate change

mitigation for radon-related lung cancer’. Clive described the PURGE research project which makes the

prediction that tightening properties, in order to reduce energy use, may result in a substantial increase in

radon exposure. He was asked about the possibility of using MVHR in such properties, i.e. involving a

heat exchanger to conserve energy rather than reducing air exchange. This could help for new buildings,

but is not realistic for retrofit as a fundamental redesign would be required. He was asked about

mitigation measures for radon, this can involve pumps under the building, use of a radon proof

membrane and pressurisation of the property and is therefore quite different to mitigation measures

against climate change.

Vina Kukadia then introduced ‘Air quality in the UK and the BRE Trust Future Cities Programme’. The

3 year long Future Cities Programme is currently looking at indoor air pollutants in hospitals and social

housing. Details of the measurements were provided in response to a question; these include sampling

onto sorbents to give short-term average concentrations of formaldehyde and TVOCs, with analysis in

the laboratory and real-time measurement of carbon monoxide and nitrogen oxides. Counting of particles

is being undertaken, but no speciation (the latter only on the wish list).

Finally in this session Gary Fuller spoke on ‘Short-term prediction of UK air quality index values to

improve public information during pollution episodes’. This project aims to predict high levels of air

pollution in advance, rather than just reporting them afterwards. Two comments were elicited. The first

of these suggested that a value could be put on the two types of error, i.e. predicting a peak which doesn’t

happen and not predicting one which does occur. The latter might be said to be more important than the

former, so, in line with the precautionary principle, a bias could be put into the forecast. However, with

the other eventuality people might unnecessarily take extra medication or avoid going to the park. The

second comment noted that in Paris, for example, during high pollution episodes traffic speed restrictions

are enforced or industry is required to do certain things, whereas in the UK we ask the affected individual

to change their behaviour.

A more general discussion of the presentations given in this session followed. Roy Harrison made the

point that less than 5 years ago we were being told that the UK would experience milder wetter winters

and drier warmer summers, whereas we actually seem to be having colder winters and wetter summers. If

the current trend continues then scenarios in 2050 and 2080 may be different to those modelled. For
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example, if the temperature does not increase as predicted, concentrations of biogenic VOCs will go

down, SVOCs will occur more in the particle phase so particulate matter will go up. Prof Derwent agreed

noting that the initial climate predictions used a 1960 to 1990 baseline and were not a strong basis for

regional predictions. Gary Fuller said that the effect of temperature patterns on ozone precursors needs to

be considered. Cooler winters, for example, may result in lower emissions over urban areas, but there is a

danger of extrapolating from just a few years’ weather patterns.

The comment was aired that if the aimed for 80% reduction in energy use is achieved, it is likely that the

effect of emissions reductions will outweigh that of changes in temperature and rainfall. This follows

from the massive change in energy and transport infrastructure which would be required. All factors need

to be considered together, however, as a predicted 90 % reduction in SO2 emissions will result in greater

global warming. Mathew Heal responded that temperature does have a smaller effect on ozone than do

emissions (locally, regionally and globally), for example, of methane.

The point was made that time horizons need to be considered; emission changes have more effect in the

near time, while climate change effects are seen later on. A question was raised for the Met office as to

when the next air quality predictions were expected (the last having been produced in 2009 ‘UKCP09’

which the Met Office acknowledges is not predicting extremes). A response was that they are being

worked on, but the current strategy is not clear.

The PHE Annual Lecture ‘At the science-policy interface – a 40-year

apprenticeship was given by Fintan Hurley

This presentation was a personal view from the perspective of a scientist who had increasingly become

involved in the application of science to policy. He emphasised the importance of using precise language,

such as the distinction between ‘based on evidence’ and ‘informed by evidence’. A question was asked

regarding the use of informed judgement in the face of uncertainty and where these should be used. The

response was that in his opinion, without knowing a great deal about regulatory frameworks, informed

judgements need to be used all the time.
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C. Evidence base and policy implication

C.1 Oral Presentations

C1a. Particulate air pollution and health: how do
results from epidemiological studies in the UK
compare with the existing evidence base?

Richard Atkinson

St Georges, University of London

Exposure to outdoor particulate air pollution has been associated with premature death and with

hospitalisations from both cardiovascular and respiratory diseases. Epidemiological evidence for adverse

health effects comes from studies of exposure over both short (hours to days) and long (e.g. a few years)

time periods. Evidence for the former comes from daily time series studies that correlate daily

concentrations of pollutants in a city with daily numbers of health events taking into account time trends,

seasonality and meteorology. Evidence for long term exposure comes from cohort studies, an

epidemiological study design that correlates estimates of individual exposure with the time from cohort

entry to event (e.g. death) accounting for individual and ecological risk factors (e.g. smoking history).

Cohort studies, exemplified by the American Cancer Society (ACS) cohort (Pope 1995, 2002) have

reported associations between particles with a median aerodynamic diameter less than 2.5 microns

(PM2.5) and death. In 2009 the UK Committee on the Medical Effects of Air Pollution (COMEAP)

reviewed the evidence for adverse health effects of long-term exposure to PM2.5 and concluded: “The

evidence as a whole points strongly to an association between long-term exposure to particulate air

pollution and effects on mortality.” The Committee, noting the lack of evidence from cohort studies from

the UK, concluded that “...the American Cancer Society (ACS) cohort study of several hundred thousand

people in metropolitan areas across the USA forms the best source of coefficients suitable for application

in the UK.” The Committee recommended the hazard ratio (HR) for PM2.5 from the Pope 2002 study

(Pope et al 2002) for quantification purposes (HR=1.06, (1.02, 1.11)).

Since the COMEAP report, results from two cohort studies from the UK have been published. The first,

in 2011 (Yap et al 2011), investigated mortality in two cohorts, the Renfrew/Paisley and Collaborative

cohorts comprising 15331 and 6680 participants respectively, in relation to Black Smoke (BS)

concentrations. They found an increased risk of death from all causes, hazard ratio (HR)=1.10, (95% CI:

1.04, 1.17) per 10 μg/m3 increment in assigned BS concentrations in the Renfrew/Paisley cohort but little

evidence of an association in the Collaborative cohort. The second study of an English population sample

used data from the Clinical Practice Research Database (CPRD), a computerised database of

anonymised, longitudinal medical records from primary care linked (via NHS number) to hospital

admissions and mortality data, to construct an English population based cohort of over 830,000 subjects

incorporating individual risk factors (Carey et al 2013). Pollutant exposure estimates for this study were

provided by the Atomic Energy Authority plc (AEA) who produce modelled annual air pollution

concentrations on a fine spatial scale as part of their contract with Defra. The CPRD study found that an

increase of 10 μg/m3 in assigned PM2.5 concentrations was associated with an increased risk of death,

HR=1.13, (1.00, 1.27). Results from these two new cohort studies and the earlier cross-sectional analysis
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by Elliott and colleagues (Elliott et al 2007) confirm that associations between long-term exposure to

particulate matter and all-cause mortality are observable in UK populations.

Early reports from the ACS (Pope et al 1995, 2002) and the American Six Cities study (Dochery et al

1993) also examined cause-specific mortality, specifically deaths from cardiopulmonary disease and lung

cancer. More recent studies including a reanalyses of the ACS data have examined more specific causes

of death including cardiovascular and respiratory diseases (Krewski et al 2009, Jerrett et al 2009). A

review (Brook et al 2010) of studies of particles and cardiovascular mortality reported hazard ratios for

PM2.5 (per 10 μg/m3) in the range 1.12 to 1.76. These results contrast with the findings from Carey

(Carey et al 2013) who reported a HR=1.01, a result in line with some but not all European studies. The

HR for BS and cardiovascular mortality in the Renfrew/Paisley cohort was 1.11 (1.01, 1.22) per 10

μg/m3 but varied according to the method used to assign exposure and Elliott (Elliott et al 2007) reported

a relative risk (RR)=1.012 (1.002, 1.017) per 10 μg/m3 increment in BS for cardiovascular mortality.

Despite the focus of attention on deaths from cardiovascular disease, studies of respiratory deaths have

reported hazard or risk ratios in excess of 1 although many have lacked statistical power. Jerrett and

collegaues (Jerrett et al 2009) reported results for PM2.5 and respiratory mortality in their analysis of

ACS data finding little evidence for an association, HR=1.03 (0.96, 1.11) per 10 μg/m3. By contrast, the

evidence from the English study suggested a much stronger association, HR=1.57, (1.29, 1.90) (Carey et

al 2013). Similarly, both Yap and Elliott reported stronger associations between BS and respiratory

mortality than for cardiovascular mortality. This apparent heterogeneity in the results for cause-specific

mortality between the UK and the US and elsewhere requires further investigation. The reasons for these

differences may reflect the methods of investigation, population susceptibility or toxicity of the air

pollution mixture but remain to be elucidated.

Few studies have investigated associations between long-term exposure to ambient outdoor air pollution

and the incidence of disease defined by non-fatal events. Three US studies in women, the Womens

Health Initiative (Miller et al 2007), the Nurses Health Study (Puett et al 2009) and the California

Teachers Study (Lipsett et al 2011), investigated both non-fatal and fatal cardiovascular events. Results

for incident MI and CHD death selected from a range of endpoints investigated in these studies are

shown in the table below. They point to weaker evidence for incident MIs than for deaths from CHD.

These apparently inconsistent findings require explanation. In the English study no evidence for

associations with incident CHD events (Atkinson et al 2013) or mortality from CHD (Carey et al 2013)

were found.

Cohort studies capture health effects from both long and short term exposure (Kunzli 2001). Results

from time series studies may therefore be important in understanding the evidence provided by cohort

studies. Time series studies of PM2.5 and cardiovascular mortality in the US have reported positive

associations. A study of daily mortality from cardiovascular diseases in 112 US cities reported a

RR=1.0085 (1.005, 1.012) per 10 μg/m3 increment in PM2.5 (Zanobetti & Schwartz 2009). This compares

Cohort/Publication MI Incidence HR (95% CI)

Per 10 μg/m
3

CHD Death HR (95% CI)
Per 10 μg/m3 

CPRD (Atkinson 2012/ Carey
2013)

0.90 (0.74, 1.10) 1.05 (0.85, 1.23)

WHI (Miller 2007) 1.06 (0.85–1.34) 2.21 (1.17, 4.16)

NHS (Puett 2009) 1.11 (0.79, 1.55) 2.02 (1.07, 3.78)

CTS (Lipsett 2011) 0.98 (0.83, 1.16) 1.20 (1.02, 1.41)
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with the smaller coefficients from studies in London, RR= 1.005 (0.983, 1.027) (Atkinson et al 2010)

and the West Midlands, RR=1.005 (0.988, 1.022) (Anderson et al 2001), each per 10 μg/m3 increment in

PM2.5. The evidence from other European cities is, however, generally stronger. The evidence from time

series studies for respiratory mortality is suggestive of stronger associations in Europe than in the US.

Evidence linking long and short term exposure to PM2.5 and mortality in the UK remains limited but

suggests that adverse health effects in UK populations are detectable. However, these effects appear to be

stronger for respiratory than for cardiovascular deaths and indicate important heterogeneity in the effects

of air pollution on cause-specific mortality. The reasons for these differences may reflect the methods of

investigation, population susceptibility or toxicity of the air pollution mixture but remain to be

elucidated.
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C1b. Indoor PM2.5 exposure modelling from traffic
sources using GIS and building simulation

Jonathon Taylora, Michael Daviesa, Clive Shrubsolea, Sotiris Vardoulakisb

aBartlett School of Graduate Studies, UCL, London
bCentre for Radiation, Chemical and Environmental Hazards, Public Health England, Oxfordshire

Background and objectives

A number of studies have attempted to determine population exposure to traffic pollutants by examining

dwelling proximity to roads. However, few studies have taken into account the mediating effects of the

building characteristics on pollutant ingress to the indoor environment. External pollutants can enter

buildings through active mechanical ventilation systems, natural ventilation systems and through the

permeable building envelope. Building factors such as location, height, and orientation relative to

outdoor pollutant sources, environmental factors such as meteorology and outdoor pollutant levels, and

individual factors such as occupant window opening behaviour can all affect the level of pollutants from

outdoor sources in the indoor air. This work explains how building simulation of dwelling archetypes can

be used to determine indoor/outdoor pollution concentration ratios for different building types, and how

the results can be mapped using Geographical Information Systems (GIS) to demonstrate the mediating

effect of dwellings on population exposure to pollution. Building archetypes representative of those in

the Greater London Authority (GLA) were simulated for pollution infiltration using the indoor air quality

model CONTAM (Walton & Dols, 2008). Results demonstrate a range of indoor / outdoor ratios of

PM2.5, with detached dwellings with cavity walls most vulnerable to high levels of infiltration. When the

results are mapped using building stock data, Central London shows lower indoor/outdoor ratios of

PM2.5, most likely due to the prevalence of flats rather than detached or semidetached properties.

Study description

Dwelling archetypes developed for studies into overheating risk in London were used as a basis for the

CONTAM modelling of PM2.5 penetration through the building envelope (Oikonomou et al. 2012). These

archetypes represent 68% of the known dwelling stock in the GLA according to the Geoinformation

Group (GG) Building Class geodatabase (GG, 2010). The English Housing Survey (EHS) (DCLG, 2008)

was used to determine the most common wall types found in the archetypes based on their built form and

age classification. Mean permeability values for the different wall types considered (solid masonry,

cavity wall, timber, and concrete) were obtained from Stephen (2000) and applied to all external walls.

The archetypes and dominant wall types can be seen in Table 1.

Indoor air simulations were run for the whole year using CONTAM under London climate conditions,

with an external PM2.5 concentration of 13µgm-3 based on the average background concentration for the

GLA (Shrubsole et al., 2012). Simulations were run with four different orientations of the primary

building facade (North, West, South, and East). The indoor PM2.5 pollutant predictions were output and

averaged over the yearly period, and the results used to calculate the indoor/outdoor ratio of PM2.5 for the

different archetypes.

GIS data was used to map the spatial variation in the indoor/outdoor ratio of PM2.5 pollution based on the

CONTAM results. The GG Building Class database contains building footprint, built form, and age data

for the Greater London Authority, while the Ordnance Survey (OS) Address Layer (OS, 2012) provides

address point data allowing the number of dwellings in multiple-occupancy buildings within the Building
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Class database to be determined. The modelled indoor/outdoor ratio of PM2.5 for the different archetypes

was joined to the Building Class database for all known and modelled dwelling archetypes, which were

then spatially joined to each address point using ArcGIS. The indoor/outdoor ratio of each modelled

address point was summarised according to postcode area, and the results mapped to show the

indoor/outdoor ratio for dwellings across London.

Table 1 Dwelling archetypes and dominant wall types.

Archetype
Code

Dwelling Archetype Age
Bracket

Most Prevalent Wall Type
(Frequency)

H01 Late Victorian/Edwardian Terrace (Large T) 1902-1913 Solid wall masonry (84%)

H02 WW1 & WW2 Simple Terrace 1914-1945 Cavity masonry (56%)

H03 WW1 & WW2 Large Semidetached 1914-1945 Cavity masonry (67%)

H04 ‘60s & ‘70s Tall Purpose-built Flats 1960-1979 Cavity masonry (66%)

H05 Late Victorian/Edwardian Simple Terrace 1902-1913 Solid wall masonry (84%)

H06 Post-War Tall Purpose-built Flats 1946-1959 Cavity masonry (66%)

H07 Recent Tall Purpose-built Flats 1980-2008 Cavity masonry (89%)

H08 Late Victorian/Edwardian Simple Terrace
(attic)

1902-1913
Solid wall masonry (84%)

H09 WW1 & WW2 Bungalow 1914-1945 Cavity masonry (62%)

H10 ‘60s & ‘70s Simple Terrace 1960-1979 Cavity masonry (79%)

H11 ‘60s & ‘70s Line-built Walk-up Flats 1960-1979 Cavity masonry (66%)

H12 WW1 & WW2 Line-built Walk-up Flats 1914-1945 Solid wall masonry (67%)

H13 Recent Terrace with Shop Below 1980-2008 Cavity masonry (89%)

H14 Post War Step-Linked Terrace 1946-1959 Cavity masonry (82%)

H15 Post-War Line-built Walk-up Flats 1946-1959 Cavity masonry (59%)

Results

CONTAM results show a range of indoor/outdoor ratios of PM2.5 concentrations resulting from external

sources in dwellings across London (Figure 1). Detached properties and semi-detached properties with

cavity walls showed the highest amount of pollution infiltration into the indoor air, while flats showed a

much lower indoor/outdoor ratio of pollution. These results demonstrate the importance of considering

the mediating effect of the building envelope on exposure to outdoor pollutants.
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Figure 1 Indoor/Outdoor ratio of PM2.5 pollution from outdoor sources in CONTAM modelled
building archetypes.

Mapped results demonstrate that many of the dwellings with a higher indoor/outdoor PM2.5 ratio exist

outside of Central London (Figure 2). This is likely due to flats being the dominant dwelling type in the

more densely-populated centre, while detached and semi-detached properties are more commonly found

in the suburbs. Interestingly, the indoor/outdoor PM2.5 ratio map contrasts with many outdoor pollution

maps, which show elevated concentrations in Central London.

The work is limited by the coverage and accuracies of the Building Class database, limited numbers of

representative dwelling archetypes, and a lack of data on the permeability of different building

envelopes. Furthermore, this research has examined the relationship between outdoor and indoor

pollution levels, and indoor sources of PM2.5, occupant behaviour, mechanical ventilation, and pollution

infiltration across shared walls have not been considered. However, the results provide a useful

indication of the mediating effects of the built form and building envelope on pollution infiltration in the

London dwelling stock. Modelling with a constant background pollution level of 13µgm-3 provides

results indicative of the relative influence of building characteristics across London. In reality, however,

exposure is likely to vary geographically based on proximity to sources and, in the case of flats, dwelling

height (Vardoulakis et al., 2008). Further work is required to scale the results to represent the absolute

indoor exposure to PM2.5 pollution from external sources across London.
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Figure 2. Average indoor/outdoor pollution ratios for dwellings across London.

Conclusions

This analysis has provided a platform for the mapping of the potential indoor exposure of the London

population to different pollutant levels based on domestic building stock characteristics. Future work

will involve carrying out further building simulations for different pollutant types and occupant

behaviours. Results will be scaled according to local pollution levels, taking into account the spatial

variation of pollution across London and the height above street level of flats.
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C1c. Quantitative systematic review of the
associations between short-term exposure to
ambient nitrogen dioxide and health

Inga Mills1,2, Richard Atkinson2

1 Public Health England, 2 St George’s, University of London.

Background and objectives

There has been debate about whether current ambient concentrations of nitrogen dioxide (NO2) have

direct adverse effects on health. It has been suggested that epidemiological associations between outdoor

NO2 and adverse health outcomes are confounded by particulate matter (PM), especially fine or ultra-fine

particles, because of the close correlations between concentrations of NO2 and PM (WHO, 2006; Seaton

& Dennekamp, 2003). Evidence of effect modification between NO2 and particles has also been

identified: for example, analyses of European time-series data reveal that the association between PM10

and all-cause mortality is increased in locations where concentrations of NO2 were elevated

(Katsouyanni et al, 2001). Furthermore, heterogeneity among effect estimates of NO2 has been reported,

thereby contributing to the uncertainties about independent adverse effects of outdoor NO2 on health.

Difficulty in achieving European standards for outdoor NO2 has increased attention on the need to

improve understanding of the public health significance of ambient concentrations of NO2 itself, and of

the potential benefits to health that could be delivered from policy measures aimed at reducing ambient

concentrations of this pollutant.

Epidemiological short-term, i.e. time-series, studies have reported positive and statistically significant

associations between outdoor NO2 and health outcomes, especially daily hospital admissions for all

respiratory disease and asthma and for mortality from non-accidental causes (WHO, 2006; Anderson et

al, 2007; US EPA, 2008). Time-series studies in which possible confounding of the NO2 associations by

PM has been assessed using multi-pollutant statistical models show that the NO2 associations relating to

the previously mentioned health outcomes are generally robust to adjustment for PM (and other

pollutants) (US EPA, 2008; WHO, 2013). Although multi-pollutant model data on NO2 from time-series

studies have been meta-analysed, e.g. Steib et al (2002), no recent quantitative systematic review of the

increased body of this data is available. Steib et al did not report pooled estimates of NO2 adjusted only

for particle metrics. In addition, investigation of the sources of heterogeneity among effect estimates of

NO2 using the new data has not been undertaken.

The project described below is currently underway to systematically review the ecological time-series

studies of NO2 in which multi-pollutant models were used to adjust NO2 estimates for PM. Mortality and

hospital admissions for various diagnoses are the health outcomes of interest. The first aim of the project

is to identify adverse effects of NO2 that are independent from those of PM, and, where possible, to

calculate appropriate concentration-response functions for use in health impact assessments. The second

aim is to undertake exploratory analyses to investigate the presence and sources of heterogeneity among

the effect estimates of NO2.

Study description

A Microsoft Access relational database of quantitative estimates of NO2 and data on possible effect

modifiers has been created by assembling data from time-series studies on NO2 and other sources (e.g.
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reviews and other databases). The St George’s Air Pollution Epidemiology Database (APED)2 of time-

series studies was first interrogated to identify papers and data on NO2. All papers were reviewed to

identify new relevant data which were subsequently extracted from the papers and added to the subset of

data on NO2 from APED. The new data included:

 all effect estimates pertaining to NO2 and a range of particle metrics: all multi-pollutant model,
seasonal model and all lagged model results;

 Pearson correlations among the concentrations of pollutants;

 possible confounders and effect modifiers, i.e. various study-level characteristics – for example,
air pollution levels in each study, meteorological data, and variables describing the health status
of the populations examined.

In the analyses, NO2 estimates from single pollutant models will first be assessed and then compared to

estimates adjusted for various particle metrics. Analyses will use meta-analytical techniques, including

meta-regression. Exploratory analyses will investigate the presence and sources of heterogeneity. Tests

for evidence of publication bias will also be conducted.

Results

A total of 239 time-series papers published worldwide on NO2 have been reviewed – 114 papers on

hospital admissions and 135 on mortality for various diagnoses were considered (10 papers examined

both mortality and hospital admissions). A subset of these papers which report estimates of NO2 adjusted

for various metrics of PM was used to create a database.

Discussion

Difficulty in achieving European standards for outdoor NO2 has increased attention on the need to

improve understanding of the public health significance of ambient concentrations of NO2 itself, and of

the potential benefits to health that could be delivered from policy measures aimed at reducing ambient

concentrations of this pollutant. The ongoing quantitative systematic review of time-series studies on

NO2 will add to the evidence on whether NO2 has independent adverse effects on health, and provide

coefficients which could be used in health impact assessments and cost benefit analyses relating to

reductions of ambient NO2.
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C1d. Source apportionment of PM2.5 in the UK; Latest
findings

Roy M. Harrison and Jianxin Yin

Division of Environmental Health & Risk Management School of Geography, Earth & Environmental Sciences,
University of Birmingham, Edgbaston, Birmingham, B15 2TT, United Kingdom

Background and objectives

The term PM2.5 refers to fine airborne particulate matter which passes an inlet with a 50% cut-off

efficiency at 2.5 micrometres. It has long been of interest, particularly as it shows a strong association

with premature mortality in the North American cohort studies, although there have been relatively few

time series studies of PM2.5 effects on health especially in comparison to work on PM10. In response to

European Directive requirements, the UK now has an extensive measurement network for PM2.5 and the

Defra Air Quality Expert Group recently published a report which reviews the sources, measurement and

atmospheric properties of PM2.5 (AQEG, 2012). In addition to the need to monitor PM2.5 concentrations,

the European Directive also sets a mandatory Limit Value of 25 µg m-3 (annual mean) and exposure

reduction targets for PM2.5. While the Limit Value is unlikely to be exceeded at any point in the UK, the

exposure reduction targets are challenging and various policy measures are under consideration in order

to reduce ambient concentrations.

One of the keys to a comprehensive assessment of the most cost-effective measures for reducing ambient

concentrations of PM2.5 is a quantitative assessment of the sources responsible for currently measured

airborne concentrations. This is achieved through a process known as receptor modelling in which

ambient air quality measurements are used to infer the sources responsible for measured concentrations.

There are two main approaches to quantitative receptor modelling. In common with other receptor

modelling methods, they depend ultimately upon mass conservation, i.e.

Xij = fik gjk

in which Xij is the measured concentrations of component i in air sample j

fik is the fraction of substance i in emissions from source k; and

gjk is the mass of particles from source k in air sample j

This may be solved either by multivariate statistical techniques which determine the associations of

chemical constituents from specific sources through their co-variation in time, or through a Chemical

Mass Balance approach. The former requires no a priori knowledge of the composition of particles from

an individual source, other than that the chemical profiles of the factors generated need to be interpreted

in terms of their origins. The latter Chemical Mass Balance approach however requires knowledge of

which sources are likely to contribute as well as chemical profiles of the composition of those sources.

Linear combinations of those profiles are then constructed with a view to optimising the fit to the

measured composition of particles in ambient air.

Study description

Work has been conducted over a number of years to measure chemical constituents of airborne

particulate matter including organic molecular marker compounds for use in Chemical Mass Balance

models. The models are applied to apportionment of the organic carbon within the particulate matter,
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and subsequently the mass of organic carbon associated with a particular source (e.g. diesel vehicles) is

converted to a mass of PM2.5 associated with that source from knowledge of the typical PM2.5/OC ratio

for that source category. By this means, a budget can be constructed for the carbonaceous component of

the particles to which contributions from other sources which are more easily identified from their

chemical constituents may be added. The latter typically include sea salt and secondary ammonium

sulphate and ammonium nitrate. This method has been applied to air samples collected in the

Birmingham and London areas, the latter as part of the winter campaign of the ClearfLo project.

Sensitivity analyses have been conducted to decide which chemical profile of engine exhaust best

represents the traffic source, comparing both data from laboratory dynamometer studies and

measurements taken in the atmosphere. Additionally, close attention has been paid to sources for which

emissions data are particularly weak, most notably woodsmoke and cooking aerosol, both of which are

thought to contribute significantly to the mass of organic matter in the atmosphere. The results for

estimated concentrations of woodsmoke, cooking aerosol and secondary organic aerosol derived from the

Chemical Mass Balance Model are compared with estimates derived from the analysis of aerosol mass

spectrometer (AMS) data collected simultaneously during the ClearfLo campaign.

Conclusions

The latest results give estimates for the London North Kensington site of the contributions of a large

number of source categories to airborne concentrations of PM2.5. Further studies are recommended to

build up a national picture, although these would be rather resource intensive.
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C1e. WHO review on health effects of air pollution to
inform European policy (REVIHAAP and HRAPIE)

H. Ross Anderson

MRC-HPA Centre for Environment and Health, King’s College London and St George’s, University of London

Description of the REVIHAAP and HRAPIE projects.

The European Union (EU) has designated 2013 to be the ‘Year of Air’ during which a comprehensive

review of the air quality policies will be undertaken. To inform this review, the REVIHAAP34 project

was co-funded by the EU DG ENVIRONMENT and WHO Regional Office for Europe, to answer 26

questions about air pollution and health5. These concentrated on the health effects of the pollutants

covered under the EU Air Quality Directives, with a particular focus on Particulate Matter, Ozone and

Nitrogen Dioxide. Included in this review was consideration of whether new evidence was sufficient to

revise the WHO Air Quality Guidelines, last published in 2005. Linked with, and extending from, this

work has been the HRAPIE6 review which will recommend concentration response functions for cost-

benefit analysis.

The aim of this presentation will be to outline these two projects and discuss some of the scientific issues

that emerge from them. The policy implications will be addressed subsequently in the conference by

Professor Martin Williams. Some of the results from REVIHAAP were presented at a workshop in

Brussels in late January and presentations are available from the Health Effects Institute website7.

The 26 questions for REVIHAAP are grouped as follows:

A) Particulate matter (PM) - PM2.5 and PM10 (7 questions)

B) Ground-level ozone (4 questions)

C) Other air pollutants and their mixtures (10 questions)

D) General questions (5 questions).

Conceptually these relate to:

 New findings regarding health effects
 Concentration response functions and thresholds
 Air pollution constituents and sources
 Integration of evidence and policy implications in relation to EU policies and WHO Guidelines
 Critical “data” gaps

The REVIHAAP report in respect of 22 questions has been published 3. The situation with the remaining

questions is as follows:

3 Review of Evidence on Health Aspects of Air Pollution.
4 http://www.euro.who.int/en/what-we-do/health-topics/environment-and-health/air-
quality/publications/2013/review-of-evidence-on-health-aspects-of-air-pollution-revihaap
5http://www.euro.who.int/en/what-we-do/health-topics/environment-and-health/air-quality/activities/evidence-on-
health-aspects-of-air-pollution-to-review-eu-policies-the-revihaap-project/key-questions-for-guidance-of-eu-
policies
6 Health Risks of Air Pollution in Europe
7 http://www.healtheffects.org/Workshops/Brussels2013/brussels2013-agenda.htm
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 Question D5, which relates to concentration response functions is being addressed in the

HRAPIE project, building upon CRF-related questions A6, B3, C4.

 Question D3, which relates to “newly emerging issues on risks to health from air pollution” is

being addressed by a survey of experts currently in progress.

 Questions A7 and C9 relating to critical “data gaps” have been merged to include all regulated

pollutants and the answer to this is being finalised at present.

Broadly, the conclusions are as follows:

 For Particulate Matter, it was concluded that the scientific basis of the AQGs was considerably

stronger now, with some evidence emerging of serious mortality effects occurring at PM2.5

levels below the annul mean AQG of 10 microgram/m3.

 For ozone, evidence is emerging of effects of long-term exposure on respiratory mortality. This

would strongly increase health impacts of ozone, which in the 2005 AQG documents were still

thought to be restricted to short-term effects.

 For Nitrogen Dioxide, REVIHAAP focused on evidence of short-term and long-term effects of

NO2 which were independent of effects of particulate matter. For short-term effects on mortality

and hospital admissions, there is now considerable evidence of independent NO2 effects. For

long-term effects, similar evidence is emerging, although it remains difficult to separate NO2

effects from those of other traffic-related components.

REVIHAAP Questions (numbering and wording as in report)

A. Particulate matter (PM) - PM2.5 and PM10

1. What new evidence on health effects has emerged since the review work done for the WHO Air

Quality Guidelines published in 2005, particularly with regards to the strength of the evidence on

the health impacts associated with exposure to PM2.5? Based on this new information, do the

scientific conclusions given in 2005 require revision?

2. What new health evidence is available on the role of other fractions/metrics of PM, such as

smaller fractions (ultra-fines), black carbon, chemical constituents (metals, organics, in-organics,

crustal material and PM of natural origin, primary/secondary) or source types (road traffic

including non-tailpipe emissions, industry, waste processing …) or exposure times (e.g.

individual or repeated short episodes of very high exposure, 1h, 24h, yearly)?

3. EU legislation currently has a single limit value for exposure to PM2.5 which is based on an

annual averaging period. Based on the currently available health evidence, is there a need for

additional limit values (or target values) for the protection of health from exposures over shorter

periods of time?

4. What health evidence is available to support an independent limit value for PM10 (in parallel to

(i) an annual average limit for PM2.5 and (ii) multiple limits to protect from short term and long

term exposures to PM2.5)?

5. EU legislation has a concentration limit value and an exposure reduction target for PM2.5. To

decide whether it would be more effective to protect human health through exposure reduction

targets rather than limit or target values it is important to understand (amongst other things, such
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as exposure, cost effectiveness, technical feasibility) the shape of the concentration-response

functions. What is the latest evidence on thresholds and linearity for PM2.5?

6. Based on currently available health evidence, what PM metrics, health outcomes and

concentration-response functions can be used for health impact assessment?

7. Are there critical data gaps to be filled to help answer the above questions more fully in future?

B. Ground-level ozone

1. What new evidence on health effects has emerged since the review work done for the WHO Air

Quality Guidelines published in 2005, particularly with regards to the strength of the evidence on

the health impacts associated with short-term and long-term exposure to ozone?

2. What new health evidence has been published in relation to the evidence or likeliness of a

threshold below which impacts are not expected?

3. Based on currently available health evidence, what ozone metrics, health outcomes and

concentration-response functions can be used for health impact assessment?

4. Is there evidence that other photochemical-oxidants (individually or in mixtures) are of public

health concern e.g. does the impact of outdoor ozone on reaction products indoors explain the

outdoor ozone associations, and links to the secondary organic aerosol?

C. Other air pollutants and their mixtures

1. There is evidence of increased health effects linked to proximity to roads. What evidence is

available that specific air pollutants or mixtures are responsible for such increases, taking into

account co-exposures such as noise?

2. Is there any new evidence on the health effects of nitrogen dioxide (NO2) that impact upon the

current limit values? Are long-term or short-term limit values justified on the grounds that NO2

affects human health directly, or is it linked to other co-emitted pollutants for which NO2 is an

indicator substance?

3. Based on existing health evidence, what would be the most relevant exposure period for a short-

term limit value for NO2?

4. Based on currently available health evidence, what NO2 metrics, health outcomes and

concentration-response functions can be used for health impact assessment?

5. Is there any new evidence on the health effects of air emissions of arsenic, cadmium,

mercury, lead and nickel (and their compounds), that would impact upon current target values?

6. Is there any new evidence on health effects due to air emissions of polycyclic aromatic

hydrocarbons (PAHs) that would impact upon current target values?

7. Is there any new evidence on the health effects of short term (less than 1 day) exposures to

sulphur dioxide (SO2) that would lead to changes of the WHO air quality guidelines based on 10
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minute and daily averaging periods or the EU's air quality limit values based on hourly and daily

averaging periods?

8. Are there important interactions amongst air pollutants in the induction of adverse health effects

that should be considered in developing air quality policy?

9. Are there critical data gaps to be filled to help answer the above questions more fully in future?

10. What is the contribution of exposure to ambient air pollution to the total exposure of air

pollutants covered by the regulations, considering exposures from indoor environments,

commuting and work places?

D. General questions

1. What new information from epidemiological, toxicological and other relevant research on health

impacts of air pollution has become available that may require a revision of the EU air quality

policy and/or WHO air quality guidelines notably for particulate matter, ozone, nitrogen dioxide

and sulphur dioxide?

2. What evidence is available directly assessing health benefits from reducing air pollution?

3. Is there evidence of new emerging issues on risks to health from air pollution, either related to

specific source categories (e.g. transport, biomass combustion, metals industry, refineries, power

production), specific gaseous pollutants or specific components of particulate matter (e.g. size-

range like nano-particles and ultra-fines, rare-earth metals, black carbon (EC/OC))?

4. The 6th Environment Action Programme aims to "achieve levels of air quality that do not give

rise to significant negative impacts on and risks to human health and the environment" (Article 7

(1) of Decision No. 1600/2002/EC). Is there evidence of a threshold in the concentration-

response curves for PM2.5, ozone and NO2?

5. What concentration-response functions for key pollutants should be included in cost-benefit

analysis supporting revision of EU air quality policy?
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C2. Discussion Session

Invited Keynote Presentation ‘Particulate air pollution and health:

how do results from epidemiological studies in the UK compare with

the existing evidence base’

A 2009 COMEAP report noted the paucity of air pollution epidemiological studies in UK populations.

Dr. Atkinson presented an examination of two UK air pollution epidemiological studies published after

this report using the Renfrew/Paisley and Collaborative cohorts. The results from these studies were

compared and contrasted with evidence from overseas studies. Dr. Atkinson noted that whilst these

recent studies have improved knowledge of air pollution mortality in the UK gaps in knowledge still

exist, particularly with regard to cause specific mortality. He was asked about the year to year variability

in pollution as for example 2003 was a year of relatively high air pollution. Dr Atkinson explained that

he considered exposure the previous year as well as the current year during the assessment of the health

data. In further discussion the issue of measurement validity was raised, particularly with regard to

sulphur dioxide measurements. Dr. Hansell noted that variations between measurements may be a result

of the use of different methods for determining pollutant exposures. Dr. Atkinson observed that a

correlation was demonstrated between PM10 and PM2.5. These correlations were consistent with carbon

monoxide levels and negative associations were observed with ozone and nitrogen dioxide.

Research Presentations

Jonathan Taylor gave a presentation entitled ‘Indoor PM2.5 exposure modelling from traffic sources

using GIS and building simulation’. In this presentation Dr. Taylor described a recent study seeking to

improve understanding of residential exposures to air pollution using a combination of GIS and an

understanding of building design and permeability. The results of this study produced a system capable

of mapping potential indoor exposures to air pollution in London. In the discussion session the potential

to improve future studies in this area by considering the importance of opened and closed windows was

highlighted. Dr. Taylor observed that current studies in this area were primarily focussed towards

regulation of heating rather than air quality. He was asked about the assumptions made in the modelling

of losses by deposition during infiltration and he explained he used published data concerning US homes.

Prof. Lipmann commented on the need to be aware that the characteristics of indoor generated

particulates and their health impact are likely to be different from those generated by outdoor sources.

The presentations ‘Quantitative systematic review of the associations between short-term exposure to

ambient nitrogen dioxide and health’ and ‘WHO review on health effects of air pollution to inform

European policy (REVIHAAP and HRAPIE)’ were given by Inga Mills and Ross Anderson respectively.

Prof. Anderson provided an update to the REVIHAAP and HRAPIE projects and described some of the

scientific questions arising from this work. Particular focus was given to PM2.5 and PM10, ground-level

ozone, and other air pollutants and mixtures as well as some more general issues. Dr. Mills presented a

study examining the health effects of nitrogen dioxide exposure in the UK, prompted by the issues

related to achieving UK and EC nitrogen dioxide regulations. Results of a systematic review of time-

series studies examining health effects of nitrogen dioxide were described. The speaker highlighted the

issue of determining the independent effects of nitrogen dioxide. Dr. Mills was asked if the findings of

this study meant that Public Health England is declaring nitrogen dioxide to be a problem, and if this was
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the case at a UK or EU governmental level. Dr. Mills stressed that this was not the opinion of the UK

government but that this issue is being discussed at an EU level.

Prof. Roy Harrison updated the meeting on the status of his work examining sources of UK PM2.5 in a

presentation titled ‘Source apportionment of PM2.5 in the UK: Latest findings’. Estimations of the

importance of woodsmoke, cooking and secondary organic aerosol formation were derived from a

chemical mass balance model and these were compared with atmospheric measurements using an aerosol

mass spectrometer. The results of this study to date provide estimates for apportionment of a large

number of PM2.5 sources in North Kensington, London. During the discussion session Prof. Laxen

observed that the nitrate concentrations presented in Prof. Harrison’s work seemed elevated from normal

background concentrations, and asked if Prof. Harrison could speculate on the source of these. Prof.

Harrison agreed that nitrate levels were high and suggested this could be accounted for through the

oxidation of nitrogen dioxide and anthropogenic urban sources of ammonia contributing to atmospheric

nitric acid which could be converted into nitrate. The issue of inorganic fertilisers was raised, and Prof.

Harrison commented that these were unlikely to be resuspended in the atmosphere and may be a source

by evaporation but acknowledged that this potential source was difficult to quantify.
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D. Exposure

D.1 Oral Presentations

D1a. UK air pollution policy; implications of european
regulation and science of pollution exposure and
health

Professor Martin Williams

King’s College London

As part of the European Commission’s review of its Thematic Strategy on Air Pollution, the World

Health Organisation has undertaken a review of the literature on the health effects of air pollutants -

REVIHAAP. The intention of the Commission’s review was to inform developments in EU air quality

policy, and to date the Commission has signalled that this will concentrate on source-related issues, so

that one might envisage a revision of the National Emission Ceilings Directive, not least to bring that

instrument into line with the revised Gothenburg Protocol. More specific source –related measures are

possible, including developments of vehicle emission legislation to ensure real-world emissions from

diesel and gasoline-direct-injection vehicles deliver acceptable reductions from the Euro 6 level of

emission standards. It remains to be seen whether or not the ambient air quality Directive will be revised;

at present this seems unlikely, so that the WHO review may not be acted upon in the short term. There

are however messages emerging from REVIHAAP which are of significance for the EU and air quality

policy in general. The talk will draw out these messages with particular reference to the UK.

One issue of significance is the question of the relative toxicity of the components of the ambient particle

mix. The current advice to the policy process in the UK, the EU and in the USA is that the scientific

evidence does not allow any definitive statements to be made on which of the components are more

harmful. However, evidence is beginning to emerge, identifying components and/or their sources which

could potentially begin to inform policy thinking. The significance of these developments for UK policy

will be discussed.

The presentation will also discuss recent findings on the specificity of health effects of NO2, and the

issues around the effects of ozone concentrations, both of which have significance for policy

development.
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D1b. The european study for cohorts and air pollution
effects – overview, exposure assessment, selected
findings

Anna Hansell (MRC-HPA Centre for Environment and Health, Imperial College London) & Anna Mölter
(University of Manchester)

Background

The ESCAPE project (www.escapeproject.eu) is a pan European EU FP7 funded project set up to

conduct large European studies on health effects of air pollution. The project funding was timed so that

results could inform the comprehensive review of EU air policy being undertaken in 2013, which is the

European Year of Air (http://ec.europa.eu/environment/air/review_air_policy.htm ). Over 100

researchers and >30 European cohorts were involved in the project from 15 European countries, together

with ESCAPE project partners in Australia and in Taiwan. The project officially ran from May 2008-

November 2012, but work on project publications is ongoing.

Within the ESCAPE project, a common exposure assessment protocol was followed for all health

analyses. Four health workpackage areas were set up in children’s health, respiratory health,

cardiovascular health and mortality. Eighteen (null) hypotheses were developed at the beginning of the

project. Analysis models were highly specified in advance of analyses and there was an emphasis on

effect estimation to provide relative risks with 95% confidence intervals for fixed pollution increments.

There were 4-22 cohorts per hypothesis, with a total of 170 cohort specific analyses. Approximately nine

cohorts were involved per hypothesis and each cohort contributed to about five hypotheses on average.

Methods: Exposure assessment for ESCAPE health analyses

Exposure to NO2, NOx, PM10, PM2.5, coarse PM and PM2.5 absorbance pollutants was modelled

individually to residential address for each cohort participant using land use regression (LUR) models.

Separate LUR models were developed for each study area1;2. To develop the models dedicated

monitoring campaigns were carried out in 36 study areas in 15 European countries following a common

protocol (see Cyrys 20123; Eeftens 2012 4 and the ESCAPE manual

http://www.escapeproject.eu/manuals/ESCAPE_Exposure-manualv9.pdf ).

PM was measured using Harvard impactors; NO2 and NOx were measured using passive Ogawa

samplers. All filters used in the Harvard impactors and Ogawa samplers were prepared and analysed in

the same laboratory located at the Institute for Risk Assessment Sciences in Utrecht, Netherlands.

Due to a limited number of Harvard impactors being available, the study areas were divided into two

groups. Group 1 measured between October 2008 and January 2010, while group 2 measured between

November 2009 and April 2011. At each monitoring site pollutants were measured for two week periods

in winter, summer and spring or autumn. PM was measured at 20 sites and NO2/NOx was measured at 40

sites, 20 of which were identical to the PM sites. Monitoring sites reflected a number of different site

types, ranging from roadside locations, via urban background and suburban locations to regional

background locations. In addition to the above monitoring sites, all pollutants were also measured at a

reference site in an urban background location for one year.

Due to the limited availability of monitors only five PM sites and ten NO2/NOx sites could be measured

simultaneously. Therefore, after each two week measurement period monitors were moved to a new set
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of sites and it took four rounds of measurements to complete one ‘measurement season’. Measurements

from the reference site were used to temporally adjust measurements. This was done by subtracting the

difference between the concentration for a specific two week sampling period and the annual average at

the reference site from each measurement. After temporal adjustment the mean of the three measurement

periods was calculated to obtain an annual average concentration for each site.

The annual average concentrations were used as dependent variables to develop the land use regression

models. Potential predictor variables were obtained from Europe wide datasets, such as the CORINE

database for land use and the Eurostreets road network, and locally available datasets, e.g. traffic counts,

population density, altitude. Supervised forward regression was used to maximise the adjusted R² of each

model. Final models were tested for multicollinearity, influential observations and heteroscedasticity. In

addition, residuals were analysed to test for spatial autocorrelation and normal distribution. Model

performance was evaluated using leave one out cross validation.

In addition to the LUR models based on all monitoring sites, NO2 ‘background’ LUR models were

developed. These models were based on background sites only and did not uses traffic or road variables

as predictors. Estimates from these models were used in combination with two traffic variables (traffic

intensity on the nearest road, traffic intensity on major roads within a 100m radius) as additional

exposure variables.

Back-extrapolation was conducted for some cohorts to permit estimates closer in time to the health

assessment in the in question cohort (the ESCAPE monitoring campaigns were 2008-11 and, for

example, in the respiratory work-package, we included health outcomes assessed in the 1980s and

1990s). Back-extrapolation was conducted by assuming within city spatial patterns remain constant,

hence individually assigned estimates of ambient concentrations could be adjusted (calibrated) for the

long-term trends using a pre-defined back-extrapolation factor and data from long-running air pollution

monitors (http://www.escapeproject.eu/manuals/Procedure_for_extrapolation_back_in_time.pdf ).

Methods: Health analyses – example of the work package on birth
cohorts

This work package aimed to analyse the association between air pollution exposure and adverse health

outcomes in children. Analyses investigating the following six outcomes were set up from the start of the

project as primary output publications:

 Pregnancy outcomes (low birth weight, gestational age)

 Asthma (based on the GA²LEN definition)

 Allergic sensitisation (specific IgE)

 Lung function (FEV1, FVC)

 Early life infections (pneumonia, croup, otitis media)

 Cognitive function development

The analyses of asthma, allergic sensitisation, lung function and early life infections was mostly based on

five ‘mature’ birth cohorts (see Table 1). These birth cohorts were established during the mid to late

1990s and have completed five or more follow ups. All of these cohorts used questionnaires based on the

ISAAC questionnaire, carried out spirometry and collected blood samples to test for specific IgE.
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Table 1: ‘Mature’ birth cohort studies

Cohort Study area/Country Recruitment Age at follow up (years) Number of subjects
at birth

MAAS Greater Manchester,
England

1995-1997 3,5,8,11,15 1185

BAMSE Stockholm county,
Sweden

1994-1996 1,2,4,8,12,15 4089

PIAMA North, West and
central areas, the
Netherlands

1996-1997 Annually, birth until age

8,11,14

3963

GINI/LISA

South

Munich, Germany 1997-1999

1995-1998

Birth,0.5*,1,1.5*, 2,3†,

4,6, 10,15

4414

GINI/LISA

North

Wesel, Germany 1997-1999

1995-1998

Birth,0.5*,1,1.5*, 2,3†,

4,6, 10,15

3390

*only LISA †only GINI

The association between air pollution exposure and the selected health outcomes were analysed using

logistic and linear regression, respectively. Analyses of asthma, allergic sensitisation, lung function and

early life infections were carried out locally in each cohort study, but followed a common protocol. This

analytical protocol consisted of:

 crude models (only adjusted for age and gender)

 minimum common adjusted models (using a common set of confounders available in all cohorts)

 minimum common adjusted models additionally adjusted for area socio-economic status

 maximum common adjusted models (adjusted for variables such as birthweight, which may be
on the pathway between exposure and outcome)

 minimum common adjusted models stratified by gender, moving status, parental atopy

The results from these analyses were entered into random effect meta-analyses to obtain a combined

effect estimate.

Results: Health analyses – example of the work package on birth
cohorts

The meta-analyses showed no significant association between air pollution exposure and asthma or

current wheeze prevalence at age 4 or 8 years. This result was consistently found in crude and adjusted

models. Similarly, the meta-analyses showed no significant association between air pollution exposure

and allergic sensitisation at age 4 or 8 years. Again, results were consistent in crude and adjusted models.

The meta-analyses of lung function outcomes showed a significant decrease in FEV1 at age 8 years

associated with an increase in air pollution exposure at the age 8 year address, but not with exposure at

the birth address. A similar association was found with FVC. No significant association was found with

exposure at the birth address or with FVC. The meta-analyses of early life infections found a significant

increase in pneumonia risk associated with increased air pollution exposure. However, no significant

association was found between air pollution exposure and croup, while a significant association was only

found between NO2 exposure and otitis media.
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Discussion

The major impact of the ESCAPE project is expected to be primarily in providing concentration-

response functions for major ambient air pollutants that will inform air pollution control policies and

standard setting. Results show that adverse effects on health of the main regulated air pollutants in the

EU continue to occur at concentration levels well below current Limit Values.

The ESCAPE project report was delivered to Brussels in early 2013. Up to 20 exposure-related papers

are expected on various aspects of monitoring and modelling, of which three of the main exposure papers

are currently published (Eeftens, Beelen et al, 20122;Cyrys et al, 20123; Eeftens,Tsai et al, 2012 4). There

are 20 health-related papers currently in preparation/submission (on birthweight, length of gestation,

asthma in children, lung function in children, allergic sensitization in children, infections in children,

child development, chronic bronchitis symptoms in adults, COPD in adults, lung function in adults,

asthma in adults, inflammatory markers, blood pressure, Intimal Media Thickness (IMT), coronary

events, stroke, lung cancer incidence, CVD mortality, respiratory mortality and natural cause mortality).

A follow-on project EU FP7 funded project called TRANSPHORM (Transport related Air Pollution and

Health impacts - Integrated Methodologies for Assessing Particulate Matter) (http://www.transphorm.eu/

) is analysing particulate filters from the ESCAPE monitoring campaigns and will result in further health

analyses using ESCAPE cohorts.

The ESCAPE project air pollution exposure estimates represent a great resource for the air pollution

research community. ESCAPE exposure estimates are already being used in other projects, e.g. the FP7

funded EXPOsOMICS project

(http://www3.imperial.ac.uk/newsandeventspggrp/imperialcollege/newssummary/news_19-11-2012-10-

22-31 ) and in an investigation of very long-term and lifecourse exposures in the 1946 birth cohort (see

AH’s poster on Lifecourse exposures to air pollution in the MRC National Survey of Health and

Development (NSHD)). Access to ESCAPE exposure data is through the coordinating centre (IRAS,

University of Utrecht) and the Steering Committee – (for UK data either contact Kees de Hoogh

c.dehoogh@imperial.ac.uk, who is co-lead of the exposure workpackage, or the ESCAPE PI Bert

Brunekreef B.Brunekreef@uu.nl).
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Background

In 2009 the committee of the Medical Effects of Air pollution (COMEAP) (1) concluded that long term

exposure to air pollution resulted in increased risk of death from cardiovascular and respiratory diseases,

but there are few studies on morbidity or on the effects of very long-term exposure.

This work is part of a study aiming to examine associations between life course (>40 years) exposures to

air pollution BS, PM10 and SO2 and cardio-respiratory outcomes in the NSHD.

Methods

Addresses for more than 2000 members of the NSHD, followed up since their birth in March 1946 in

England, Scotland and Wales have been geocoded for 1961, 1972, 1982, and 1989, 1999 and 2006-10.

Air pollution exposures were assigned to place of residence in:

Childhood: using the Douglas and Waller index which is an index of district domestic

coal consumption.

1962, 1971, 1981, 1991: using land use regression models for black smoke (BS) and SO2

(2) (see Figure 1).

2001: using RGI project land use regression models for PM10 and NO2.

2008: using ESCAPE models for PM10 and other pollutants.

Additionally, Census-derived deprivation measures for area of residence (Carstairs index) were assigned

for 1971, 1981 and 1991 and mean air pollution concentrations were explored by area deprivation level.

Results

A sample map for BS 1971 concentration surfaces is shown in Figure 1. This illustrates the higher

concentrations of air pollutants seen in conurbations and cities, and a regional trend with higher levels in

central and northern England that was observed over all time periods.

Annual mean Black smoke and SO2 exposures of survey members fell by an order of magnitude between

1962-1991 (Table 1). There was a 1.5-2 fold difference in BS and SO2 exposure between least and most

deprived quintiles in 1961 but by 1991 these differences were very small.
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Correlations between pollutants are shown in Table 2, but evaluation of these was limited as exposure

metrics available changed over time. BS metrics showed moderate correlations (r 0.5-0.6) over

1962/1971/1981/1991. PM10 and NO2 were highly correlated in 2001.

Discussion

The level of air pollution exposure experienced by NSHD study members fell rapidly from the 1960s

with greatest falls for those living in the most deprived areas.

Pollutant sources and the pollutants monitored nationally have changed over time. Particulate measures

available for 1999 and 2008 are PM10 not black smoke and conversion factors are not readily available –

the few comparison papers available suggest different numerical values and, because of the change in

sources over time from the 1960s (major sources: coal and fossil fuel burning) to 2000s (major sources:

transportation), use of such factors may suggest spurious comparability.

These rapid falls in air pollution levels and different air pollution metrics available over time mean that

estimating cumulative exposure over the life course is methodologically challenging. Options include

looking at different time periods separately and comparing exposure quintiles when investigating health

outcomes.
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Table 1: Average BS and SO2 concentration summarised by first and fifth Carstairs quintiles in
1962, 1971, 1981, and 1991.

Pollutant Source of
estimate

Year Mean air pollution concentration (µg/m3) by Carstairs index
quintiles

Carstairs 1st Carstairs 5th Overall mean

BS CHESS study 1962 83.1 150.0 109.1

BS CHESS study 1971 34.3 48.2 39.3

BS CHESS study 1981 14.5 18.6 16.0

BS CHESS study 1991 11.2 12.3 11.3

SO2 CHESS study 1962 100.0 146.8 116.8

SO2 CHESS study 1971 72.2 87.5 77.1

SO2 CHESS study 1981 39.8 46.5 42.3

SO2 CHESS study 1991 27.4 30.0 28.1

NO2 Imperial 1991 29.7 36.10 31.50

NO2 RGI study 2001 25.7 32.56 28.43

PM10 RGI study 2001 19.49 21.91 20.57

PM10 ESCAPE 2009 15.17 16.47 15.84

Table 2: Correlation of mean air pollution exposures from 1962 to 2009 (r values)

Pollutant BS in
1962

BS in
1971

BS in
1981

BS in
1991

N02 in
1991

N02 in
2001

PM10 in
2001

BS in 1971 0.64 1.00

BS in 1981 0.52 0.63 1.00

BS in 1991 0.51 0.64 0.61 1.00

N02 in 1991 0.21 0.35 0.30 0.28 1.00

NO2 in 2001 0.20 0.31 0.20 0.13 0.75 1.00

PM10 in 2001 0.16 0.24 0.20 0.10 0.66 0.94 1.00

PM10 in 2009 0.10 0.13 0.13 0.10 0.26 0.31 0.28
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Figure 1. Concentrations of BS in Great Britain for 1971 on a 1km grid
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Background and objectives

Ubiquitous sensing technology through the use of smart phones provides a promising innovation to track

the movement of people within the environment and estimate exposure and inhalation of air pollution.

The billions of current and future smart phone users worldwide (MobiThinking, 2012) afford an

extraordinary opportunity for large- scale data collection efforts that are cost-effective, accurate and

unobtrusive.

Air pollution exposure assessment for use in epidemiological or health impact assessment studies has

traditionally relied on fixed-site monitoring stations to provide ambient air pollution levels to large

populations, or more recently on land use regression or dispersion models to estimate small-area

concentrations at home addresses of study subjects (Hoek et al., 2008; Jerrett et al., 2005). Studies

comparing personal exposure measurements to ambient monitoring at subject’s home address have

revealed large discrepancies between concentrations at residential addresses and personal exposure

concentrations, and large variations from study-to-study and subject-to-subject (Avery et al., 2010).

Activity patterns are important determinants of personal exposures (Schembari et al., 2013; Valero et al.,

2009).

The main objective of this presentation is to demonstrate the usability of a novel smart-phone based

software, “CalFit” in tracking people’s movements in the urban environment and associated physical

activity levels to improve air pollution exposure assessment. We use an urban-scale air pollution

dispersion model with temporal trend and microenvironmental adjustments to provide the spatial-

temporal air pollution concentrations to match the time and location of activities in our population. We

compare resulting exposure assessments with traditional exposure assignment at the home address.

Study description

CalFit, is a smart-phone based software that continuously records geo-positioning and physical activity

estimated from an accelerometer integrated into Android cell-phone technology. We enrolled 36

volunteers to wear for five days a CalFit-fitted smartphone and, for comparison, a conventional

accelerometer. Participants also completed a conventional travel diary. Inclusion criteria included living

and working in Barcelona, Spain, living at more than a 10-minute walk away from work or school, and
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being able to ride a bicycle for 20 minutes. The field work took place from November 2010 to February

2011.

Information provided by CalFit and the travel diary were combined with an ADMS-Urban dispersion

model to derive likely concentrations and inhalations of nitrogen dioxide for the participants. Ratio

factors for indoor and travel microenvironments were derived from local studies and from the literature

(de Nazelle et al., 2012; Schembari et al., 2013). Continuous data from a fixed monitoring station was

used for day and hour-specific temporal adjustments. Inhaled air pollution was estimated using inhalation

rates derived from the physical activity measures (1-minute observation) and the specific air pollution

concentrations in each microenvironment (de Nazelle et al., 2009). We then estimated the contribution of

various activity spaces (at home, work, in transit) to overall daily air pollution exposure and estimated

daily inhalation of NO2. We compared estimates of exposures for various adjustment methods.

Results

We found, using the full adjustment (temporal + microenvironmental ratios) method, our volunteers on

average inhaled 40% of their total NO2 inhaled dose at home, and 24% during their travel periods (time

“in transit”), while these activity-spaces represented respectively 53% and 6% of their total time (Table

1). On average in our population time spent at home contributed to 54% of daily time-weighted NO2

concentrations and time in transit 11% (data not shown).

Accounting for time spent in different activities and adjusting for temporal trends and for

microenvironmental ratio factors provided different exposure concentrations than when home address

was solely considered, with the temporal adjustment having the greatest influence on discepencies (Table

2).

Discussion

We conducted a study to demonstrate the usability of CalFit for tracking personal movements in the

urban environment and associated physical activity levels to improve exposure assessment. To our

knowledge, this is the first study to use smart phones as a means of improving air pollution exposure

assessment. We obtained CalFit data for more than 10 waking hours a day (8am to 10pm) for on average

four out of the five days of the study per participant. We found that compared to the traditionally used

home-address method, accounting for time-activity patterns by assigning specific temporal and

microenvironmental adjustment factors and accounting for time spent in each microenvironment

substantially changes exposure concentrationsA further benefit of CalFit is the measurement of physical

activity that allows a calculation of inhaled dose of pollutants.

This study thus provides further insights on the importance of accounting for activity patterns to assess

exposures to air pollution, and, more importantly, it introduces a promising method for such assessments.

The advantages of the ubiquitous sensing approach are multiple. Most prominent of all is the sheer

amount of potential data acquisition from billions of current and near-future smart phone users

worldwide. We have shown that the approach is feasible and according to feedback from volunteers is of

little intrusion to daily functioning. Full discussion of the results can be found in de Nazelle et al. (2013).

Conclusion

Ubiquitous sensing technology provides unparalleled data collection opportunities to measure activity

patterns, including levels of energy expenditure. Combined with air pollution modeling, it provides rich

data that can reduce exposure measurement error and facilitate the use of the under-utilized measure of
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air pollution inhaled dose in epidemiological studies. Future applications will add various sensors to the

smart phone technology, such as air pollution, noise, emotional response and activity participation via

text messaging.

Table 1. Total inhaled dose of NO2 (in % of daily inhalation dose) and time spent (in % of 24
hours) for each participant in each microenvironment

% Inhaled dose (% time spent)

id Home Work Other In-transit

id01 31 (52) 26 (41) <NA> 43 (7)

id02 46 (60) 31 (31) 5 (5) 18 (5)

id03 34 (49) 28 (38) 10 (8) 28(6)

id05 39(49) 36(46) 6(2) 20(3)

id07 47(48) 35(45) 3(2) 15(5)

id08 37(55) 49(43) <NA> 15(2)

id12 56(62) 28(31) <NA> 16(7)

id17 19(55) 4(11) 24(18) 53(16)

id19 30(55) 40(28) 7(11) 22(7)

id20 47(69) 23(26) <NA> 30(5)

id21 27(23) 27(37) 22(36) 24(5)

id24 46(56) 7(13) 12(21) 35(10)

id30 62(77) 14(9) <NA> 24(15)

id31 27(55) 53(41) <NA> 20(4)

id33 45(58) 33(36) <NA> 22(6)

id35 53(61) 29(35) <NA> 19(4)

id36 50(55) 26(42) <NA> 24(3)

id37 44(52) 27(40) <NA> 30(8)

id44 23(53) 21(11) 41(29) 15(7)

id46 36(55) 47(40) <NA> 18(5)

id48 35(45) 21(38) 10(10) 34(7)

id49 34(43) 25(42) 27(11) 14(4)

id50 63(58) 27(40) <NA> 11(2)

id51 53(69) 13(22) 2(2) 32(7)

id53 32(52) 33(36) 8(7) 28(5)

id54 40(32) 29(25) 17(41) 14(2)

id55 22(43) 57(45) 6(6) 16(5)

id56 36(50) 41(45) <NA> 23(5)

id57 53(52) 14(36) 16(8) 17(5)

id58 17(52) 14(30) 33(9) 37(10)

id59 50(61) 14(25) 2(5) 33(10)

Total Mean 40 (53) 28 (33) 8 (13) 24 (6)
SD 12(10) 13(11) 11(12) 10(3)
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Table 2. Comparison of exposure assignment methods

Home
concentration
(µg/m3)

Time weighted average concentration (µg/m3) with

annual
mean
map

temporal
trend

Micro-
environmental
factors

Micro-environmental
factor & temporal
trend

Mean 54 54 64 56 67

Standard
Deviation

11 6 22 6 22

Spearman
coefficient

- 0.81 0.09 0.78 0.09
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Background

It is generally believed that concentrations of airborne species of fungal spores in indoor air is greater

than in outdoor air and that increased urbanization will lead to significant increases in their

concentrations with subsequent impacts on health. Other common moulds e.g. Cladosporium, inhabit

damp building material, carpets, mattresses, air conditioning ducts, can trigger allergic reactions, whilst

prolonged exposure to high concentrations can lead to chronic allergy and asthma, e.g. Samson et al.,

(1994, 1995). In this study we investigate high temporally resolved diurnal ambient concentration

changes of spores as well as bacteria-related aerosol within a large indoor public building with a view to

identifying periods of dispersal enhancements associated with human activities. In a second study we

show a field applicable methodology for locating and quantifying mould spore concentrations in

contaminated buildings.

Approach

Development of real-time single-particle detection systems for airborne bioaerosols has progressed

rapidly in recent years with new portable detection systems now readily available for use in a variety of

environmental and health applications requiring quantitative knowledge of emission factors. In this work

we report on two different studies using portable continuous single particle Ultraviolet Light Induced

Fluorescence (UV-LIF) spectrometers with the objectives of investigating the diurnal cycle of indoor

airborne bio-fluorescent particles in a large, public use building (over a period of 13 days) and also to

develop practical real-time methodologies to identify mould sources.

Continuous single particle UV-LIF measurements were conducted Wideband Integrated Bioaerosol

Spectrometer (WIBS), described by Kaye et al. (2005), Foot et al. (2008), and Gabey et al. (2011).

Measurements were conducted in the “University Place” communal building lying within the University

of Manchester’s southern campus and comprises of lecture halls, student services, catering facilities and

a visitors centre. The building consists of a total of 26 meeting rooms (with individual capacities ranging

from 18 to 1000 persons), 25 flat room seminar rooms (catering for 16-180 occupants), a 400 seat

restaurant and 500 m2 of exhibition area including a small café. The objective was to quantify indoor

sourced bioaerosol diurnal variations versus external sources.

Results – Study 1

Data were collected in the building between 01/11/2012 to 20/11/2012 inclusive. Aerosol number size

distributions were recorded at 5 Hz and integrated to 5-minute periods for subsequent analysis and

interpretation. Figure 1 shows the time series of aerosol concentration (broken down according to total,
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fluorescent and non-fluorescent particle types) from 8/11-20/11/2012. Strong diurnal cycles are noted

with peaks occurring around midday with typical total particle number concentrations  1000-20000

/litre. Minima in nocturnal concentrations of <  500 /litre, were significantly less than reported outside

the building.

Figure 1. Time series of variations of indoor particle concentration (#/litre) for total particles, fluorescent
particles, and non-fluorescent particles. Weekend periods were 10-11 and 17-18 November 2012.

Figure 2. As figure 1 but showing the time series of particle concentrations (#/litre) associated with the
FL1,FL2 and FL3 UV fluorescent detection channels.

During weekdays fluorescent particles provide a higher fractional contribution to the total than was

found in external air. During weekends, the diurnal cycle was noticeably depressed, and the fluorescence

fraction reduced. Within the set of fluorescent particles, Figure 2, the most common fluorescence

displayed was from FL3, followed by FL2, with FL1 being the least common.

Figure 3. The average diurnal normalised concentration pattern of non-fluorescent, fluorescent and FL1
particles as a function of size over the same period as Figure 1.
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Fluorescent particles were resolved into two distinct size modes at 1 and 2 µm. These modes became
more distinct at night. Throughout the day a greater concentration of larger sized particles up to 15 µm
were seen from 7:00 to 18:00, with a peak size mode between 2-4 µm. FL1, FL2 and FL3 diurnal
concentration-size plots exhibited similar behaviour, but FL1 was dominated by much larger particle
sizes, 7-8 µm, around midday.

HA-CA Analysis

The 5-dimensional single particle data set (optical size, asymmetry shape factor, FL1-3), was analysed

using hierarchical agglomerative cluster analysis (HA-CA) based on the WASP analysis tool described in

Robinson et al. (2012). Four major HA conservative cluster solutions (A1-A4) were identified,

summarized in Figure 4. Three of the lesser clusters were strongly fluorescent. Cluster A2 showed strong

similarities with small plant spore-like behaviour where the FL3 channel dominates, whilst cluster A3

showed strong similarities with bacteria-like fluorescence. Cluster A4 was similar to previously reported

fungal spore fluorescence spectra, are dominated by large particles between 10-20 µm, and is distinct due

to the absence of small particles. A feature common across the entire dataset is the scarcity of large

particles during the night. They were generally more prominent between 06:00 and 18:00 each day

peaking at around 13:00, and this is especially true for clusters A2 and A4. This suggests that A2 and A4

may be the result of emission processes occurring within the building during the working day, in

particular when the cafeterias were at their busiest.

Study-2

Figure 5. Approach to quantifying mould contaminated buildings and water sources (Baumgardner,
personal communication).

A practical methodology was developed (Baumgardner, personal communication) to identify sources of

Figure 4 Average diurnal cycles of fluorescent aerosol cluster concentrations, A2-A4 in indoor air.
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mould within contaminated buildings. This is summarized in Figure 5. In step 1, ambient background air

was sampled at a distance from the suspected mould contamination site. In step 2, air was sampled in the

vicinity of the contamination site and a “Geiger counter approach” used to identify significant

concentration changes. In step 3 potential interference from non-mould particles is accounted for by

subtracting the non-mould particle results in steps 1 and 2. In this study the mould fraction sampled

inside the house (black horizontal bar in Figure 5) away from mould areas was typically found to be

<20% of all particles, the same as measured in air outside the building. All three detection channels,

(FL1-3) showed that concentrations of suspected mould particles were 5-20 times higher than ambient

background. A similar approach has been used to identify contaminated water pools. Using the 5 particle

properties measured by Instascan, 95 possible combinations of particle pattern response is possible. A

library of patterns is being created based on these combinations for the most commonly found mould

spores. In this study the “mystery mould” was identified with an 81-85% probability of being either

Alternaria or Penicillium.

Conclusion

Very large fluorescent (perhaps fungal/spore-like > 10 µm) particles occur in the building peaking

around midday with many smaller (2-3 µm), bacteria-like, particles, prevalent throughout most of the day

but peaking in the morning. More detailed inspection of the higher temporally resolved WIBS data reveal

oscillations in concentrations associated with mechanical transport due to regular movement of people to

and from lecture theatres and the cafeteria. HA-CA analysis has been sued successfully to discriminate

different diurnal cycles of bio-fluorescent particles. A field applicable methodology has been developed

for portable real-time identification and quantification of mould contaminated buildings and

mould/bacterial contaminated water pools. The pattern library approach used in this is currently also

being validated with HA-CA analysis.
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D2. Discussion Session

Invited Keynote Presentation ‘UK air pollution policy; implications of

European regulation and science of pollution exposure and health’

The REVIHAAP project, a WHO organised review of the health effects of air pollution, was outlined by

Prof. Williams. This was particularly focused on the question of the relative toxicity of components of

ambient particulate material and whether sufficient evidence for component specific toxicity could be

identified. Prof. Williams suggested that as evidence emerges it may be helpful to design legislation to

target specific particulate components or sources of particulates to control the human health effects. In

the discussion session Prof. Lippmann agreed with the logic of Prof. Williams’ proposal, but disagreed

with a suggestion that ammonia be targeted for reduction. Prof. Lippmann stated that ammonia is known

to neutralise the acidic components of PM, which in turn, are known to mobilise particle bound metals.

Prof. Williams responded that whilst he appreciated this argument, he was aware that some published

literature reported the importance of controlling ammonia for reducing health effects. Prof. Williams

was asked which primary emissions would be the most helpful to control, and suggested that it’s

important to understand contributing sources and that there is a need for a check of ambient particulate

sources.

Research Presentations

Anna Hansel and Anna Molter delivered a presentation titled ‘The European Study for Cohorts and Air

Pollution Effects – overview, exposure assessment, selected findings’. An update of progress on the

ESCAPE project, a European study examining the health effects of air pollution was presented. This

study includes data from the MAAS, BAMSE, PIAMA, GINI/LISA South and GINI/LISA North birth

cohorts and modelled assessments of NO2, NOx, PM10, PM2.5, and coarse PM exposure. Whilst no

relationship was observed between air pollution exposure and the majority of diseases examined, a

significant relationship was observed between pneumonia incidence and air pollution. Dr. Vardouiakis

enquired about the classification of particle sizes and the importance of differences in outdoor and indoor

PM concentrations. The presenters responded that they did not examine differences in outdoor and

indoor exposures, and that these differences in exposures are likely to be more important than in warm

countries where building envelopes are more permeable to PM. It was noted that the lack of significant

association between air pollution and deaths due to cardiovascular and respiratory causes could

contradict other studies. Anna Molter confirmed that only lung cancer was significant at this stage but

further data analysis is being undertaken and the outcome is awaited. It was commented that the reported

primary cause of death may not adequately reflect the role of respiratory disease leading to

underestimation of the association with mortality.

A presentation titled ‘Assessing daily air pollution exposures by combining modelled air pollution with

activity patterns obtained from smart phone technology’ was given by Audrey de Nazelle. A recent study

using smart-phone software that continuously records geo-positioning and physical activity to estimate

nitrogen dioxide exposure in 36 individuals living in Barcelona, Spain was described. Results indicated

the importance of considering temporal trends and microenvironmental factors in determining exposure

to air pollutants. During the discussion session the importance of an emotional response to study

participation as a confounding factor was suggested. Dr. de Nazelle answered that participants were
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regularly sent questions regarding emotional state (happy, sad, and physically active) to monitor

variations in emotional responses. A further question addressed the representative nature of the

population sample used in the study, noting that only individuals with “smart phones” were eligible to

join, and that these people may not represent particularly at risk groups. Dr. de Nazelle responded that

participants were provided with their smart phone by the experimenters and highlighted that a new study

with a greater number of participants (200) is planned. Dr. Fletcher highlighted the low spearman’s

correlation value between subject PM monitoring and home address and asked if examination of a larger

geographical area may be able to give a better understanding of the spatial scale required. Dr. de Nazelle

responded that greater temporal resolution of monitoring resulted in an improvement of the Spearman’s

correlation.

Ian Crawford relayed the findings of a recent study examining biological aerosol concentrations in the

presentation titled ‘The Diurnal Cycle of Indoor Primary Biological Aerosol Concentrations’. He

reported the results of a study using portable continuous single particle ultraviolet light Induced

fluorescence spectrometers to analyse diurnal trends in the organic aerosols present in a University of

Manchester multiple use building. Results indicated that fungal spore like particles peak at around

midday and that smaller, bacteria like particles exhibit a more homogeneous temporal distribution, with a

small elevation in the mornings. Prof. Harrison suggested the use of temporal studies in the study area to

more completely capture and define the sources of particulate material observed in this study. Dr.

Crawford stated that plans are in place to expand the study using simultaneous sampling with multiple

systems to better capture particle sources. A question was raised regarding the suitability of the sampling

apparatus used in this study for outdoor use. Dr. Crawford confirmed that they are, and have previously

been used in such a manner in a study in Aberystwyth.
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E. Managing air quality

E.1 Oral Presentations

E1a. The challenges for local air quality management

Duncan Laxen

Air Quality Consultants Ltd., 23 Coldharbour Road, Bristol, BS6 7JT

Introduction

Local Air Quality Management (LAQM) was introduced into the UK with the Environment Act 1995.

What it was intended to involve was spelt out more fully in the 1997 Air Quality Strategy: “The

Government believes that the NAQS will deliver a significant improvement … it will not be possible to

eliminate all potential air quality problems … simply by the use of national policy instruments … local

hotspots of poor air quality are likely to continue … these are best dealt with at a local level under a new

regime of LAQM”

“Their [local authorities] principal task is to identify those local air quality hotspots where action at a

national level is insufficient to achieve the air quality objectives … and implement a plan in pursuit of

their achievement”

“…for many, the review and assessment of air quality will not be an onerous task”

In other words, LAQM was to be used to tidy up a few residual air quality problems, once the national

strategy had delivered improvements to most areas. This, however, is not what happened in reality.

There are now many local authorities throughout the UK who have had to declare Air Quality

Management Areas (AQMAs). Most of these are for exceedences of the annual mean air quality

objective for nitrogen dioxide, and many cover substantial areas, not just a few hotspots.

Many local authorities have been charged with using the air quality Review and Assessment process to

identify those areas where the air quality objectives are being exceeded and then with developing Air

Quality Action Plans to improve air quality. In many cases, this has required a substantial investment of

time and resources by local authorities.

Where did the expectations of 1997 go wrong? The first expectation was that the highest levels of

exposure to nitrogen dioxide would be alongside the country’s motorways and busiest main roads,

especially in the larger cities. In practice it was found that even small towns could experience high levels

of exposure at concentrations well above the objectives. This was largely identified through the use of

diffusion tubes in large numbers. Measurements using these cheap devices identified problems that

modelling was not showing. A key reason for this is that concentrations fall-off rapidly on moving

away from the edge of a road. Relevant receptors for exposure to annual mean concentrations of

nitrogen dioxide are taken to be the facades of residential properties. Residential properties are generally

set back 10-20 m from very busy roads with traffic flows >40,000 veh/day, but can be 1-2 m from the

kerb of smaller roads (10,000-20,000 veh/day) in urban areas. Coupled with this, larger roads have more

open settings that allow pollutants to disperse (as can the faster speeds of the vehicles), while smaller

urban roads have more confined settings (and slower speeds) reducing dispersion. Models have not been

good at distinguishing these different types of road.
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The second expectation was that the legislation to reduce emissions from new motor vehicles has not

delivered the expected reductions. These are known as Euro standards, that apply to new vehicles and

have been in place since the early 1990s 8. Current vehicles have to meet Euro 5 and Euro V standards

(light duty and heavy duty vehicles respectively), with Euro 6 and Euro VI standards due for new

vehicles at various dates between 2013 and 2015. The current standards imply that nitrogen oxides

emissions from current vehicles should be a small fraction of those from older Euro 1 and Euro I

vehicles. Had these Euro standards delivered the expected reduction there would only be a few hotspots

of exceedence left. It is now recognised that the Euro standards have not delivered the expected

improvements (Carslaw et al, 2011). Diesel vehicles appear to be the main culprits. Their on-road

performance has not matched the results of the Euro standard tests. The main reason is that diesel

vehicles have passed the Euro certification but the on-road emissions have been much higher. A second

reason is that diesel vehicles emit a far higher proportion of primary nitrogen dioxide, which leads to

higher roadside concentrations. This is especially the case with some vehicles fitted with control

technology to reduce particulate matter emissions, which has increased emissions of primary nitrogen

dioxide9. These problems have been compounded by a growth in the proportion of diesel cars because,

in part, of their reduced emissions of carbon dioxide as compared with petrol.

The Challenges for LAQM

The two unexpected problems outlined above have added substantially to the challenges faced by local

authorities. Central Government, faced by the failure of Euro standards to deliver, has turned to LAQM

to help deliver the legal obligation it faces to meet the limit values for nitrogen dioxide. As a

consequence, local authorities have taken on a role that was not really expected of them. There are now

232 local authorities with Air Quality Management Areas (AQMAs) for nitrogen dioxide (57% of UK

local authorities). These authorities are being asked to develop Action Plans to deliver real

improvements so as to help Central Government deal with its failure to deliver real improvements

through the control of vehicle emissions, and in turn the failure of motor vehicle manufactures to deliver

the real reductions in emissions intended by the series of notionally tighter Euro standards.

As noted above, almost three in five local authorities have in place, or are developing, Action Plans to

improve air quality. Action Plans are not straightforward to prepare and implement. They require

considerable input from, and co-operation between, different departments within local authorities, which

has its own challenges. The next challenge is to come up with a set of measures (it is unlikely that one

measure will ever be sufficient) that can deliver a reduction in vehicle emissions (the cause of nitrogen

dioxide objective exceedences is nearly always due principally to motor vehicles). The two approaches

are to reduce the number of vehicles on the road or to reduce the emissions from these vehicles.

A number of authorities have focussed Action Plans on the introduction of cleaner vehicles, e.g.

requiring all buses to be Euro IV or more recent. This though has been thwarted by the lack of

improvement in on-road emissions; clearly very frustrating as considerable effort has been expended on

implementing such measures (the London Low Emission Zone is a good example).

The development and implementation of Action Plans has become even more challenging in recent years

due to the squeeze in financial resources. Defra has though managed to retain air quality grants to local

authorities, and these have allowed local authorities to develop actions that should contribute to reduced

emissions. This includes raising awareness.

8 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/European_emission_standards
9 i.e. a higher NO2:NOx ratio within the emissions
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Positive Attributes of LAQM

While LAQM has struggled to deliver demonstrable improvements in air quality, there are benefits from

having a LAQM regime:

 Without LAQM it is unlikely that the widespread nature of the nitrogen dioxide problem would

have been identified.

 LAQM has helped identify weaknesses in modelling.

 LAQM has provided a considerable amount of information on air quality in all areas of the UK.

 LAQM has provided a much improved understanding of air quality amongst local authority

officers. This has led to more emphasis on air quality when developers submit planning

applications, which in turn helps incorporate measures to reduce emissions (and exposure to

existing emissions) in the development design.

 LAQM has encouraged innovative approaches to developing measures to reduce pollution levels

in urban centres.

 LAQM has helped raise the profile of air quality.

Way Ahead for LAQM

Air Quality Consultants, in conjunction with Aether, carried out a review last year on behalf of Defra

looking at the LAQM system, with a focus on Action Plans. This identified limited evidence of real

improvements and highlighted the challenges faced by local authorities. It also recognised that while

LAQM has been effective at identifying the problem areas, more effort needs to be put into developing

solutions.

One challenge that has not really been considered to date is how to incorporate the concept of exposure

reduction for PM2.5 into the LAQM regime. This may be dealt with by the desire of some local

authorities to incorporate emissions into the LAQM regime, and to move away from the focus on

concentrations.

The Government’s Public Health Outcomes Framework is a new approach to taking public health issues

forwards at a local level. It includes an indicator on air pollution, which is based on PM2.5

concentrations. Information on “the fraction of mortality attributable to particulate air pollution” is now

available on a county by county basis10. It remains to be seen how or whether this indicator will help

raise air quality on the local agenda.

Public awareness of the harm from air pollution is somewhat latent, and there is a need to find ways to

communicate the air quality issues effectively. Linked to this is the need to provide information on how

individuals can make real changes that will reduce pollutant emissions. Some work is being done at a

local level by a few local authorities using air quality grants provided by Defra, but this needs to be

rolled out much more widely.

10 http://www.phoutcomes.info/search/air%20
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Finally, Defra will be consulting shortly (Spring 2013) on options to modify the LAQM regime, and all

interested parties are encouraged to contribute their views to this consultation.
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E1b. Air pollution early warning systems – predicted
effectiveness of airAlert in Sussex and London

Dr Heather Walton, Professor H Ross Anderson, Dr Richard Atkinson*, Dr Tim Baker, Dr Gary Fuller

Environmental Research Group, MRC-HPA Centre for Environment and Health, King's College, London; *St.
George’s, University of London. (Funding from DH via Sussex Air Quality Partnership)

Background and objectives

Air pollution early warning systems are theoretically a good idea, given the evidence on the short-term

effects of air pollution. However, ideally they would be the subject of an intervention study to see if

health benefits can be shown in practice. The AsPIRe project (Air Pollution Intervention Research) is a

health impact assessment project, calculating the potential health benefits of airAlert services in Sussex

ahead of discussing the feasibility of an intervention study. The objectives are as follows:

 What is the expected size of the effect of the pollution increments that trigger the alert system on
health impacts within the general population?

 What is the expected size of the effect of these pollution changes in the population likely to
receive alerts (usually sub-populations with respiratory illness)?

 What is the scope of the possible reductions in adverse health outcomes that might be generated
by those users of the service who take action in response to the alert?

 Given the answers to the previous questions, what is the feasibility and likely statistical power of
an intervention study to assess the effectiveness of the alert service in reducing adverse health
outcomes?

Study description

Each day in the study period was classified using the new DEFRA daily air quality index implemented in

January 2012 following recommendations by COMEAP11. ‘High’ days were defined as days where any

urban or rural background site in Sussex or London was in the high band. A day with no urban or rural

background sites in the high band but one or more relevant sites in the moderate band was defined as a

'moderate day'. Any other days were 'low days'. These days were defined retrospectively for the period

1/1/2006-14/10/11. For each high day, the average concentration of, say, ozone across all the

background sites in Sussex or London was calculated. This average was not necessarily in the high band

as not all areas of Sussex or London were necessarily in the high band. Even if the high day was for

ozone and not other pollutants, it would underestimate the health effects if the average level of other

pollutants were not also calculated, taking into account double-counting as appropriate. The level of

each pollutant was averaged across all the low days, giving one average for each pollutant to calculate an

increment between the 'high day' value and the 'low day average' for each pollutant. The increments

between ‘moderate day’ values and the ‘low day average’ were similarly calculated.

Concentration-response relationships for respiratory hospital admissions derived from Anderson et al

(2007) were then applied to the increment between the average concentrations of pollutants on days in

the low band and the concentrations of pollutants on days in the high or moderate band in Sussex to give

a percentage increase in the baseline rate for that increment. This percentage increase was then applied

to an estimate of daily baseline emergency respiratory hospital admissions in Sussex (51.2), derived from

11 http://www.comeap.org.uk/documents/reports/130-review-of-the-uk-air-quality-index.html
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the total emergency respiratory hospital admissions for England in 2010/11 from HES online12, the

population of England13 and the population of Sussex (1,563,000). The daily estimates of respiratory

hospital admissions were then summed across the total number of high or moderate days for each

pollutant. Analogous calculations are in progress for asthma and COPD admissions.

Results

The concentration-response relationships from Anderson et al. (2007) are given in Table 1.

Table 1 APED (2007) Report Single city meta-analytical estimates respiratory hospital admissions
(% increase per 10 μg/m3 or 10 ppm)*

Pollutant Averaging time Studies for meta-
analysis

Pooled estimate Lower
confidence limit

Upper
confidence limit

O3 8 hour 7 0.63 0.09 1.18

NO2 1 hour 4 0.15 -0.08 0.38

PM10 24 hour 19# 1.71 1.19 2.23

* random effects, not adjusted for publication bias for this table. # Mixture of TEOM and gravimetric based studies.

The average and range of pollutant concentrations in Sussex on low, moderate and high days are given in

Table 2, along with the increments for high to low days and moderate to low days. The negative values

represent the fact that the ozone (O3) concentrations, for example, include O3 concentrations on high days

due to PM10 when O3 concentrations are actually lower than on typical low days due to scavenging of

ozone by NO in the cold inversion conditions that lead to high PM10 episodes in winter. There were also

three very high days, one for O3 and two for PM10. These gave averages with ranges of 145.4 (95.4 –

198.5), 57.1 (34.1 – 85.7) and 59.7 (37.5 – 77.5) μg/m3 for O3, NO2 and PM10 respectively, with

increments of 81.8 (31.8 – 135), 19.8 (-3.2 – 48.4) and 40.5 (18.3 – 58.3) μg/m3.

Table 2 Average, range and increments in pollutant levels (μg/m3) at background sites in

Sussex (plus Sevenoaks) 2006-2011 for low, moderate and high days

Pollutant Low days (for
all pollutants)

Moderate days
(for any pollutant)

High days (for any
pollutant) (range)

Ave difference
moderate to low

Ave difference
high to low (range)

8 hr O3 63.5 (3.3 - 93.9) 93.6 (4.9 - 142.2) 121.4 (17.3 - 190.8) 30 (-58.6 - 78.7) 57.8 (-46.3 - 127.3)

1 hr NO2 37.3 (7.6 - 107.8) 43.5 (14.5 - 91.2) 53.0 (28.8 to 91.7) 6.2 (-20.7 - 53.9) 15.6 (-8.5 - 54.4)

24 hr PM10 19.2 (1.1 – 47.9) 28.8 (6.8 – 67.7) 44.6 (23.1 to 81.8) 9.6 (-22.7 - 53.9) 25.3 (3.9 - 62.5)

1812 low days (1747 with PM10); 357 moderate days (340 with PM10) and 20 high days. PM10 given as reference equivalent concentrations.

The equivalent data for London are given in Table 3. As expected, levels of ozone are lower and levels

of nitrogen dioxide are higher. Levels of PM10 are similar. There were more very high days (8), all for

PM10. Several of these were localised, meaning that the regional average was not necessarily

particularly high. These gave regional averages with ranges of 45.7 (5.3 – 114.3), 82.9 (22.7 – 121.9)

and 52.1 (15.4 – 89.4) μg/m3 for O3, NO2 and PM10 respectively, with increments of -4.7 (-45 – 64), 

33.5 (-3.2 – 70.9) and 21.1 (-39.1 – 60.2) μg/m3. 

12 http://www.hesonline.nhs.uk/Ease/servlet/ContentServer?siteID=1937&categoryID=202
13 http://www.ons.gov.uk/ons/rel/pop-estimate/population-estimates-for-uk--england-and-wales--scotland-and-
northern-ireland/mid-2010-population-estimates/index.html
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Table 3 Average, range and increments in pollutant levels (μg/m3) at background sites in

London 2006-2011 for low, moderate and high days

Pollutant Low days (for
all pollutants)

Moderate days
(for any pollutant)

High days (for
any pollutant)
(range)

Ave difference
moderate to low

Ave difference
high to low (range)

8 hr O3 50.3 (1.7 – 87.4) 6.6 (1.8 – 140.3) 72 (4.2 – 163.8) 15.7 (-58.5 – 89.9) 21.7 (-46.1 – 113.5)

1 hr NO2 61.8 (16.9 – 124.5) 80.9 (20.6 – 168.1) 93.4 (47.0 – 209) 14.6 (-11 – 43.7) 31.7 (-14.8 – 147.3)

24 hr PM10 18.5 (4.6 – 43.1) 33.1 (7.5 – 62.3) 52.3 (28.2 – 83.4) 19.1 (-41.1 – 106.3) 33.8 (2 – 64.8)

1789 low days; 360 moderate days; 34 high days. PM10 given as reference equivalent concentrations.

Using the information from Tables 1 and 2/3, the number of additional emergency respiratory hospital

admissions on very high, high and moderate days can be calculated to give the results shown in Tables 4

and 5. It has been assumed that the PM10 concentration-response relationship can be applied to reference

equivalent measurements, although several of the studies on which it is based used TEOM

measurements. If a TEOM basis were assumed, the figures for respiratory hospital admissions due to

PM10 would be about two-thirds of the figures given.

Table 4 Total additional emergency respiratory hospital admissions at background sites in
Sussex 2006-2011 for moderate, high and very high days compared with low days

Pollutant Moderate days
(for any
pollutant)

High days (for
any pollutant)

Very high days
(for any
pollutant)

Total Range
daily
values

Total Range
daily
values

Total Range
daily
values

Ozone (8 hour) 350 -2 to 3 38 -1 to 4 8 1 to 5

NO2 (1 hour) 17 < 0 to <1 2 < 0 to <1 0 < 0 to <1

PM10 289 -1 to 4 45 <1 to 6 11 2 to 5

Total without NO2 639 <0 to 6 84 2 to 6 19 6 to 7

Total with NO2 656 <0 to 6 86 2 to 6 19 6 to 7
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Table 5 Total additional emergency respiratory hospital admissions at background sites in
London 2006-2011 for moderate, high and very high days compared with low days

Pollutant Moderate days
(for any
pollutant)

High days (for
any pollutant)

Very high days
(for any
pollutant)

Total Range
daily
values

Total Range
daily
values

Total Range
daily
values

Ozone (8 hour) 939 -8 to 15 124 -7 to 19 -6 -7 to 11

NO2 (1 hour) 266 -2 to 4 42 -1 to 6 7 -2 to 2

PM10 2329 -5 to 20 518 1 to 30 123 -1 to 33

Total without NO2 3268 -4 to 30 643 -2 to 31 118 -5 to 39

Total with NO2 3534 -4 to 29 684 -1 to 34 124 -6 to 41

Conclusions

The number of additional emergency respiratory hospital admissions over and above the baseline on low

days in Sussex is relatively small on a daily basis with a maximum of 7 for a very high day and 6 for

moderate and high days. The numbers are greater in London, given the higher pollution levels and

population (maximum 41 for very high days and 29 and 34 for moderate and high days. The overall

public health impact over the time period 2006 to 2011 is most important for the moderate days (around

650 estimated additional admissions in Sussex and 3500 in London), particularly days in the spring when

accumulations of NO2 and long-range transported PM10 can be combined with springtime elevations in

background O3 to give moderately raised levels of all three pollutants. Overall, PM10 is more important

than O3 for high and very high days, particularly in London. O3 is more important for moderate days in

Sussex but not in London. NO2 is predicted to have only a minor effect, even in London where

concentrations are higher but the small concentration-response function in Table is based on only 4

studies so may be more likely to change when updated with newer studies.

Discussion

If people were able to respond to alert messages in such a way as to remove their risk, then the effect on

public health could be important. However, not everyone signs up to receive airAlert messages14,

although those that sign up are probably more likely to be in the relevant susceptible groups. Of those

that do sign up, not everyone takes action in response. Focus group work by Smallbone (2009)

suggested that 67% took specific action in response to alerts including ensuring they carried their reliever

medication, taking additional medication, avoiding strenuous exercise and avoiding areas mentioned in

the alerts. Finally, it is unknown whether these actions taken in response are actually effective in

reducing risks, in practice. However, quantification of the potential size of the risk should help to see

whether a study to address this directly would be feasible.

Further work is planned using other outcomes (asthma and COPD admissions) and updated

concentration-response relationships from the APED database.
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E1c. Use of low cost wireless networks to monitor
indoor air quality

John Saffella, Ronan Barona, Roderic Jones b and Mohammed I Meadb
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Background

Combining our experience of outdoor air quality networks with our knowledge of the differing
requirements for indoor air quality, we present results of inorganic air and VOC measurements using
electrochemical gas sensors, PIDs and metal oxide gas sensors. We explain the decisions made for
wireless networks in the FP7 project CITISense.

Study description

Indoor air quality has been monitored typically using either fixed point monitors or portable monitors
from companies such as TSI and Gray Wolf. Both monitoring systems have achieved success, but recent
sensor and wireless technology advances now allow better data quality and more advanced spatial and
temporal data acquisition, with an added advantage of data correction algorithms using large data sets.
We review results from three outdoor air quality network projects and consider an ongoing European
indoor and outdoor air quality project.

Work presented shows several advances:
1 Improved limit of detection of 2-5 ppb with low cost electrochemical sensors
2 High temporal resolution, showing frequent excursions above thresholds, although short term

averages are below the threshold
3 Self-calibration with better baseline correction using overnight results from multiple motes and

understanding of the chemistry
4 Agreement within the European project CITISense for monitoring indoor air quality has

highlighted the critical parameters that will be monitored during this FP7 project
5 We broach an important issue of acceptable CO2 levels as defined by ASHRAE 62: is ASHRAE

62 still correct or does it need better definition rather than one size fits all?

Results

Monitoring of indoor air quality typically requires ppb resolution, yet most gas sensors for CO, NO, NO2

and O3 struggle to achieve better than 20 ppb limit of detection or 50 ppb error.
Recent advances in electrochemical sensors have included low noise electronics, improved sensor
designs, use of four-electrode sensors and better algorithms, leading to sensors with LoD of 2-5 ppb and
3sd noise of 4-10 ppb. UK government funded projects beginning with MESSAGE (2008) and now the
Heathrow NERC funded project are proving these lower limits. Figure 1 below shows results for a
linearity test of NO2 sensor (1).
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Figure1. Response of pairs of NO2 sensors to step changes in calibration gas using low noise circuitry.

The ongoing Heathrow project has shown that with 10 second sampling, peaks in air quality are
exceeding limits while the averaged readings are within limits: see figure 2.

O

Figure 2. High resolution readings show that averaged readings miss exceeded limits.

Discussion

CITISense (EU FP7- ENV-2012, grant no 308524) will be setting up wireless IAQ networks in eight
European cities in January 2014. We have agreed to monitor CO, NO2 and O3 in schools throughout
Europe, using both fixed site and mobile motes. Discussions have centred on use of PIDs for broad band
VOC measurement and the value of monitoring PM2.5 in school environments. Advantages and
disadvantages of making these extra measurements include cost and power as well as the added
information- wireless networks are frequently limited by power capabilities.
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Conclusions

Low power wireless networks, previously employed in urban air quality studies can be used for indoor
air studies, albeit with modified target analytes and wireless restrictions. Advances in the use of
electrochemical cells now allow use down to the low ppb levels, required for IAQ monitoring and have
the advantage of better temporal and spatial resolution, benefiting both modellers and toxicologists. A
new study of school IAQ would benefit from feedback on choice of target analytes.
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E1d. Protective actions in acute chemical incidents:
shelter or evacuate?

Jim Stewart-Evans, Nick Brooke, James Isaac, Andrew Kibble, Laura Mitchem, Jeff Russell, Lydia Izon-
Cooper, Anne Nisbet, Peter Bedwell, Joe Wellings

Centre for Radiation, Chemical and Environmental Hazards (CRCE), Public Health England

Background and objectives

Significant releases of airborne chemicals have the potential to rapidly affect wide areas, leading to

exposures that can adversely affect public health. Public sheltering and evacuation are accepted and

commonly implemented protective strategies. Countries have different preferences for sheltering or

evacuation: evacuation is more common in the US (Mannan and Kilpatrick, 2000, Burgess et al., 2001);

in the UK, standard advice to ‘Go in, Stay in, and Tune in’ is issued by responders.

In some cases sheltering and evacuation have been ineffective. Ineffective responses are often related to

poor emergency preparedness, inadequate communication and slow decision-making. Emergency

planners and responders must understand the many factors determining the effectiveness of sheltering

and evacuation, and it is vital that decision-making and implementation are supported by robust scientific

evidence.

Study description

From 2012-2013, the HPA undertook a review of the scientific literature and guidance related to

sheltering, evacuation and associated interventions to protect public health. Information was gathered by

means of searches of published scientific literature and European project databases, collation of

information and operational guidance held by the HPA and other responders and a review of information

recorded by the HPA during its response to acute incidents.

Results

Evacuation cannot be undertaken lightly, but it should not be dismissed out of hand. It is first necessary

to determine whether it is feasible. A decision is then, in essence, a judgement between which

intervention (sheltering or evacuation) will have the least impact on public health. In some circumstances

evacuation is preferable to sheltering, such as when there is an immediate risk to the public (e.g., from

fire or explosion); when people can be evacuated prior to an unacceptable exposure taking place (e.g.,

before a release has occurred or arrived at their location); or when a release is likely to be relatively large

and/or prolonged. This latter case requires an early judgement as to whether continued sheltering will be

associated with a greater risk than evacuation. This depends on a number of considerations: the nature of

the chemical released; the type, rate and duration of the release; prevailing and future meteorological

conditions; local topography; the characteristics and susceptibility of the local population and the

characteristics of shelter buildings.

When a chemical plume reaches a building, restricted air exchange and physicochemical attenuation

mean that the indoor concentration is lower than that outdoors. Because exposure to high concentrations

of peak chemicals (such as chlorine, ammonia and hydrogen sulphide) for short durations can be much

more hazardous than exposure to low concentrations for longer periods, there can be significant and

persistent benefits of sheltering from them indoors owing to the reduction in peak exposure

concentration, provided that the release is of limited duration.
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Based on studies examining infiltration and ventilation, it appears reasonable to estimate a rate of 0.5 air

changes per hour (acph) for UK residential properties built within the last decade. However, the majority

of English housing stock is older and there is high variability in air exchange rates. A rate of 1 acph is a

more conservative estimate of an average value for the housing stock as a whole. The time required to

replace air inside a building is not a linear function of air exchange because as air enters a building,

interior mixing and exfiltration take place at the same time. At one acph 63% of air is exchanged after

one hour (i.e., the indoor concentration would be 63% of a constant outdoor concentration) and 95% after

three hours.

Concentration is not, however, the only determinant of chemical toxicity relevant to sheltering scenarios:

exposure time is also relevant. A metric called the toxic load (TL) recognises that different chemicals

elicit different responses over different timescales, and it is often used to estimate adverse health impacts

from acute exposures.

Toxic Load = (concentration)n x (exposure time)

In this simple equation, the n value or “toxic-load exponent” is a chemical-specific parameter that

characterises the dose-response relationship .When toxic effects are driven by cumulative exposure (such

as for methyl isocyanate), prompt initiation and termination of sheltering are critical (Chan et al., 2007).

The effect of the toxic load exponent on dose reduction is shown by Figure 1 below.

Figure 3. Reduction factors for different chemical ‘n’ exponents

A number of organisations and studies have estimated the limit at which normal sheltering from high-

toxicity chemicals ceases to be effective: these estimates range from 30 minutes to several hours (NICS,

2001, Chan et al., 2004, Persily et al., 2009, MFB, 2011). Such calculations commonly consider a

continuous chemical release, when outdoor concentrations are constant. In reality, outdoor concentrations

are variable, particularly during long-running fires – the most common scenario in which public health

advice is sought. This is illustrated by Figure 2 below, in which outdoor concentration is based on
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monitored levels of particulate matter during the course of a waste fire. It shows calculated indoor

concentrations based on a simple mass-balance calculation.

Figure 4. The behaviour of indoor concentration when outdoor concentrations are intermittently high

Health standards must be applied in order to determine whether a given exposure is unacceptable, and to

inform protective action decision-making. Short-term guidelines for chemical exposures exist that are

based on Toxic Load Limits (TLLs), such as Acute Exposure Guideline Levels. They can also assist in

quantifying the community-scale effectiveness of sheltering through impact calculations such as the toxic

load reduction factor (TLRF) and casualty reduction factor (CRF) (using dispersion models to model

community exposure).

However, during fires, PHE risk assessments are based on population exposures to particulate matter

(PM). This is because products of combustion contain particulate matter, and it is sampled by ambient air

monitors and mobile monitoring teams. The health effects associated with short and long-term exposure

to PM are well documented. It is less clear whether a dependency on concentration rather than on dose

controls adverse effects, such as the triggering of cardiovascular events in susceptible subjects. The risks

presented by short-term peaks in particle concentrations are difficult to quantify.

The need for protective actions can be aligned to existing exposure categories based on 24-hour

exposures, such as the UK Air Quality Index, or shorter exposures, such as standards developed for

wildfires, which require further evaluation. These may include the provision of sheltering advice and the

closure of schools, nurseries, day-care centres and other similar facilities. If higher PM values are

predicted, more detailed risk assessment should be considered using time-series coefficients developed

by COMEAP to evaluate population-level impacts. Such calculations should be used to inform risk

assessments and guide shelter and evacuation decisions on a case-by-case basis.
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Discussion

Many of the chemical incidents PHE (and its predecessor organisation, the Health Protection Agency) is

notified of involve smaller-scale releases. Continuation of the national predisposition towards sheltering

as a default initial action is reasonable. This is because sheltering can be implemented quickly and is

effective in providing protection in the short-term from both chemical and radiological exposures.

It is possible for PHE to be required to provide advice in a situation when a prolonged chemical release

takes place over several hours or longer, but in practice this scenario is rare. Long-running fires, often

involving waste materials, are by far the most common scenario in which sheltering and evacuation

decisions are made with PHE input; such long-running incidents provoke public concern and their

drawn-out nature means that there is more time for consultation, decision-making and warning and

informing the public.

The current capability to undertake detailed exposure assessments and risk assessments to support shelter

and evacuation decision-making in chemical incidents is limited. This is a complex area, in which

available information is often limited or incomplete. Areas of further work that could strengthen the

capabilities of risk assessors include:

 evaluation of existing standards developed for wildfires; published case studies of the effects of bush
fires suggest that particulate matter from bush fires is at least as toxic as urban particulate matter
{Dennekamp, 2011 #2349},

 further research to investigate the significance of exposure to peaks of particulate matter
concentrations over short durations (i.e., below the 24-hour averaging periods currently used) and to
evaluate implications for risk assessment,

 further work using toxic load metrics to scenario-test the effects of release rate, exposure duration
and other incident, population and building parameters on sheltering effectiveness: this would be
applied to common incidents and worst-case scenarios in order to inform guidance for decision-
making during similar incidents,

 development of source-term information to support estimates of outdoor exposure when information
is limited, and

 integration of dispersion, indoor and health-effect models, including further examination of factors
which influence indoor exposures during acute chemical incidents (e.g., physicochemical and
building characteristics), in order to inform estimates of indoor exposure.
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E2. Discussion Session

Invited Keynote Presentation ‘The Challenges for Local Air Quality
Management’

Prof. Laxen discussed the historical background to local air quality management and described the
disconnection between the initially anticipated results of the legislation and the observed establishment
of many air quality management areas to control nitrogen dioxide levels. The role played by the failure
of Euro emissions standards to meet expectations was explained, as were the remedial actions undertaken
by local authorities in the form of air quality action plans. Prof. Laxen finished by describing the future
for local air quality management, particularly in terms of public awareness and the UK Government’s
Public Health Outcomes Framework. Prof. Williams noted the importance of controlling road traffic
emissions when reducing air pollution levels and suggested that local air quality management areas may
provide a useful tool to tackle this issue, a viewpoint with which Prof. Laxen agreed. The role of both
“hard” methods of controlling air pollution such as improved legislation and “soft” methods such as
promoting cycling as a mode of transport were discussed. Prof. Laxen believed that Defra saw a role for
both approaches but felt that there may be difficulties in convincing the EC of the utility of “soft”
methods due to the difficulties in quantifying their effectiveness.

Research Presentations

Heather Walton gave a presentation titled ‘Air pollution early warning systems – prediction of
effectiveness in Sussex and London’. The results of the AsPIRe project’s assessments of the health
benefits of the airAlert air quality alert system in Sussex were described. This study highlighted the
challenges of setting meaningful air pollution warning threshold levels and related previous alert data to
emergency respiratory hospitalisations in the Sussex and London areas. Results indicated that from a
public health perspective it was the moderate pollution level days which represented the greatest threat to
health. It was concluded that whilst this approach may not be suitable for evaluation in a large scale
interventional study, it was likely to be worthy of consideration from a cost/benefit perspective due to the
low cost of the intervention.

The results of a recent study examining indoor air pollutant monitoring systems was presented by John
Saffell in his talk titled ‘Use of low cost wireless networks to monitor indoor air quality’. The issue of
development of low cost, high sensitivity sensors capable of monitoring indoor and outdoor air pollutants
at parts per billion levels was discussed. The results of the MESSAGE high spatial resolution CO, NO
and NO2 measurement in Cambridge, Valencia and Lagos, the establishment of a high temporal
resolution sensor system in Cambridge and a high sensor density monitoring project at Heathrow airport
were discussed. The results of these projects emphasised the importance of high temporal and spatial
monitoring when determining air pollution exposures.

Jim Stewart-Evans presented an examination of emergency information to be presented to the public in
response to airborne chemical incidents in the presentation entitled ‘Protective actions in acute chemical
incidents: shelter or evacuate’. This included a discussion of the factors influencing transportation of
outdoor airborne contaminants to the indoor environment, including and relative merits of advising
public evacuation and shelter. Also included was an examination of the factors which must be
considered when deciding between these two approaches. As a part of this talk Vina Kukadia introduced
a research project to examine some of these considerations in more detail.
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F. Posters

F1. Comparison of EMEP4UK model simulations with
measurements of speciated airborne particulate
matter

Chun Lin1, Riinu Ots1 2, Massimo Vieno2, Ian Mackenzie3, Ruth M. Doherty3, Mathew R. Heal1

1 School of Chemistry, University of Edinburgh, Edinburgh, UK
2 NERC Centre for Ecology & Hydrology, Bush Estate, Nr. Penicuik, UK
3 School of GeoSciences, University of Edinburgh, Edinburgh, UK

Background and objectives

It has been increasingly recognised that protection of human health against exposure to air pollution

could be better achieved by taking a multi-pollutant approach. Project AWESOME is therefore funded

by NERC to investigate the interaction and impact of air pollutant mixtures and weather on health,

through epidemiological studies based on the development, testing and application of spatio-temporal

multi-pollutant chemistry transport models.

Among the most common air pollutants, particulate matter (PM), especially the finer PM2.5, is currently a

focus of research, due to its diverse physical and chemical properties and potentially greater adverse

effects on human health.

This study therefore aims at assessing the suitability of using modelled PM2.5 concentrations for

epidemiological analyses by comparing them with corresponding AURN measurements.

Study description

Three AURN sites of different environmental types, Harwell (rural background), London N. Kensington

(urban background) and London Marylebone Rd (urban traffic), were selected to examine the well-

documented WRF-EMEP4UK meteorological and chemistry transport models for their performance in

estimating speciated PM2.5 air concentrations.

Spatial distributions of species-resolved PM2.5 in the UK surface air were produced with the above

models for the Year 2009, at hourly resolution on a 5 × 5 km grid. Model generated average total PM2.5

concentrations of the grid cells hosting the selected AURN sites were taken as the modelled

concentrations at the three sites.

The R package “openair” was used to download hourly PM2.5 concentrations observed at the above three

sites and provided by AEA. Speciated hourly PM2.5 monitoring data were extracted from the

downloaded from the UK-AIR website.

Both modelled and observed data were averaged to daily means for various comparisons.

Results

Across all three selected AURN sites, modelled total and speciated PM2.5 were plotted alongside

observed total PM2.5 against dates to show (1) estimated and observed daily variations in PM2.5 levels; (2)

estimated daily composition of PM2.5 throughout the year (Fig. 1). Relative and absolute amounts of
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model estimated PM2.5 components in annual means were plotted as pie charts and column charts (Fig. 2

and 3). Modelled PM2.5 daily means were plotted against observed values in Fig. 4.

Conclusions

WRF-EMEP4UK estimates appear to show less daily variation during summer months (July-August)

compared with the rest time of year across all three sites, whereas observed data only show this trend at

the London N. Kensington site. This may reflect the impact of the WRF-estimated meteorological

features in summer (potential higher relative humidity and rainfall).

Model estimates reproduce both level and variation of PM2.5 daily means better at rural and background

sites, but considerably underestimate PM2.5 at the urban traffic site at London Marylebone Rd. This

indicates the larger discrepancy between the site local environment and the grid cell average conditions

used by the model.

According to the model estimated PM2.5 annual means, across all three sites, the most abundant PM2.5

components are NO3
-, sea salt, SO4

2-, H2O and NH4
+, accounting for over 70% of the total PM2.5 at each

site. As for absolute amount of PM2.5, compositions at the three sites are similar, with urban and traffic

sites having greater amount of elemental and primary organic matter, both of which were originated from

fossil fuel combustion.
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Figure 1 Observed total PM2.5 and EMEP4UK estimated total PM2.5 and component daily means
at (A) Harwell (rural background), (B) London N. Kensington (urban background) and (C)
London Marylebone Rd (urban traffic) AURN sites in 2009.

(A)

(B)

(C)
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Figure 2 EMEP4UK estimated PM2.5 relative compositions based on annual means in 2009 at (A)
Harwell (rural background), (B) London N. Kensington (urban background) and (C) London
Marylebone Rd (urban traffic).

(A) (B) (C)

Figure 3 EMEP4UK estimated PM2.5 compositions based on annual means in 2009 at three AURN
sites of Harwell (rural background), London N. Kensington (urban background) and London
Marylebone Rd (urban traffic).

Figure 4 EMEP4UK estimates vs. measurements on total PM2.5 daily mean in 2009 at three AURN
sites of (A) Harwell (rural background), (B) London N. Kensington (urban background) and (C)
London Marylebone Rd (urban traffic).

(A) (B) (C)
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F2.Lifestyle variations in personal exposure to air
pollution in London – a pilot study

James David Smith, Dr Benjamin Barratt

Environmental Research Group, Analytical & Environmental Sciences, King’s College London

Background and objectives

Air pollution studies to date have used a variety of metrics to assess personal exposure. Early methods

considered the number of roads within predefined buffer distances from residential addresses of the

subjects as a proxy for exposure, some taking traffic loads into account and/or the type of road (Rose,

Cowie, Gillett, & Marks, 2009). Other studies have taken measurements from the nearest monitoring

station(s) and applied the pollutant concentrations to the residential addresses in a similar manner.

Improving the exposure assessment via this method adds a temporal element (annual concentrations are

typical) and the effects of more pollutants can be studied, however temporal variations in concentration

are only long-term and to what degree the concentrations at the station compare to the residence are

difficult to quantify. An additional issue common with approaches in this manner is that subjects do not

spend their entire time at their residential address. As methods (computer power, technology, GIS) have

improved, recent efforts have created pollutant ‘surfaces’ to improve spatial resolution of the residential

exposure estimates. These surfaces are generally derived from Land Use Regression (LUR) models

(Eeftens et al., 2012) or Dispersion models (Tonne et al., 2010) and vary in their spatial and temporal

resolution. Whilst these models are beginning to overcome the issue of spatial and temporal variation in

pollutant levels, they have not yet adequately dealt with indoor/outdoor concentrations and a subject’s

movement around the environment, i.e they do not model the personal exposures of individuals, which

are more likely to be related to health outcomes (Ashmore et al., 2010). Contemporary studies have

considered the use of GPS and accelerometers in mobile phones alongside surface models and activity

diaries to improve understanding of personal exposure estimates (De Nazelle et al., 2013), however, this

method is difficult to scale to large populations.

It is important that we develop a better understanding of personal exposure to better understand the

exposure-health relationship. Dhondt et al (2012) found that integrating population mobility into

exposure assessment showed small but significant differences on a regional level.

This pilot study sought to take a small number of participants with different lifestyles and to measure

their exposure over a 24 hour period. The objectives being to understand:

 To what degree does personal exposure vary between demographics

 Whether there are specific events or locations that are particularly important to understanding

personal exposure

 How personal exposure compares to monitoring site exposure

The pilot was a precursor to illustrate the personal exposure of individuals, prior to consideration of

personal exposure for much larger groups of participants, using modelled pollution data and journeys.

Study description

In this small-scale pilot, seven members of the public with contrasting lifestyles were given personal

monitoring equipment for the same 24 hour period; a Garmin Foretrex 301 GPS Watch to monitor their
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location and a Aethlabs AE51 Microaethalometer to monitor their personal exposure to black carbon (as

an indicator of diesel vehicle emissions). The subjects included: an ambulance driver, a cycle courier, a

home worker, an office worker, a nursery child, a school child and a pensioner. Measurements were

downloaded from the devices, stored in a database and linked appropriately. Comparative measurements

were downloaded directly from the London Air Quality Network (LAQN)15 database for the same period

for the sites of North Kensington (Urban Background) and Marylebone Road (Kerbside).

Results

Over a 24-hour period the data collected showed variations over time and location which were clearly

identifiable to the actions of that lifestyle or certain events in that individual’s day. The results revealed

intuitive outcomes, such as journeys between places showing peaks in exposure, and more unexpected

outcomes, such as the pensioner having similar cumulative exposure to the cycle courier. The school

child results were notable in that black carbon concentrations in his home were higher than while

travelling to and from school, possibly due to the close proximity of the A2 trunk route. Despite being in

central London, amongst the highest ambient black carbon concentrations, concentrations within the

office worker’s place of work were the lowest recorded, most probably due to an effective mechanical

ventilation system.

The results were used to estimate the proportion of total daily exposure associated with different sections

of the day’s activities – travel, work/school, evening and overnight (Table 1).

Table 2 - Cumulative black carbon exposure expressed as percentage of total

Person Morning

travel

Daytime

activity

Afternoon

travel

Evening

activity

Night

time

School child 4% 8% 6% 31% 52%

Office worker 13% 21% 11% 16% 39%

Pensioner 4% 25% 21% 29% 20%

Nursery child 16% 34% 12% 11% 26%

Home worker 4% 18% 2% 61% 16%

Cycle courier 7% 48% 4% 11% 30%

Ambulance driver 6% 49% 3% 9% 33%

Mean 8% 29% 8% 24% 31%

We found that exposure levels associated with the home address accounted for a mean of 59% of a

subjects daily black carbon exposure (Table 2).

15 London Air, The London Air Quality Network. Accessed January 2013: http://www.londonair.org.uk/
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Table 3 - Percentage of time in residence postcode

Person Percentage

School child 61%

Office worker N/A *

Pensioner 60%

Nursery child 47%

Home worker 67%

Cycle courier 61%

Ambulance driver N/A *

Mean 59%

* GPS issues made calculation unreliable

The graph below shows the cumulative exposure of the subjects during the study period. The ambulance

driver has the highest and the office worker the lowest. Events such as the pensioner using public

transport in the evening and the nursery child’s walk to and from nursery are clearly visible (Figure 1).

Figure 5- Cumulative exposure of subjects to black carbon. Cumulative concentrations as
recorded by a kerbside and urban background monitoring site in central London are shown for
comparison.
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Conclusions

The conclusions of this study are clearly not scalable to a population; however there were some

interesting findings. We noted that broad assumptions about demographics and air pollution exposure

may not hold true; that travelling between locations contributes a disproportionate amount of exposure

compared to the time spent doing the travelling; that this varied by travel mode; that our subjects spent

about 59% of their time in their residence postcode; that an ambulance drivers exposure was higher than

a kerbside monitor (Marylebone Road), that the nursery child, cycle courier and office worker had

similar exposures than those derived from an ambient background site (North Kensington) (Figure 1).

The results also highlighted the importance of building infiltration rates in estimating indoor pollution

concentrations relative to outdoor concentrations.

Discussion

This research gives indications of the exposure misclassification that is common in many air-

quality/health studies. Efforts to understand and quantify this are needed. This study, while useful, could

not be replicated on a large enough scale to provide population-level data. However, it does provide a

potential means of validating hybrid (time-activity) exposure models. The next stage of the study will be

to use this personal monitoring methodology to validate outputs from the hybrid exposure model being

developed at King’s College London as part of the NERC/MRC ‘Traffic Pollution & Health in London’

project.
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F3. Use of global positioning systems and spatial

analysis to characterise exposure to black carbon
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Background and objectives

Overall effects of urban air pollution on the health begin to be well established, with several studies

having reported significant relationships of short-term(1) and long-term(2) exposure to various air

pollutants on cardiorespiratory morbidity(3) and mortality(4). Despite of the significant improvements, air

pollution continues to be a serious problem in most European countries. Good assessment of exposure to

air pollution is a crucial step to conduct an epidemiological studies linking between concentration of air

pollutants and health outcomes. In previous studies, many methods of exposure assessment to urban air

pollution were used. In a recent review Zou et al(5) summarised most approaches used to assess ambient

air pollution exposure utilized in epidemiological studies, concluding that to better estimate total human

exposure level, ambient exposure should be integrated with indoor and occupational exposure and

research should incorporate emerging tools, such as geographic information system (GIS) and global

positioning system (GPS), into air pollution exposure studies.

The aim of the study is to characterize personal exposure to black carbon (BC) using time activity diary,

Global Positioning Systems (GPS) and spatial analysis and to compare the exposure between subjects

located outdoors and indoors and between those located in traffic roadsides and in backgrounds sites.

Study description

A group of non-smokers adults from Birmingham (UK) were recruited to take part in this study between

August and October 2011. The subjects were requested to carry a sampling bag containing a GPS and a

real time sensor which measured BC at 5-minutes intervals. Volunteers did not have any constrains to

carry out their normal activity routines during the afternoon and evening, but during the morning subjects

were asked to walk for 1 hour along designated trafficked streets and 1 hour along residential

background streets. Each sampling event collected data for 20-22 hours at 5-min intervals. Measurements

of concentrations were assessed according to the GPS position of the subject outdoors or indoors.

Concentrations of BC were also quantified within 20m, 20-100m and more than 100m major roads

buffers using ArcGIS. To compare between different positions and situations, data were analyzed

utilizing ANOVA tests (p<0.05).
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Results

The average daily concentrations of BC measured for all subjects was 2,100±2,900 ng/m3. These

concentrations were significantly higher when subjects were outdoors 3,500±4,200 ng/m3 compared

with indoors (1,700±2,400 ng/m3). Regarding the concentrations measured at different buffering

distances from major roads, concentrations were significantly higher when subjects were in a buffer area

less or equal than 20m (4,200±3,320 ng/m3) compared with concentrations measured in buffer areas

between 20-100m (3,600±2,600 ng/m3) and more than 100m (1,800±2,800 ng/m3) away from the road.

Conclusions

Our study analysed temporal-spatial GPS and real time BC data showing that exposures are significantly

higher outdoors than indoors and especially when subjects are close to major traffic roadsides.
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Background and objectives

Increased evidence from epidemiological and toxicological studies indicates that human exposure to

transport-related air pollution is linked to a number of adverse health outcomes. Models that provide

exposure estimates have typically used ambient concentrations at residential address and do not usually

take account of people’s activity patterns. This drawback can be addressed by the development of

“hybrid” models (Jerrett et al., 2005), which combine information from space-time-activity data,

personal measurements and air quality models (Ashmore et al., 2005). As part of the TRAFFIC Pollution

and Health in London project, a hybrid model has been developed to estimate people’s exposure to air

pollution by taking into consideration the individuals’ mobility. The model is based on space-time-

activity data obtained from a large (90k) representative sample of people in London (Household Survey,

http://www.tfl.gov.uk/termsandconditions/12354.aspx).

The use of detailed journey information for exposure estimates raises important questions about

uncertainty and how influential the choice of exposure model variables can be. The influential variables

have been classified into: personal/individual, traffic, meteorological and associated with mode of

transport factors (Kaur et al., 2007) and through a series of model sensitivity runs we have identified

their effect on personal exposure in London. The sensitivity tests have included: a) route selection, b)

road position, c) vehicle ventilation settings and d) individuals’ inhalation rates for active transport

modes. The aim of this work is to investigate in detail the impact of these parameters on human

exposure.

Study description

Hybrid exposure model

The origin and destination of each journey, the transport mode, the trip duration and the time of the day

at which the journey occurred, as provided by the space-time-activity data, are used to define the route

paths for the different journeys. The pgRouting software (http://www.pgrouting.org/) has been

implemented and the outputs have been evaluated by comparing with results from the network analysis

function in ArcGIS 10.1. The network used for trip analysis is based on the Ordnance Survey Integrated

Transport Network – ITN road network dataset. For each trip, the shortest or the fastest path is

calculated. For the walking and cycling trips, the assumption of a constant speed during the entire trip is

applied. A detailed vehicle speed dataset that includes average vehicle speeds per hour of the day for the

major roads of the network is employed to provide more accurate in-car transport estimates.

With the aid of the route details, the pollutant concentration data are retrieved from the CMAQ-urban

model simulations (Beevers et al., 2012) at specific points on the route (road midpoints for in-vehicle

transport, kerbsides for walking, cycle paths for cycling), representative of exposure at that location. The

model data for each pollutant have been averaged by hour of day for all weekdays of January 2006.

Model simulations of PM2.5 and NOx data were selected for the calculation of exposure to traffic related

pollutants. For the in-vehicle exposure assessment, concentration values were derived by solving the
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mass balance equation analytically and obtaining the air exchange rates for different vehicle speeds and

ventilation conditions from Ott et al. (2008).

The detailed personal exposure information – pollutant concentrations and time spent along different

sections of each route – was then combined for each individual’s trip. The exposure is represented by the

inhaled mass, defined as the product of the ventilation rate and the pollutant concentration at the time of

exposure. The ventilation rates for different activities were taken from U.S. EPA (2009).

Selection criteria

Journeys made with the use of private transport modes, namely walking (122 trips), cycling (49) and car

driving (210), were selected for the performance of model sensitivity runs. From the walking and cycling

journeys, those that last around one hour were chosen as the 1-hour trip duration represents the 98th

percentile of these trips. The speed of the walking trips used in the analysis is 3 km h-1, which represents

the 75th percentile of the average walking speed in London. For cycling trips, the range of speed was

considerable and thus two categories were selected: trips with an average speed of around 5 km h-1 and

trips with an average speed of around 15 km h-1. Car trips during the morning rush hour were selected

within an average speed ranged of 5 to 35 km h-1 and trip duration of between 20 to 80 min. To ensure

London-wide representation, 116 journeys were chosen starting from southwestern London, 67

originated from southeastern suburbs, 108 started from the northwest, and 90 trips started from

northeastern regions.

Results

The difference in exposure between the quickest and shortest routes

For each transport mode and for the pollutants PM2.5 and NOX, the exposure was calculated along two

different routes by choosing A) the shortest path and B) the route that uses only major roads, and is

considered to be the quickest path. In general, the selection of the B route led to higher average

concentrations for both pollutants with more noticeable differences for NOX exposure. For example, the

mean NOX exposure during the cycling trips was 94.8 and 95.7 ppbV along the shortest and quickest

routes respectively. In order to estimate the statistical significance of the differences we applied the

Kolmogorov-Smirnov test by considering as null hypothesis that the two datasets (exposure calculations

from A and B routes) come from the same data distribution. The p-values were found between 0.9 and

1.0 for both NOX and PM2.5, thus there is no evidence of significant differences between the two datasets.

However, in some cases the exposure calculated along the quickest path was much higher than along the

shortest path (e.g. 108 versus 97 ppbv of NOx for a walking journey).

The difference in exposure due to proximity to roads

To examine the difference in exposure due to the assumed distance to roads during walking trips, two

positions were considered: A) the middle of the pavement and B) at the kerb. The correlation factor R2

for exposure to NOX during the 122 trips, and assuming the two positions (A and B), were calculated,

along with the linear best-fit line. The high R2 value, 0.984, confirms the accurate representation of the

points by the fitted lines. The greater than unity slope of the trendline, 1.04, denotes that the NOx

exposure is by 4% higher when the pedestrian walks at the kerb rather than following the middle of the

pavement path.
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The effect of inhalation rates on exposure during walking and cycling

An important consideration in exposure to air pollution is the inhalation rate, which is associated with

both the intensity of the activity, gender and the physical condition of those exposed. Walking is

considered to be a moderately intensive activity and cycling is considered to be a highly intensive

activity. In Error! Reference source not found., the PM2.5 and NOx inhaled doses for adult men,

divided by the trip duration, are depicted as a function of concentration along each trip. It can be seen

that the inhaled doses are significantly higher for the cyclists at the same concentration levels due to their

increased ventilation rates. In particular, a man that walks along a route with a 22 µg m3 average PM2.5

concentration receives a dose of 0.5-0.75 µg min-1, while cycling along the same route he receives twice

the inhaled amount. Similar results can be obtained for NOx, with the inhaled dose for pedestrian men

only half of the dose inhaled by cyclists and even lower doses for pedestrian women (e.g. 4-5.5 µg min-1

at 200 µg m3).

Figure 1 Inhaled dose of PM2.5 (upper figure) and NOx (bottom figure) by men during walking
and cycling. The solid lines represent the inhaled dose calculated based on the mean value of
ventilation rate and the dashed lines represent the dose for ventilation rate equal to 25th and
75th percentile values.

The effect on exposure of different car ventilation settings

An important determinant of in-vehicle exposure is the age of the car, which determines the air exchange

rates when the doors and windows are closed, as well as the efficiency of the mechanical ventilation and

filter system. In Error! Reference source not found., the exposure to PM2.5 along a car trip is

illustrated for cars of different ages: a 1-year old and a 9-year old car, assuming different ventilation

methods: (windows open and closed, mechanical ventilation on/off) and assuming different particle

filtration efficiencies associated with the age of the vehicle. In the case of no particle filtration, the

particle concentration inside the older car quickly approaches the outdoor concentration levels. When

filtration is switched on, the particle concentration inside the new car is significantly reduced and does

not follow the trend of the ambient conditions.
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Figure 2 PM2.5 exposure concentrations during car trips for various ventilation settings and for
two different age cars, a 9-year old (left figure) and a new 1-year old car (right figure).

From the car trips studied here we selected those with average vehicle speed, 5-10 (35 trips) and 30-35

(33 trips) km h-1 in order to study the effect of car ventilation settings on exposure for different speed

ranges. In Error! Reference source not found., the minimum, median, maximum, 25th and 75th

percentile values of the in-car exposure for the two speed categories as calculated for various ventilation

settings are presented. In lower car speeds, the in-car exposure is significantly greater than the exposure

received in 30-35 km h-1 speed when the windows are closed, with median values higher by almost 25%.

This is due to the reduced air exchange efficiency in low speeds and the faster increase of indoor

concentrations towards the ambient levels. The difference in the exposure between open and semi-open

windows does not appear significant, as the average exposure in the first case is only by 3% higher. On

the other hand, the closed windows lead to an exposure reduction inside the car by 30% approximately.

The in-car particle exposure appears even more decreased when the mechanical ventilation system is on

leading to an additional reduction of about 35%.

Table 1 Statistics of in-car exposure to PM2.5 for various ventilation settings.

Average PM2.5 exposure (µg m-3)

Average car
speed (km h-1)

Ventilation minimum
25th

percentile
median

75th

percentile
maximum

30-35

Windows open/Filtration off 8.2 10.3 16.1 20.9 38.0

Windows semi-open/Filtration off 8.0 10.1 15.7 20.3 37.2

Windows closed/Filtration off 5.3 7.4 11.2 14.9 28.2

Windows closed/Filtration on 2.9 5.0 7.2 9.4 18.3

5-10
Windows closed/Filtration off 11.3 13.3 14.0 15.1 17.2

Windows closed/Filtration on 4.8 6.2 9.0 11.4 16.3

Conclusions and discussion

In this study, the impact of the journey parameters on personal exposure to air pollution during different

trips in London is comprehensively investigated. The selected route appears to play a minor role in the

exposure, although in some cases considerably higher values were found for the individual that selects

the route via major roads. The position across the road affects the personal exposure leading to increased

exposure values for the individual that walks close to a polluted road rather than along the pavement

centreline. The vehicle ventilation settings proved to be an important determinant in exposure along with
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the speed of the car. Finally, the inhaled dose of pedestrians are estimated to be about half of the dose

received by the cyclists assuming the same pollution concentration, due to the significantly lower

ventilation rates during less intense exercise.
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Background and objectives

Whist many studies support the emissions of air pollution from road traffic sources there is practically no

information on air pollution from trains. The majority of available studies have focused on either particle

matter (PM) in-train exposure or PM concentration in underground environments (Gerhig et al. 2007).

Current modelling based on the London Atmospheric Emissions Inventory suggests that diesel trains may

be responsible for breaches of the annual mean NO2 EU Limit Value up to 200 m either side of the

Paddington mainline through residential Ealing, in west London, as shown in Figure 1. There are similar

concerns about the more limited diesel train traffic on the east coast Mainline in residential Islington in

north London. Current limited ambient measurements suggest modelled concentrations exceed ambient

measurements and there is a risk that an action plan based on current modelled concentrations may be

disproportionate.

Figure 1 Modelled annual mean NO2 concentrations in London for 2010. The arrow indicates the
Paddington mainline.

The project aims:

 To improve upon current modelled predictions that indicate breaches of the annual mean NO2
Limit Value 200 m either side of the Paddington Mainline.
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 To use measurements from two continuous monitoring sites next to the Paddington and King’s
Cross Mainlines to derive new NOX, NO2 and PM emissions factors for diesel locomotives and
multiple units and to differentiate emissions between accelerating and cruising trains.

 To calculate exhaust and wheel/track wear metal PM emissions from diesel and electric trains.

The emissions factors will be transferable to other locations where similar types of diesel trains are

utilised.

Methods

Air pollution was measured at two trackside locations in suburban London; one adjacent to the

Paddington Mainline, near the Southall train station in Ealing; and the other on the east coast mainline in

Islington. Long –term measurements of NOX, NO2 (Monitor Labs), PM10 (TEOM, Thermo) were

supplemented by CO2 measurements (LiCor-820) for approximately six months in each location. Short

term campaign measurements (approx. 4 weeks) were undertaken at each location to chemically

characterise PM. These involved measurements of black carbon (aethalometer, Magee Scientific) and

daily PM10 samples (Partisol 2025, Thermo) which will be subsequently analysed for metals using

Inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICMPS) following hydrofluoric acid digestion.

Initial results –Paddington mainline

Annual mean NO2 concentrations measured alongside the Paddington mainline were 35 μg m-3 in 2012

approximately half of the modelled concentrations of 55 – 60 μg m-3.

Initial analysis focused on the increment in NO2 concentrations above a nearby background site. This

was termed the local NO2 concentration. Analysis of the local NO2 concentration by wind speed and

direction shows sources to the south of the monitoring site broadly consistent with the location of the

railway line as shown in Figure 2. Greatest concentrations were measured on wind directions from the

south east, in the direction of both a nearby road bridge over the railway line and accelerating trains

leaving the nearby Southall station.
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Figure 2 Mean local NO2 concentration by wind speed and direction using the Openair
package (Carslaw and Ropkins 2012). Scale ranges from 0 μg m-3 (blue) to 14 μg m-3 (red). The
centre of the plot indicates the location of the air quality monitoring station.

The greatest local NO2 concentrations from the railway were measured during the afternoon and early

evening; between 16h and 18h as shown in Figure 3.

Conclusions

NO2 concentrations alongside the Paddington mainline near Southall were around one half those

expected from modelling. Analysis suggested that local NO2 concentrations varied by time of day.

Analysis of train time tables will seek to explain this variation in terms of train type, frequency and

loading. It is likely that acceleration and the physical structures around the railway line also affect the

local concentrations.

Further work will analyse PM10 concentrations and its chemical components to determine black carbon

from the train engine exhaust and PM from wheel and track wear and ballast movement. Using local CO2

increments it is hoped to be able to determine emissions factors for the two main types of train that use

the Paddington Mainline. Similar analysis will take place from measurements alongside the East Coast

Mainline in Islington.
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Figure 3 Mean local NO2 concentration by wind speed and direction using the Openair
package (Carslaw and Ropkins 2012) for each hour of the day. The scale ranges from 0 μg m-3

(blue) to 18 μg m-3 (red).
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Background and objectives

In the last years, urban scale air pollution exposure assessment methods have mainly focused on

statistical or, alternatively, on deterministic models. In an attempt to obtain enhanced air exposure

estimates, a number of papers have recently focussed on the combination or melding of deterministic

model output with observed monitoring data (e.g. Fuentes & Raftery, 2005; Sahu et al., 2009 and 2010;

Berrocal et al., 2010; Gelfand & Sahu, 2010; McMillan et al., 2010).

In this work, we follow this new area of research, but differently from the main literature on this topic

that is best suited for combining data collected at different spatial resolutions (point-referenced observed

concentrations and grid-cell output from deterministic models), we suggest a methodology operating at

point level scale. Instead, we provide a Bayesian approach to obtain exposure estimates of particulate

matter (PM) for short-term health effects studies. This combines ambient measurements and numerical

model output to account for factors such as the relative contribution of regional and local sources that

affect the spatiotemporal properties of particle concentrations. We present an application on PM10 in

Greater London.

Study description

We worked with time-series of pollutant data measured at 45 sites in the London Air Quality Network

during the years 2002-2003, and we considered two main source contributions to ambient measurements:

(i) the long-range transport of the secondary fraction of particles, which temporal variability is described

by a latent variable derived from rural concentrations; and (ii) the local primary component of particles

(traffic and non-traffic related) captured by the output of the dispersion model ADMS-Urban (McHugh

et al., 1997; Carruthers et al., 2000), which site-specific effect is described by a space-varying coefficient

model. In the most complex Bayesian model, we incorporated covariates with direct or indirect influence

on the pollution process.

Three nested Bayesian hierarchical models were implemented in WinBUGS (Lunn et al., 2000), a freely

available software to perform Bayesian inference using Markov Chain Monte Carlo methods (e.g. Gilks

et al., 1998).

The performance of these statistical structures was assessed using a model fit index and cross-validation

technique.

Results

The goodness of fit and the predictive accuracy of the three hierarchical structures indicated that

concentration estimates in urban areas benefited from enhancing the combined contribution of local-scale
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air pollution model and long-range transport component with covariates that accounted for a residual

spatiotemporal variation in the pollution process. These included type of monitoring sites, daily mean

temperature (to describe chemical processes affecting local concentrations which are not considered in

local–scale dispersion models) and day of week (to account for time varying emission rates which are not

described in emissions inventories).

The comparison between daily observed versus predicted data showed that all the three of our models

were able to describe the pattern observed in the monitoring data, however the model including the

covariates most accurately predicted the PM10 during the spring and summer pollution episodes that

London experienced during the year 2003, capturing the trend and the upward peaks. As an example,

figure 1 shows the performance of the models, plotting the time-series of PM10 concentrations observed

and estimated, along with 90% credible intervals, for a subset of days in year 2003, for a roadside site.

In terms of parameter evaluation, we found a strong effect of: (i) the site type, as PM10 concentration

levels were higher for road and kerb sites than for suburban/urban sites, and (ii) the day of the week, as

PM10 levels were lower in the weekend days than in the weekdays. Finally, the effect of the temperature

on PM10, described using a time-varying coefficient model, showed a considerable variability, especially

for the coefficients related to the spring days.

Discussion and Conclusion

The hierarchical methodology adopted for our study provided a flexible way to model PM10, but a

number of extensions are possible for different classes of environmental space-time processes.

Moreover, a sensitivity analysis performed to assess the applicability of our approach in urban areas

characterised by a small number of monitoring sites, showed that our approach performed as well over a

smaller urban area more representative of typical European cities as it did using the dense monitoring

network in London.
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Figure 1 Plot of the PM10 concentrations observed (dots) and estimated (lines) by the three
models with 90% credible intervals (grey area) for a roadside site in Greater London
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Background information

Europeans spend on average 91% of their time indoors. WHO (2006) recognized that indoor air pollution

is the 8th most important factor for health and is responsible for 2.7% of the global burden of diseases.

Indoor air quality (IAQ) has become an important issue since the development of double glazing in the

1970’s and buildings becoming more energy efficient and thus better sealed: the concentration of

contaminants may build up in an enclosed space and so the risks to health may be greater.

Volatile organic compounds (VOCs) can contribute to poor IAQ, as can particulate matter (PM). Both

VOCs and PM have been linked to symptoms of Sick Building Syndrome: an ambiguous term describing

a wide range of symptoms related to a particular building (Redlich et al. 1997). VOCs can be irritants or

even carcinogens, whilst PM can penetrate deep into the respiratory system: the finer the PM fraction,

the deeper into the breathing passages and lungs that they can penetrate.

In this work VOC composition of indoor air and the particulate matter concentrations are studied to

assess variability within the home and aid a comparison between buildings of different ages. VOCs in

indoor air arise from sources such as smoking, paints, varnishes, solvents, flame retardants and air

fresheners. Some sources of VOCs will vary greatly between different homes depending on the

furnishings, how recently decorated they have been and the cooking and heating methods: likewise, the

PM concentration can vary from home to home. PM may also result from tobacco smoke, combustion of

fuel for heating or cooking, use of aerosol sprays or from mechanical abrasion processes (e.g. carpet

cleaning) or be imported indoors from outdoor air.

Study description

Two double glazed houses are under comparison; the properties themselves are of different ages, sizes,

heating sources, number of occupants and pets. Samples of the VOC composition in one bedroom,

lounge and kitchen per property have been collected. Radiello® passive sampling systems were used to

collect samples over monthly periods in each house. The samplers consist of a sorbent cartridge,

calibrated diffusive membrane and vertical adapter stand. Replicates of three samplers per room were

made in each study and three controls which remained in their sealed glass vials for the month. The

cartridges were then transferred to thermal desorption tubes for analysis by ATD-GC-MS. Calibrations

of the instrument were conducted using a SUPELCO High Concentration 50 Component Indoor Air

Standard.

The two houses were chosen based on their contrasting characteristics. House#1dates to the early 1800s,

whereas House#2 was built in the 1990s. House#2 has recently been redecorated unlike House#1. PM

data has been collected in House #1 using a GRIMM Particle Counter.
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Results and discussion

House #1 has a wood-burning stove in the lounge. PM data from this room shows that the small fractions

still dominate the PM composition in the room when the stove is lit (Figure 1), however the initial

lighting of the fire requires some disturbing of the ash bed which is reflected in the time series data

shown in Figure 2.

Figure 6: PM fractions in the lounge atmosphere without the wood-burner alight (a)
and with it alight (b).
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Figure 2: Time series of PM >7.5, PM>5 and PM>2 data with wood-burner on.
Concentrations in µg/m3.

Thus far, the IAQ VOC composition for the two houses reflects the recent redecoration of House#2

compared with House#1: the toluene levels are mainly higher in House#2 as are the benzene, and p-

dichlorobenzene concentrations. The concentrations of limonene and alpha-pinene appear higher in

House#1, likely due to the presence of house plants. A questionnaire has been filled in by the occupants

of both houses and will contribute to the interpretation of the data. The replicates within each room

exhibit good reproducibility, suggesting that the room atmospheres are well mixed and the sampling

locations are appropriate.
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Figure 3: Snapshot of chromatograms from ATD-GCMS analysis of the kitchen indoor air
in (a) House#1 and (b) House#2. The peaks are shown as relative percentages.

To-date, two separate monthly sampling periods have been undertaken in each house (December and

February). The sampling will be repeated a third time in April and again in the summer to look for

seasonal differences. Analysis of the samples is underway on the ATD-GC-MS and presented in Figure 3

is preliminary data comparing the IAQ in the kitchens of the two properties. The chromatogram for

House#2 has more peaks indicating the presence of more compounds in the kitchen atmosphere than in

that of House#1. A clear example of this is the alpha-pinene peak which can clearly be resolved in Figure

3(a) but is obscured by other co-eluting compounds in 3(b).

Further sampling and quantification of the data needs to be completed and PM measurements collected

from House#2.

The INTASENSE project

Lancaster Environment Centre is involved in the FP7 project Integrated Air Quality Sensor for Energy

Efficient Environment Control (INTASENSE). The INTASENSE concept is to integrate a number of

micro- and nano-sensing technologies onto a common detection platform to produce a low-cost

(a)

(b)

Toluene

Toluene

Limonene

Limonene

p-dichlorobenzene

p-dichlorobenzene

Alpha-pinene
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miniaturised system that can comprehensively measure air quality, and identify the nature and form of

pollutants. Lancaster Environment Centre is involved in the design, specification and validation of the

INTASENSE sensor.

The sensor will measure selected VOCs and PM. The INTASENSE sensor will be validated at Lancaster

Environment Centre using known mixing ratios of standard gases and compared to the ATD-GCMS to

assess the selectivity of the sensor to the target VOCs. The GRIMM particle counter will be used as part

of the PM validation of the sensor.

For energy efficient and sealed buildings, the careful management of air flow within the building forms

part of its energy reduction strategy through the control of inlet fresh air and exhaust air, maximising air

re-circulation, and minimising the amount of fresh, cold air which is often drawn in through a heat

exchanger. However, in doing this, there is a high risk that the air quality is reduced. The INTASENSE

project aims to develop a sensor that can help mitigate such IAQ problems. More details on the project

are available at http://www.intasense.eu/.
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Background

National assessments, and the need for mortality burden estimates at a local
level

The Committee on the Medical Effects of Air Pollutants (COMEAP) published its report The Mortality

Effects of Long-Term Exposure to Particulate Air Pollution in the United Kingdom in December 2010

(COMEAP, 2010). As well as predicting the reduction in mortality that would result from specified

improvements in air quality, the report included an estimate of the mortality burden of existing levels of

anthropogenic (i.e. human-made) air pollution on the population of the UK: an effect on mortality in

2008 equivalent to 29,000 deaths and an associated loss to the population of 340,000 life-years.

The Committee’s estimate of the mortality burden attributable to long-term exposure to particulate air

pollution was thought to be useful in communicating the public health significance of air pollution.

Local estimates of the mortality burden associated with particulate air pollution in London had already

been published in the Report on estimation of mortality impacts of particulate air pollution in London for

the Mayor of London (Miller, 2010) and discussion sessions at workshops with air quality professionals

working at Local Authority level suggested that local mortality burden estimates in other areas might

also be useful. Local estimates were thought to be particularly relevant in the context of the greater

responsibilities for public health being given to Local Authorities.

COMEAP’s recommendations for calculating local estimates

COMEAP was asked to comment on the technical considerations that may be particularly relevant to

undertaking local, rather than national, estimates of the mortality burden of long-term exposure to

particulate air pollution, and to advise on possible approaches to such calculations. The Committee’s

statement on this topic (COMEAP, 2012) recommended simplified methods for the estimation of

mortality burdens, which the Committee felt struck an appropriate balance between accuracy and the

availability of data and specialist expertise at Local Authority level. Three metrics were recommended:

 Attributable fraction (AF): the proportion of local deaths attributable to long-term exposure to

particulate air pollution, calculated using the formula: AF = (RR-1)/RR where RR is relative risk.

Attributable fraction is often expressed as a percentage and, therefore, is calculated as AF% = 100 x

(RR-1)/RR.

 Attributable deaths: An estimate of deaths attributable to long-term exposure to air pollution in a

local area can be made by multiplying the attributable fraction by the number of deaths annually in

the local area. Because long-term exposure to particulate air pollution is understood to be a

contributory factor to mortality, rather than a sole cause of death, COMEAP considered it most

appropriate to express the results of these calculations of attributable deaths as “an effect on mortality

equivalent to ‘X’ deaths at typical ages”.
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 Years of life lost to the local population: The mortality burden can, additionally, be calculated as the

loss of life associated with the attributable deaths, and expressed as years of life lost to the

population. COMEAP recommended a simplified method that would allow this to be approximated

without using the actuarial life-table approaches that are normally needed for this calculation:

assuming an average loss of 12 years per attributable death.

Estimation of the mortality burden attributable to long-term exposure to particulate air pollution is

subject to a number of uncertainties, and COMEAP noted that there are additional uncertainties in

generating burden estimates at a local, rather than national, level. COMEAP discussed some of these in

its statement under three headings: “Representativeness” (i.e. reduced similarity to the epidemiological

cohort studies on which the calculations are based) “Variability and instability of small datasets” and

“Approximation introduced by the simplified methods recommended”.

Public Health Outcomes Framework Indicator for particulate air
pollution

The Committee’s opinion that mortality burden estimates could be calculated at the Local Authority level

informed the Department of Health’s decision to include the mortality effect associated with particulate

air pollution as an indicator in its Public Health Outcomes Framework for England. The indicator

adopted is the fraction of all-cause adult mortality attributable to long-term exposure to current levels of

anthropogenic particulate air pollution, and it is reported for each unitary and upper tier local authority

in England. These figures are calculated using population-weighted annual mean anthropogenic PM2.5

concentrations modelled using the Pollution Climate Mapping (PCM) model (Brookes et al, 2011),

which models annual mean concentrations at “background” locations representative of the exposure of

the general population (i.e. locations that (a) are not within a steep concentration gradient influenced by a

single source such as a road or an industrial installation and (b) integrate all major local sources.)

Modelled background annual average anthropogenic PM2.5 concentrations for the year of interest for a

1km × 1km grid covering England are mapped to approximate Local Authority boundaries and a

population-weighted average PM2.5 concentration for each LA is calculated (weighted using Census

population data).

The concentration-response coefficient recommended by COMEAP (2009) for quantifying the effects of

long-term exposure to particulate air pollution is used to calculate the attributable fraction: i.e. it is

assumed that a 10µg/m3 increase in PM2.5 is associated with a relative risk of death of 1.06. The relative

risk in each Local Authority area is estimated as 1.06(x/10) where x is the population-weighted annual

average background concentration of anthropogenic PM2.5 in the Local Authority in the year of interest.

Estimates of the attributable fraction of deaths for 2010 varied between 3.2% (for the Isles of Scilly) and

approximately 9.0% for some areas of London. Some selected results are presented in Table 1. Based on

COMEAP’s assessment of the 75% plausibility interval for the coefficient linking long-term exposure to

PM2.5 and increased mortality risk, the true mortality burdens could lie between about one-sixth and

double these estimates.
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Table 1 Selected estimates of the fraction of mortality attributable to anthropogenic air
pollution

Local Authority Attributable
fraction %

Region Attributable
fraction %

City of London

Barking and Dagenham

Barnet

Bexley

Brent

Bromley

Camden

Croydon

Ealing

Enfield

Greenwich

Hackney

Hammersmith and Fulham

9.0

7.1

6.8

6.6

7.2

6.3

7.7

6.5

7.2

6.6

7.2

7.8

7.9

England

North East

North West

Yorkshire and the Humber

East Midlands

West Midlands

East of England

London

South East

South West

5.6

4.6

5.1

5.3

5.7

5.7

5.6

7.2

5.5

4.7

Figures for 2010, published as the Public Health Outcomes Framework Indicator 3.116

Discussion

Because these burden estimates are calculated using background concentrations of annual mean

anthropogenic PM2.5 modelled nationally on a 1km by 1km grid square basis using information from the

National Atmospheric Emissions Inventory (NAEI), they are relatively insensitive to local measures to

reduce emissions. Similarly, because the calculations use a concentration-response coefficient linking

background air pollution levels to population mortality risk, measures intended to reduce the exposure of

the local population to existing levels of air pollution (e.g. by providing information on low-pollution

walking routes) will not be reflected in changes to the burden estimates. Therefore, local estimates of the

mortality burden of particulate air pollution calculated using this approach are likely to be most useful in

providing information on the scale of the public health impact of air pollution within a local area

On-going work

Public Health England intends to publish estimates of the mortality burden of long-term exposure to

particulate air pollution for all upper and lower tier Local Authorities in the UK, in all three metrics

recommended by COMEAP, i.e. attributable deaths and associated years of life lost, as well as

attributable fraction. In addition, we will publish guidance on how estimates of the mortality burden of

long-term exposure to particulate air pollution can be undertaken at the Local Authority level, for those

who may wish to apply COMEAP’s recommended methods themselves.
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Background and objectives

Recent advances in spatial modeling and personal monitoring have improved the potential for more

targeted estimates of exposure to air pollutants during childhood. At the same time, increased emphasis is

being placed on the need for increased physical activity to combat child and adolescent obesity, not only

because this is important for health at that time in life but also because weight status in childhood and

adolescence tracks into adulthood with associated poorer health conditions in later life. Children in

deprived neighbourhoods are more likely to be overweight or obese. Futhermore, it has been suggested

that air quality may be associated with the likelihood of undertaking physical activity and active travel

(walking, cycling). This project aims to inform pollution exposure estimates among children in

affluent/deprived and urban/rural areas and to explore pollution exposure and dose in relation to

children’s location and level of physical activity.

Study description

Fifty children (aged c.12) will be recruited from two schools in urban Glasgow and rural Ayrshire. Each

will be equipped with an actigraph (to measure energy expenditure), a GPS watch (to detect location of

energy expenditure), an NO2 badge and a Palmes tube to wear for an eight day period. Over the same

time period, children will also be asked to place a Palmes tube inside and outside their home and NO2

levels will also be monitored by placing Palmes tubes along popular walking routes to the urban school.

At a later date, a sub sample of children will additionally be given a microaethalometer for a 24 hour

period to measure time resolved black carbon exposure. The campaign will then be duplicated on a

smaller scale in urban and suburban London. The campaigns will take place during April to June 2013.

Results

The results from this study will allow us to (a) compare the compliance/acceptability of the different

individual exposure methods (NO2 badge and Palmes tube) worn by the children (b) compare individual

exposure data to ambient exposures derived from monitoring stations and data from routes to school

measures, and examine whether this varies by area deprivation (c) explore whether pollution exposure

varies by location and level of children’s energy expenditure.

Discussion

This study offers the potential to address several key health concerns. If the methods from this initial

study are successful, it is proposed that the study will be rolled out to sub sample from the nationwide

longitudinal Growing Up in Scotland study.
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Background and objectives

Epidemiological studies have shown that long term exposure to ozone (O3), nitrogen dioxide (NO2) and

particulate matter (PM) are associated with adverse effects on lung function (Gauderman et al., 2004;

Rojas-Martinez et al., 2007). However, disentangling the independent effects of each pollutant has

proved difficult, if not an impossible task. Toxicological evidence is necessary, but no experimental

study so far has compared the oxidative effects of these three air pollutants under the same controlled

conditions. Air pollutants are believed to cause their pathophysiological actions in the respiratory system,

at least in part, through oxidative stress (Kelly, 2003). The principal objective of this study was to assess

their order of significance by measuring their oxidative potential in our respiratory tract lining fluid

model (Mudway et al., 2004).

Study description

Synthetic respiratory tract lining fluid (synRTLF) was exposed to varying O3 and NO2 concentrations (0,

50, 150, 400, 1000 ppb) for 120 minutes. Aliquots of synRTLF were removed from the exposure

chamber every 30 minutes and the concentrations of ascorbate, urate, and glutathione (reduced and

oxidised) were measured. Similarly, filter disc cuts of PM collected daily from roadside and background

locations in London, were incubated in synRTLF. Most filters were derived from 2010, however filters

from 2006 were also analysed in order to investigate age related changes in PM oxidative activity. The

quantification methods used were the same as those used for the gaseous exposures. Direct comparisons

of the three air pollutants antioxidant depletion rates under these controlled experimental conditions were

made and then adjusted for each pollutant’s daily mean concentration.
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Results

Antioxidant depletion effects of O3 and NO2 were concentration and time dependent. NO2 exposures

presented a clear hierarchy in the antioxidant depletion (ascorbate>>urate>reduced glutathione). O3

resulted in similar antioxidant depletion for ascorbate and urate while the depletion of reduced

glutathione was significantly lower (P = < 0.001). Overall, O3 caused a greater antioxidant depletion rate

across all antioxidants when compared with NO2. It should be noted that the rates presented in this graph

were employed to calculate the NO2 and O3 data in Figure 2 and Table 1.

Antioxidant consumption and glutathione disulphide formation rates. Values represent mean + standard
deviations (n = 3 separate experiments). The overall depletion rates of O3 and NO2 were calculated from
the gradient of the antioxidant consumption rates vs their respective concentrations (50,150,400,
1000ppb). * indicates a significant difference between the O3 and NO2 exposures. Significance was
assumed in all cases when P < 0.05.

Ascorbate Urate Reduced Glutathione Glutathione Disulphide

0

2.0 10 -12

4.0 10 -12

6.0 10 -12

8.0 10 -12

Figure 1 Quantification of the Antioxidant Depletion Capacity of Ozone and
Nitrogen Dioxide in a Respiratory Tract Lining Fluid Model
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Table 1 Daily Ascorbate Depletion Rate mol L-1 *10-5

The antioxidant depletion of PM (samples were run in triplicate), O3 and NO2 (three separate experiments were
performed for the gaseous exposures) calculated under laboratory conditions were applied to their relative daily
mean concentration in order to achieve direct comparisons between the gaseous air pollutants and PM. Given that
PM composition can vary daily, the rates were applied only on days that PM filters had been analysed. Ascorbate
depletion rates are shown as this antioxidant was oxidized the most by all three air pollutants. # indicates a
significant difference between PM vs O3 and NO2 at roadside. & indicates a significant difference between NO2 and
O3 at roadside. * indicates a significant difference between PM vs O3 and NO2 at background. Significance was
assumed in all cases when P < 0.05.

Pollutant Roadside Background
Mean SD Min Max Mean SD Min Max

PM10 249 158 22
(29 Jul 2010)

612
(25 Apr 2010)

107 100 8.8
(18 Jun 2010)

335
(24 Jan 2010)

O3 0.54 0.56 0.03
(7,8,12 Jan 2006)

2.25
(11 Apr 2010)

0.95 0.61 0
(7 Jan 2006)

2.28
(11 Apr 2010)

NO2 2.22 0.96 0.75
(11 Apr 2010)

3.85
(12 Jan 2006)

0.91 0.41 0.31
(21 Jul 2010)

1.59
(24 Apr 2010)

Total
each day

252 158 23
(29 Jul 2010)

616
(25 Apr 2010)

105 95 10
(18 Jun 2010)

337
(24 Jan 2010)

Table 1 Presents the descriptive statistics of the calculated daily ascorbate depletion (PM samples were run in
triplicate, and three separate experiments were performed for O3 and NO2). For the extreme observations the exact
day is given inside the parentheses. The total antioxidant depletion calculation has been performed under the
assumption that the total ascorbate depletion equals the sum of the individual effects.
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PM10 at roadside and background resulted in significantly higher antioxidant depletion than either O3 or

NO2 (Figure 2 and Table 1). The higher levels of NO2 at roadside compared with O3 at roadside

(Marylebone road) resulted in a significantly higher overall oxidative capacity of NO2 compared with O3

at roadside. In contrast, at the background London site (North Kensington) O3 levels were equal or

higher than the NO2 levels for one third of the tested days and thus resulted in a higher depletion rate by

O3 than NO2 for those days. In addition, O3 and NO2 levels presented an inverse relationship which was

reflected in their extreme roadside values (Table 1). Across all tested days the PM10 filters derived from

roadside presented higher antioxidant depletion capacity than the background derived pair. However, the

magnitude of that contrast was day specific.

Conclusions

All three air pollutants considered resulted in antioxidant depletion in our lung lining fluid model, and

thus our findings highlight that the antioxidants in the respiratory system are probably playing a

protective role. In addition, application of the experimentally derived antioxidant depletion rates on the

relative air pollutant daily mean concentrations allowed for direct comparisons (showing PM had the

greatest activity) and further highlighted the significance of nitrogen dioxide exposure at roadside

locations.

Discussion

These experimental findings constitute the first to compare the effects of O3 and NO2 in a lung lining

fluid model under the same experimental conditions. For each of the antioxidants examined the

consumption occurred in a time and concentration dependent manner. However, for the gaseous

exposures it was demonstrated in vitro that O3 caused significantly greater antioxidant depletion than

NO2 in the synRTLF (Figure 1). In addition, there was a clear hierarchy in the antioxidant depletion with

ascorbate being the most reactive antioxidant substrate and reduced glutathione the least reactive. The

antioxidant depletion of PM was assessed by exposing PM collected daily from roadside and background

locations in London to synRTLF and by following the same quantification methods that were employed

for the gaseous exposures. PM’s primary target was also ascorbate, however it was unreactive towards

urate. This finding is consistent with previously published studies (i.e. Zielinski et al., 1999; Künzli et

al., 2006) and could be explained as PM antioxidant depletion capacity is driven by its metal content

(Mudway et al., 2005) and ascorbate is a more potent radical scavenger than urate (Niki, 2010). Direct

comparison of the antioxidant depletion actions of the three air pollutants was achieved by applying the

experimentally calculated rates on the pollutant’s daily mean concentrations (Figure 2). The results

revealed that (on the days considered) PM was responsible for higher antioxidant depletion across all

tested days and sites when compared with the gases, while overall NO2 had a higher antioxidant

depletion capacity when compared with O3. For the gases, location played a more important role for

their relative toxicity hierarchy, as O3 levels surpassed the NO2 levels for a larger number of days at

background compared with roadside, and thus overall O3 at background contributed a higher oxidative

potential to the airshed than O3 at roadside. Other work has shown that the higher oxidative potential of

PM can be explained by its metal composition (Mudway et al., 2005). In addition, PM samples analysed

from filters collected in 2006 fell within the 2010 range suggesting that stored PM samples had some

oxidative potential stability. Pilot work has shown that traffic and long range derived PM and their

correlated metals exhibited higher antioxidant depletion compared with PM derived from background

sources. Ongoing studies are investigating the driving forces behind the PM toxicity including its metal

content and wind direction and are examining if the antioxidant consumption of PM is influenced by the

concurrent O3 and NO2 levels.
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Background and objectives

Indoor air is known to contain a wide range of chemicals as gases, vapours and particles derived from

outdoor air entering the building and from sources within the building, including building, furnishing and

consumer products, from combustion of fuel for cooking and heating, and from people and pets (Crump

et al., 2009). To assess possible impacts on health it is common for measured concentrations of air

contaminants to be compared to available health-based guidelines or standards established by

international, national and professional bodies (e.g. WHO, 2011). Such assessments are generally limited

to single substance evaluation, although the concept of the total volatile organic compound concentration

(TVOC) has been widely used as an air quality indicator, including as a performance criterion within

building regulations (CLG, 2010). However, TVOC is considered a poor indicator of the risk to human

health (ECA, 1997).

There is currently a lack of practical tools for the evaluation of health effects associated with co-exposure

to multiple substances and, in particular, a lack of demonstration of the application of such tools in case

studies on indoor air (SCHER, 2007). To address this need, we have investigated the application of the

Maximum Cumulative Ratio (MCR approach), which is a novel, practical screening tool for the

evaluation of mixtures. MCR is a tool for investigating the magnitude of the toxicity potentially missed if

a cumulative risk assessment is not performed (Price and Han, 2011). It is an index quantifying the

significance of cumulative toxicity to an individual compared to single component toxicity. The value of

MCR for an individual exposed to a mixture of n substances in an environmental media is calculated by:

where Ci is the concentration of the ith substance in the media to which an individual is exposed and RVi

is the health based reference value of substance i (expressed as a concentration). HQi is the hazard index

of the individual’s exposure to the ith substance. The MCR of the individual’s exposure to the mixture is

the ratio of the HI of the mixture to the maximum of the hazard quotients of the individual components

(max HQi). As a first stage in investigating the applicability and utility of the MCR approach it was

necessary to identify suitable indoor air / personal exposure data. This paper reports the findings of our

investigation into the appropriateness of existing European monitoring data for assessing health risks

from mixtures of indoor air pollutants using MCR.

Study description

Noting the wide variability in indoor sources, indoor spaces and personal behaviours, all of which impact

the composition of the indoor pollutant mixture, it was thought appropriate to consider mixtures of

pollutants at the individual person or building level rather than using grouped data for populations or
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regions, where averaging would hide the variability that determines an individual’s exposure. Seven

national or multi-national studies of indoor air or personal exposures of European populations were

identified that used a sample of at least 50 indoor environments or persons at each location.

It is important to be aware of the quality and the comprehensiveness of the data that is used for the

assessment of a mixture. The data may reflect only one part of the full mixture of VOCs and other

contaminants, and different studies may not be readily compared because of the different methodologies

applied. Table 1 summarises the main characteristics of these studies. They involved single event

sampling of individual buildings / people and sampling was undertaken either during all months of the

year (e.g. Expolis) or the samples were classed as summer or winter (e.g. French IAQ Survey), with the

exception of the Flemish schools study that was limited to winter months.

Results

All 7 studies involved fixed site monitoring in the home and some also included personal monitoring and

sampling of other microenvironments such as the workplace and outdoors. Personal sampling represents

the most direct measure of exposure and therefore is arguably the most appropriate measure for the MCR

evaluation, while microenvironment monitoring identifies particular locations in which exposure may

occur. Personal exposure data was included in all Expolis locations and for a number of adults in the

Airmex study. As the MCR approach determines the hazard quotient (HQ) for each individual

compound, it is important to consider the nature of the concentration measurement and its relationship to

the reference value (RV). If the RV relates to toxicity due to chronic exposure the concentration data

should be critically considered with respect to how representative it is of an individual’s long term

exposure.

The studies produce time-weighted average concentrations for periods ranging from 2 days to 4 weeks.

Longer averaging times are most likely to be representative of chronic exposure. The available data

constitute only one sampling event for each individual or building. Concentrations of pollutants do vary

over time and for some (e.g. nitrogen dioxide, benzene, formaldehyde) there is a marked seasonal effect;

see Raw et al., 2004. For studies such as Expolis and the IAQ survey of England, the sampling strategy

sought to mitigate the effect of season on the population exposure data by investigating similar numbers

of persons / buildings each month or season. Arguably an individual’s exposure is better characterised by

multiple sampling events, as discussed by Crump (1995) who considered the impact of different

sampling strategies (e.g. monthly, quarterly) for determining the annual average indoor air concentration

of VOCs and formaldehyde in 174 homes in England. This suggested that once in summer and once in

winter was probably a good compromise to maximise use of resources by including as large a number of

subjects / locations as possible while at least taking some account of seasonal effects on indoor

concentrations.
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Table 1 European datasets for exposure to indoor pollutants

Dataset Measurement Date Location Numbers of persons / buildings
Expolis1

Jantunen et al.,
(1998)

VOCs, PM2.5, CO,
aldehydes2, NO23

personal, indoor and
outdoor air

1996-1998 Helsinki 201 working adults, aged 25-55 y;
across all seasons

1997-1998 Athens 50 non-smoking adults (11 work at
home), 25-55y; approx. equal
numbers in summer and winter

1997-1998 Milan 50 office workers, 25-55y; approx. 6
persons / month sampled

1997-1998 Prague 50 local government employees, 25-
55y; across all seasons

1998-2000 Oxford 50 adults in a study cohort, 25-55y;
sampled all seasons

1997-1998 Basel 50 adults, random selection from
civil register, 25-55y; across all
seasons

Flemish IAQ
study Swaans et
al., (2011)

VOCs, aldehydes,
NO2, CO2, RH, t°c

2008-2011 5 towns 72 homes in each town; sampling
approx. equal numbers each month.

Flemish schools
Stranger et al.,
(2009)

VOCs, aldehydes,
PM2.5, PM1-PM2.5-
PM10 counts, CO2,
RH, t°c

2008-2009 All
Flemish
provinces

30 schools; sample 3 classrooms per
school; sampling during winter.

French IAQ
survey
Billionnet et al.,
(2011)

VOCs, aldehydes,
CO, allergens, radon,
gamma radiation,
PM10 and PM2.5,
CO2, RH, t°c

2003-2005 Across
France

567 dwellings (370 winter, others
summer)

Airmex, Geiss et
al., (2011)

VOCs, aldehydes 2003-2008 11
European
cities

182 workplaces - public buildings
(including schools), 103 homes, 148
adults. Sampled summer or winter.

German GERES
Schulz et al.,
(2012)

VOCs, aldehydes, 2003-2006 150 towns 579 homes of 3-14 y children; all
seasons

IAQ survey of
England, Raw et
al., (2004)

VOCs, aldehydes,
NO2, CO.

1997-1999 Random
across
England

876 homes; similar number of
measurements during all seasons

1
Also includes sampling of personal PM2.5 for 81 hospital patients in Grenoble;

2
only in Helsinki for sub-population;

3
not in

Milan or Athens

As well as duration, an important consideration is the sampling method used, the range of compounds

quantified and the limits of quantification applied. When target analytes are common to studies, a

difference in limits of quantification will mean that the same concentration in air may be reported as a

value in one study but as less than the LOQ in another. For example, in the German study the reporting

limit for VOCs is 1 µg m-3 while for AIRMEX it is 0.2-0.3 µg m-3. For compounds having concentrations

below the quantification limit the treatment of non-detects will impact the comparability of data. The

impact of these estimations on the HQ calculation will depend on the RV, and will be most significant

for compounds with a low RV. Probably a stronger influence on the data than the chosen methodology is

the list of compounds chosen to be measured in each study, as this will necessarily determine whether a

particular compound is included in the assessment of mixture effects. Across the studies, results for 88

chemicals - plus NO2 and CO - are reported. The German GERES study determined the most target
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compounds (72) of any of the studies. Only 4 compounds are common to all studies; benzene,

ethylbenzene, toluene and m&p-xylenes.

Conclusion

The present study shows that very few compounds have been measured in all 7 major studies of indoor

air and personal exposure in the EU. For assessment of health risks from mixtures there is a need for

representative data for concentrations of a broad range of chemicals that are known to occur in indoor air.

Further, the databases include data with different reporting limits and have been derived using differing

sampling strategies representing different exposure periods. Therefore, while data are available for

mixture assessment by application of the MCR tool, there are a number of important limitations of the

current datasets. There is a clear need for guidance on appropriate sampling strategies for IAQ surveys

that can be applied in future studies to provide optimal data for the assessment of possible cumulative

health risks due to exposure to mixtures of indoor air pollutants.
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Background and objectives

Settled household dust is considered as a heterogeneous material consisting of fractions with various

sizes and shapes containing organic chemicals, metals and microbial pollutants from various sources

such as hair and skin flakes (from humans and pets), viruses, bacteria, pollen, mold, mites, household

consumer products, soot, ash, soil particles, fossil fuels and textile fibers, and also particles from furniture

and food remnants. House dust can act as a reservoir for the numerous pollutants found in the indoor

environment and may reflect the pollutants to which people are potentially exposed to in the home.

Polluted dust can be inhaled or ingested because it is often suspended in the air, settled on floors and

surfaces, and deposited on foods, and ingested when children put dusty objects in their mouths. The

dust may also be deposited on the skin, through which fat-soluble chemicals from the dust may be

absorbed (Abb et al., 2009).

Heavy metals occur in both natural and contaminated environments and at high concentrations are of

concern because of the risk to public health (Fergusson and Kim, 1991). In natural environments, they

generally occur at low concentrations. However at high concentrations, as is the case in contaminated

environments, they result in public health impacts. The elements that are of particular concern include

lead, mercury, cadmium, arsenic, chromium, zinc, nickel, and copper. Heavy metals may be released into

the environment from metal smelting and refining industries, scrap metal, plastic and rubber industries.

They may also be released from consumer products and from burning of waste containing these

elements. On release to the air, the elements travel for large distances and are deposited onto the soil,

vegetation, and water. Once deposited, these metals are not degraded and persist in the environment for

many years with potential for poisoning humans through inhalation, ingestion, and skin absorption

(Fergusson and Kim, 1991). This paper reports the determination of elemental pollutants in settled dusts

in the indoor/outdoor environment of homes and has been undertaken as part of a broader study of the

characteristics of dust and possible risks to health of people in the community of Damataru in northern

Nigeria (Mohammed and Crump, 2013).

Study description

Settled dust samples were collected using vacuum cleaner bags from thirteen modern and thirteen

traditional types of buildings in Damaturu, Nigeria. The modern buildings are mostly government built

houses with concrete walls, cement flooring, and attached kitchens and the residents are mostly senior

civil servants and business men and their families. The traditional houses are mostly built of mud bricks,

corrugated iron roofs and with wood pillars. The occupants are mostly families of local settlers who are

traders and farmers. The buildings have traditional compounds where cooking by open fires often occurs

and other houses are attached to the back and sides in rows.

Methodology

The procedure for metal analysis was adopted from US EPA method 3051 and the work of Ahmed et al.,

(1993) with modifications. 0.5 g of <150 µm fractions of each of the sieved settled dusts were acid
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extracted by a microwave assisted procedure (in triplicates). 20 mL of each extract was placed in a

labelled wide-mouthed polypropylene vessel and the vessels were directly arranged on the ICP-MS

(Inductively Coupled Plasma-Mass Spectrometry) auto sampler for analysis. The extracts were analysed

for the presence of individual metal analytes by ICP-MS (multi-element analysis), and the concentration

of the metals were blank corrected.

Results

 Qualitative method (Total quant. method) of the settled dusts revealed the presence of metal

elements in the range of Al>Na>Mg>Ca>K>P>Si>Mn>Ti.

 Metal concentrations outdoors were generally less than indoors.

 Quantitative method of analysis showed selected metal concentrations ranked

Zn>Pb>Cu>Ni>Cr>Cd with Zn concentrations being more than 50-times higher than the other

metals (Figures 1 and 2).

 RSDs indicate differences in metal concentrations between homes and therefore the source

strengths. Zn, Cu, Pb, and Cr were higher in indoor dusts of traditional homes than in modern

buildings but only Cr had statistical significance. Cd was higher in modern homes and nickel

showed no difference between the two house types.

Figure 7 Mean concentrations (mg kg
-1

) of metals in indoor/outdoor dusts

(M =modern, T = traditional
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Figure 8 Mean Zn concentrations (mg kg-1) in indoor/outdoor dusts

Discussion

The ICP-MS analysis of the dust extracts revealed the presence of an array of elemental pollutants. Seven

metals were quantified which were selected from the wide range of the elements detected based on their

occurrence in the samples and potential risk to health (Table 1). The differences between house types

might reflect source differences, perhaps the type of materials used for construction and furnishing and

also the difference in activities such as use of open fires for cooking in compounds of traditional homes.

The outdoor dusts near traditional homes had significantly higher Zn, Pb, Ni, and Cd concentrations than

dust near modern homes. Paired t-tests were conducted which showed significant differences between

indoor and outdoor dusts of traditional as well as modern homes (all metals significant except Cd in

modern buildings).

Heavy metals have been proved to be toxic to both human and environmental health owing to their

toxicity and their possible bioaccumulation. Lead (Pb), cadmium (Cd), mercury (Hg), and arsenic (As)

are widely dispersed in the environment and have no beneficial effects in humans and are generally

considered the most toxic to humans and animals; the adverse human health effects associated with

exposure to them, even at low concentrations, are diverse and include, but are not limited to, neurotoxic

and carcinogenic actions (Morais et al., 2012).
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Table 4 Summary statistics of metal concentrations in indoor/outdoor dusts

Building Type Location Concentrations of Metal Pollutants

Zn Cu Pb Ni Cd Cr
Indoor Mean (mg kg

-1
) 567.6 14.2 21.5 6.8 3.4 15.0

Max 696.1 25.7 58.5 17.2 26.2 19.2
Modern Min 402.3 6.8 10.9 2.3 0.7 10.5

STDEV 97.5 7.0 13.0 4.6 6.9 3.3
RSD% 17.2 49.5 60.5 67.1 203.0 22.0

Outdoor Mean (mg kg
-1

) 15.1 2.3 3.3 1.1 0.2 1.3
Max 20.5 6.9 7.3 4.7 1.3 2.5
Min 9.1 0.3 0.6 0.3 0.0 0.6
STDEV 3.6 1.5 1.9 1.3 0.3 0.6
RSD% 23.8 66.6 55.7 122.6 146.8 50.0

Indoor Mean (mg kg
-1

) 614.8 18.2 32.5 6.2 1.1 26.7
Max 902.1 48.6 53.1 14.9 2.0 35.0

Traditional Min 100.0 8.2 16.4 0.4 0.2 19.0
STDEV 217.8 11.2 12.5 3.8 0.4 5.5
RSD% 35.4 61.7 38.7 60.3 39.7 20.6

Outdoor Mean (mg kg
-1

) 325.1 3.0 18.2 8.4 1.1 2.1
Max 569.1 7.0 33.9 16.4 3.2 5.9
Min 224.5 1.1 11.4 1.2 0.1 1.1
STDEV 113.4 1.8 6.6 5.2 1.1 1.4
RSD% 34.9 60.5 36.0 62.6 101.4 69.2

Individual homes and other built environments have general dynamic conditions associated with the

structure’s inherent characteristics and the lifestyle of the occupants. A study of multivariate analysis of

multiple environmental contaminants in residents in six Midwestern states of the US has demonstrated

that the home characteristics and activities are good indicators of the potential for toxicant contamination

in house dust and indoor air (Bonanno et al., 2001). In a study of New Zealand homes by Fergusson and

Kim (1991), concentrations of Cu, Cd, Zn, and Pb have been found to be higher in house dust than

outside soil suggesting an internal source with soil considered the major outside contributor of elements

to the house dust. The metals loadings in dusts were found to correlate strongly with the dustiness of the

house, and strongly related with certain conditions in the indoors as shown in Table 2.

Conclusions

A wide range of metals were found in the household dusts showing the dust to be a source / reservoir of

metal contaminants in the indoor and nearby outdoor environment which could provide a route of human

exposure via ingestion, inhalation and dermal contact. Indoor dusts had higher concentrations of all the

metals quantified with the exception of cadmium in the modern housing. Outdoor dust in the traditional

housing area had higher Zn, Pb, Ni, and Cd concentrations than the modern housing area.
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Table 5 Factors affecting the concentrations of some metal pollutants in house dust

Element Factors affecting concentration

Zn Ash carpet use galvanized iron roofs, metal plating, rubber
underlay, and soil.

Copper Distance from roads, dustiness (carpet wear), metal workers, soil
and road type, i.e. traffic density.

Lead Area of exposed soil, contaminants carried home from work,
distance from commercial garages, distance from roads, distance
from smelters/mining, dust fall, suspended particles, dustiness
(carpet wear), existence of a fire place, house age, house material
(wood), old paint, road type, i.e. traffic density, street dust.

Cadmium Carpet colour (red, orange, yellow), distance from roads, distance
from smelter/mining, dustiness (carpet wear), existence of a
fireplace, galvanized roofs, house age, rubber underlay, soil type.

(Fergusson and Kim, 1991)
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Background and objectives

Atmospheric aerosol plays critical roles in air quality, visibility, human health, regional and global

climate, cloud condensation nuclei ability, optical properties, atmospheric energy balance, and

stratospheric ozone depletion (Hearn and Smith, 2007; King et al., 2009; Hung and Tang, 2010; Vivanco

et al., 2011; Kolb and Worsnop, 2012; Wozniak et al., 2012). It is a complex mixture of organic and

inorganic material (Vivanco et al., 2011). While the inorganic fraction of atmospheric aerosols is

predominantly composed of sulphates, nitrates, and metals, organic aerosols comprise ∼20%-90% of the

total atmospheric particle mass (Fang et al., 2011) and are part of a complex atmospheric system (Park et

al., 2012) with hundreds of different compounds, both natural and anthropogenic in origin, exhibiting a

wide range of chemical and thermodynamic properties (Alfarra et al., 2004).

Primary organic aerosol (POA) emitted directly from anthropogenic and biological sources (Koop et al.,

2011) is composed of a wide range of hydrocarbons, partially oxidized organics, and is often associated

with elemental carbon (EC) also known as black carbon (BC) primarily related to combustion processes

including burning of fossil fuels, natural gas combustion, cooking, domestic heating, and deforestation

practices (Petters et al., 2006). Natural biogenic and geogenic emissions of organic aerosols and their

precursors include plants and vegetation, ocean surface, volcanic eruptions, and wind-driven dust

(Pöschl, 2011). By contrast, secondary organic aerosol (SOA) is formed in the atmosphere from both

biogenic and anthropogenic sources, as oxidation products of certain VOC, and subsequent condensation

on pre-existing aerosols as the primary formation mechanism (Kolb and Worsnop, 2012; Shen et al.,

2013). Important oxidizing species in the troposphere such as OH and NO3 radicals and O3 play a role in

the heterogeneous chemistry of ‘’ageing’’ occurring within the organic aerosols (Docherty and Ziemann,

2006; Hung and Tang, 2010; Dennis-Smither et al., 2012).

In spite of all recent developments and improvements in understanding of the sources, formation

mechanisms, physical and chemical transformations of atmospheric organic aerosol (OA), the

composition, oxidation state, hygroscopicity, reactivity and accumulation of secondary organic aerosol in

the troposphere remain poorly characterized (Carlton et al., 2009; Hallquist, 2009; Slowik et al., 2010).

The aim of this study is to: (1) improve our understanding of atmospheric ageing of organic aerosols, (2)

construct a setup for the preparation and ageing of organic aerosols, in which ambient aerosol samples

are subjected to greatly elevated levels of oxidants such as ozone, OH and HO2 achieving exposures

equivalent to several days in the atmosphere within a matter of minutes, and (3) investigate the change in

chemical and physical properties and aging processes of organic aerosol using a range of instruments.

Study description

In the present work an artificial aerosol chemical ageing system for processing atmospheric particles was

developed. The optimum conditions for the heterogeneous reaction of atmospheric particles with
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oxidants have been established using artificially generated aerosols. The atmospheric proxies selected for

this study are bis(2-ethylhexyl) sebacate (C26H50O4; BES) a saturated diester, cis-9-octadecenoic acid

(oleic acid (C18H34O2;OL)), a monocarboxylic acid with one double bond, and cis-butenedioic acid

(maleic acid (C4H4O4)), a dicarboxylic acid with one double bond; Figure 1 shows their molecular

structures. The system operates under conditions such that the concentrations of OH (0.5 – 2  1010

molecule cm-3) and O3 (1-100 ppm) are several orders of magnitude higher than the ambient level.

Measurements of the physical properties of processed particles are accomplished by Scanning Mobility

Particle Sizer (SMPS) and the chemical content of the particles is monitored by Aerosol Time of Flight

Mass Spectrometer (ATOFMS). Peroxy Radical Chemical Amplification (PERCA) is used to estimate

the radical levels. The applicability of the technique has been tested on real ambient atmospheric

particles.

Results

The size distribution spectra from the laboratory experiments (Figure 2) showed that the heterogeneous

reaction between ozone and organic particles is accompanied by a decrease in the size of the particles

revealing the formation of volatile products. The mass spectra (Figure 3) of the condensed-phase

products of processed OL particles include the formation of 1-nonanal, 9-oxononanoic acid, nonanoic

acid, azelaic acid at m/z 142, 171, 157 and 187, respectively, and other unidentified products. Significant

peaks of higher molecular weight such as that at 360 amu were also detected suggesting association

reactions between products, 9-oxononanoic acid and azaleic acid. Peaks detected as a result of the

oxidation of MA particles show the formation of glyoxylic acid hydrate at m/z peak position of 92 and

93.

Oxidation of ambient aerosol during this study was complicated by instability in meteorological

conditions such as wind speed, precipitation relative humidity, and temperature resulting in large variety

in particles counts and levels during the oxidation course of the experiment.

Conclusions

Ageing of organic particles that initially have alkene functionalities, such as OL and MA, results in the

formation of highly oxygenated, low volatile and more hydrophilic products with much shorter chain

lengths than the parent organic particles. Oxygenated polymers are also formed as secondary oxidation

products. Similar results were obtained for the heterogeneous reactions of OH radical with an aerosol of

BES. The highly oxygenated products formed from the heterogeneous oxidation of organic particles with

atmospheric oxidants are of low volatility and hydrophilic and may correspond with increases in cloud

condensation nuclei ability and thus contribute to indirect forcing of radiation.
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Figure 1. Molecular structure of atmospheric proxies: (a) Oleic acid (OL), (b) Bis(2-ethylhexyl)
Sebacate (BES), and (c) Maleic acid (MA).
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Figure 2. Aerosol size distribution: (a) pure oleic acid aerosol (OL), OL aerosol exposed to 17
ppm ozone and OL aerosol exposed to both 14 ppm ozone and 2x1010 molecules OH, (b) pure
Bis(2-ethylhexyl) Sebacate (BES) and BES exposed to 14 ppm ozone and 2x1010 molecules OH
and (c) pure maleic acid (MA) and MA exposed to 100 ppm ozone.
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Figure 3. Mass spectra of aerosol unreacted and reacted with ozone. Reaction time between
aerosol and oxidants was 2 minutes. (a): is the reaction between oleic acid (OL) aerosol and
ozone at 17 ppm and 60% RH, (b) is the reaction between maleic acid (MA) aerosol and ozone
at 100 ppm and 80% RH.
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Background and objectives

Road traffic is one of the key sources of particulate matter (PM) concentrations in urban areas, and a

good understanding of the contribution of traffic emissions to PM mass is imperative for policy action.

Source apportionment techniques are used widely for quantitative estimation of the contribution of

different sources to ambient PM concentrations and can be implemented in many different ways, receptor

modelling being one of the methods. The Chemical Mass Balance (CMB) model, based on the principle

of mass balance, is routinely used for source apportionment. Both molecular markers (MM) and metals

can be used for modelling although results are often more accurate with the source-specific organic

molecular markers such as hopanes and steranes for vehicular emissions, higher n-alkanes for vegetative

detritus and cholesterols and lactones for cooking (Rogge et al., 1993; Schauer et al., 1996; Lough et al.,

2007; Heo et al., 2013). The CMB model uses the ambient measurement data for chemical species

together with the associated uncertainty and source profiles for different sources as inputs, and the output

consists of estimates of contribution of each source to the total mass (organic carbon or PM). Source

profiles typically contain quantitative information about the percentage/fraction mass of different

chemical species in the total emissions from a particular source and the model requires locally-relevant

profiles for reliable estimation (Watson et al., 2002).Traffic emission profiles can be generated using

several different methods including lab-based dynamometer studies, tunnel studies and twin-site studies

(Lough et al., 2007; He et al., 2008; El Haddad et al., 2009).

The aim of this study was to assess the response of the CMB-MM model to molecular marker profiles for

traffic derived using different sampling approaches, i.e. dynamometer (USA), twin-site (UK) and road

tunnel (France) sampling (Lough et al., 2007; El Haddad et al., 2009). The traffic estimates thus obtained

were cross-compared using other proposed methods as described in Figure 1.

Study description

Sample collection and analysis

24-hour samples were collected using high-volume samplers at urban background and rural sites in

Birmingham and London (UK) in 2007 and 2011 respectively. The samples were analysed for a suite of

organic compounds (using GC-MS), anions (IC) and metals (XRF) using procedures described in Yin et

al. (2010).
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Preparation of source profile

With the assumption that all sources other than traffic (including any local or regional sources) have the

same impact at both roadside and background sites, the increment at the roadside site obtained using the

equation 1 is used as a local traffic increment estimate (Harrison, 2009; Wang et al., 2010).

(1)

One of the ways to prepare a dimensionless profile for PM includes calculation of the ratio of each of the

species with respect to PM concentration for the same location (Landis et al., 2007). In this study, a

similar approach was used, and since we are assuming the difference between the roadside and

background site to be the traffic increment (as in equation 1), the formula has been modified accordingly

(equation 2). Table 1 presents the source profile that was prepared using this approach derived from

measurements at the heavily-trafficked Marylebone street canyon site (Galatioto & Bell, 2013) and the

typical urban background site of North Kensington (Bigi & Harrison, 2010). Daily samples (n = 26)

were averaged to obtain the profile. A similar approach has been reported by Yan et al. (2009) for

preparation of a traffic profile for Georgia, USA. The traffic mix on Marylebone Road is broadly

representative of UK traffic. It is important to note that this profile was generated based on a select group

of organic markers, and the unique site characteristics at the roadside site (Marylebone Road) in London

might have introduced some bias in the results.

CMB sensitivity analysis

To assess the sensitivity of the model to traffic source profiles, three different traffic profiles were run-

dynamometer profiles for diesel, gasoline and smoking engines (hereafter referred to as DYN) (Lough et

al., 2007), a twin-site London profile (hereafter referred to as TWIN) and a tunnel France profile

(hereafter referred to as TUN) (El Haddad et al., 2009). All of the other source profiles were kept

constant between the runs and statistical outputs such as standard error and the ratio between

calculated/measured values were assessed for each profile. Since representative UK source profiles are

currently unavailable, source profiles from the USA were used in the current study. PM2.5 OC

contributions were converted to PM2.5 source contribution using the OC to PM2.5 conversion ratios

reported in Yin et al. (2010).

Results

The traffic profile prepared in the current study was compared with literature values and it was observed

that concentrations of most of the organic markers are broadly similar across the ambient data profiles

with the exception of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) for which the tunnel profile from France

reported lower PAH concentrations than roadside profiles from the UK and USA. Additionally, the

dynamometer gasoline profile was observed to be very similar to the ambient data based profiles.

In the model runs, r2 and 2 values were observed to be between 0.96-1.00 and 0.02- 2.70 respectively. In

the case of the daily data, although overall correspondence was observed between CMB runs using DYN

and TWIN and TUN in terms of identification of sources and OC mass attribution, there were variations

in certain cases with higher or lower attribution of a source. In some cases, however, while for one

model, a source was deemed insignificant (t-stat value < 2), the other models showed it as a significant

source. When mass closure of PM2.5 is attempted including other major sources, closure is generally
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good, especially for the Birmingham data. The dynamometer profiles attribute a larger PM2.5 mass to

road traffic than the composite profiles, especially in the London data. Overall mass closure is good for

both urban and rural sites and winter and summer seasons (Table 2). Lower percentages of mass were

apportioned during the summer season by the model with all types of profiles and a higher percentage of

secondary OC (SOC) was estimated for the rural site. These observations are in line with previous

studies in USA and Europe where higher concentrations of SOC are reported in summer due to increased

photochemical activity.

Conclusions

Based on comparisons with estimates from the EC tracer method and mass closures, the ambient profile

was found to estimate the traffic source better than other profiles although higher standard errors were

reported for this profile. It was also observed that selection of species for inclusion in the profile can

determine the overall modelling output, both for estimation of traffic source and the overall estimations.

It can be concluded based on preliminary analysis that ambient profiles can generate reasonable estimates

for traffic source. However, it is important to bear in mind that the high uncertainty associated with the

composite traffic profile can impact CMB model output since the model takes into account both the

profile uncertainty and the ambient data uncertainty. Further, traffic source profiles based on ambient

data can mis-apportion other sources since similar compounds are often reported from different sources,

for e.g. PAHs from different combustion sources. Thus, it is important to select species for the profile in

such a way that interference with other sources would be minimal. Another consideration for the use of

ambient data for preparation of source profiles is the chemical stability of the species in the atmosphere.

Seasonal variations in the concentrations of the chemical species can also impact the profile value,

thereby affecting the model calculations.

Table 1: Source composition profile for traffic emissions, London (µg/µg of OC)

Compound Profile value (mean ± s.d.)

EC 1.599±1.440

Trisnorhopane 0.000051±0.00004

Norhopane 0.000200±0.00017

Hopane 0.000138±0.00012

(S+R) Homohopanes 0.000203±0.00018

(S+R) Bishomohopanes 0.000300±0.00025

(S+R) Trishomohopanes 0.000282±0.00022

Benzo(ghi)perylene 0.000080±0.000055

Figure 1: Assessment of model performance using independent estimates
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Figure 2: Source contribution estimates for PM2.5-OC at the London urban background site
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Introduction

Aerosols found in urban areas are mixtures of primary particles from multiple sources such as industry,

vehicles, coal-fired power plants, agriculture, aviation, forest fires, sea spray, re-suspended dusts from

road and soil, vegetation detritus, coal and biomass burning. It is well documented that PM can have

adverse impacts on human health including cardiovascular and pulmonary systems (Pope and Dockery,

2006, Karar and Gupta, 2007). PM is also notable for its effects on visibility, solar radiation, cloud

formation and climate (Penner et al., 2004). Air quality monitoring and modelling is necessary to

identify the sources of PM and to control their emissions. Port Talbot is an industrial urban area located

in the heart of South Wales, United Kingdom. Previous Automatic Urban and Rural Network (AURN)

particulate matter data based on Tapered Element Oscillating Microbalance-Filter Dynamics

Measurement System (TEOM-FDMS) measurements have shown periods of exceedence of the 24-hour

Limit Value for PM10 Port Talbot (AQEG, 2011). The main objective of this study was to quantify the

contribution of industrial emissions to local air pollution using receptor modelling.

Methodology

A TSI Aerosol Time of Flight Mass Spectrometer (ATOFMS), Grimm aerosol spectrometer,

Aethalometer and aerosol samplers including Dichotomous Partisol, Micro-Orifice Uniform Deposit

Impactor (MOUDI), PCR Tectora streaker, and Automatic Digitel high volume sampler were deployed

to Port Talbot for a four-week campaign from April 16 to May 16, 2012. Analysed components on the

offline filter samples include water-soluble ions and trace metals. Data from the AURN Port Talbot site

for PM10, PM2.5 and gaseous pollutants were downloaded and analysed with Open Air software.

Results and discussion

The hourly time series plot of main air pollutants (PM10, PM2.5, NOx, NO2, NO, SO2, O3 and CO), and the

modelled wind data during the sampling campaign are presented in Figure 1. Incidents of pollution

episodes of PM10 and PM2.5 were observed. Figure 2 shows the polar plots of the air pollutant data. The

majority of the pollution parameters are concentrated towards the south-westerly sector where the steel

industry is located. Indications of possible other emission sources were also identified based on PM2.5 and

NO2 polar plots (Fig. 2). Lower values of SO2 to NOx ratios were observed during traffic peak times (Fig.

3), suggesting extra emission sources of pollutants in addition to the steelworks at the monitoring site.

Further work is in hand for source apportionment of offline data using Positive Matrix Factorization

(PMF).
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Hourly concentrations of particulate matter
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Figure 1: Hourly concentrations of particulate and gaseous pollutants during the campaign
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Background and objectives

Chemical functionalization broadens carbon nanotube (CNT) applications, conferring new functions, but

could modify their toxicity. We evaluated cytotoxicity of pristine and functionalized (-OH, -COOH)

multi-wall carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) to investigate the non-toxic dose and influence of functional

group on human lung cancer cell line exposed to 0.8-200 µg/ml for 24, 48 and 72 h.

Study description

Toxicity evaluation included cell viability test, reactive oxygen species (ROS) generation, cell

apoptosis and DNA mutation detection

Results

At 20 μg/ml, non-functionalized MWCNT exerted higher cell viability than both functionalized 

MWCNTs, but the result was inverted when the concentration was increased to 200 μg/ml. The results of 

this experiment could be explained by an increased interaction among functional groups leading to

severe aggregation at higher concentrations. Supporting this hypothesis, cell viability experiments using

the addition of albumen showed that a better dispersion of CNT at 200 µg/ml leads to increase of cell

death. In addition, significant apoptosis induction was found from 20-200 μg/ml of all the MWCNTs 

however apoptosis peaked at 50μg/ml for functionalized MWCNTS which caused more apoptosis than 

pristine MWCNTs. The concentration of 8-oxodeoxyguanosine (8-OHdG) in DNA indicating DNA

damage, was quantified by colorimetric antibody ELISA assay. All three kinds of MWCNTS

significantly increased genotoxicity at 50 μg/ml and, OH-MWCNTs and COOH-MWCNTs were 1.40 

and 1.31 times more toxic than pristine MWCNTs respectively. In all experiments, MWCNTs

concentrations from 0.8-10 μg/ml were not toxic. These findings suggest that both dose and dispersion in 

the matrix used should be considered before considering the clinical application of MWCNTs.

Conclusions

In conclusion, all the three types of MWCNTs have shown to reduce cell viability for the first time from

the concentration 20 µg/ml. After long term exposure, both apoptosis and DNA damage could be

observed. Functionalized MWCNTs exerted more genetoxicity compared with pristine forms regarding

to apoptosis and 8-OHdG assay. In addition, toxic response to carbon nanotubes also depends on

dispersing agents. Cytotoxicity could be increased by the effect of BSA which could change

dispersibility of MWCNTs in cell culture medium.

Discussion

MWCNTs are widely used for a variety of commercial products; however, our knowledge of the

biological consequence of MWCNTs exposure in the environment is still poorly understood. In this
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study, the cytotoxic effects of functionalized and pristine MWCNTs were investigated using an

experimental model consisting of human lung epithelial cells (A549). Different methods of measurement

were applied in order to estimate the potential human exposure to such nanomaterials in different

applications. Early and late cellular response to MWCNT was evaluated by measurement of cell

cytotoxicity, apoptosis and oxidative stress induced genetoxicity. In addition, non-toxic dose was also

investigated in order to evaluate the possible use of such materials therapeutically.

In cell viability study, higher concentrations (20-200 µg/ml) of MWCNTs were found to be toxic after

24, 48 and 72 hrs exposure using a WST-1 assay; whilst concentrations under 10µg/ml didn’t change cell

viability significantly (Figure 1). The result suggested the 0.8-10 µg/ml could be safe dose for drug

delivery in medical area. Similarly, in the research conducted by Srivastava, concentrations from 0.5 to

10 µg/ml of MWCNTs were not toxic following 24 and 48h exposure using the less sensitive MTT assay

(Srivastava, Pant et al. 2011). From 20-200µg/ml, we detected that cell viability was reduced by

MWCNTs in a dose dependent manner. At 20 μg/ml, non-functionalized MWCNT showed higher cell 

viability than both types of functionalized MWCNTs, but the result was inverted when the concentration

was increased to 200 μg/ml. This could be explained by the fact that functionalized MWCNTs showed 

more aggregation than pristine MWCNTs. It has been reported that only those nanotubes with minor

dimensions and free in the medium are able to reach the cytoplasm and be followed by approaching the

nucleus. Saxena et al. (2007) observed that acid functionalized SWCNTs exerted stronger toxic effects in

vitro such as cytotoxicity, cell cycling inhibition and apoptosis. However, the study conducted by

Dumortier et al. (Dong, Wan et al. 2012) showed that acid functionalized carbon nanotubes were non-

cytotoxic to murine monocytes exposed for 24h but altered the expression of genes related to the

inflammatory response and cell apoptosis. In this research, the three types of MWCNTs samples had the

same dimensions in terms of length and of outside diameter but with different surface charge in medium.

So the difference on the observed cytotoxic effects found in this study could be due not only to the

different level of aggregation, but also to the different charge resulting from the presence of hydroxyl or

carboxyl group on the surface of MWCNTs.

With respect to ROS generation, MWCNT at a concentration of 2 µg/ml showed no significant increase

in ROS production compared to negative control while a concentration of 20 µg/ml significantly induced

ROS release. However, DCF assay was based on fluorescent density which carbon nanotubes can

interfere with. Therefore, a drop of fluorescence was observed following exposure to 50 µg/ml

MWCNTs (Figure 2). However, the results of 8-OHdG experiment suggested that the cells were under

considerable oxidative stress after treatment with carbon nanotubes after treatment with 50 µg/ml

MWCNTs (Figure 3).

Apoptosis induction observed following 48 hrs of exposure to 20-200 μg/ml MWCNT. The reduction of 

cell viability resulted from both necrosis and apoptosis according to the combined results of WST-1 and

Annexin V staining. We also found that unmodified MWCNTs induced less apoptosis compared with

functionalized MWCNT. It has been shown a dose-dependent increase of percentage of apoptotic cells

after exposure to carboxyl and hydroxyl functionalized MWCNTs (Patlolla et al. 2010); (Ursini, Cavallo

et al. 2012) (Table 1). In our study, apoptosis could be easily observed for all types of MWCNTs.

Functionalized MWCNTs induced more apoptosis compared to pristine MWCNTs but the extent of

apoptosis was alleviated when the concentration was increased to 200 µg/ml. This reduction might be

explained by the significant decrease of cell number at 200 µg/ml (Figure 1).

In addition, the results of 8-OHdG experiment demonstrated that MWCNTs especially functionalized

forms could lead to a certain measure of genetoxicity by damaging DNA (Figure 3). DNA damage has
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been found using comet assay in previous studies (Ogasawara, Umezu et al. 2012). However,

mechanisms underlying this toxicity are not fully understood. One view is that CNTs were taken up as

nanoneedles which could puncture cell membrane directly and then get in to nucleus (Mu, Broughton et

al. 2009). The experiment carried by Palomaki also showed that only long, needle-like CNT induced

inflammatory activation (Palomäki, Välimäki et al. 2011). Functionalized MWCNTs have higher

propensity to cross cell membranes (Mali, Jadhav et al. 2011), which could explain the increased

genetoxicity induced by functionalized carbon nanotubes we observed. Another view is that the

induction of oxidative stress is considered a main drive behind particle exposure-associated genotoxicity

(Van Berlo, Clift et al. 2012). DNA damage can occur due to the direct action of reactive species such as

hydroxyl radicals (Eastman and Barry 1992).

In conclusion, all the three types of MWCNTs have shown to reduce cell viability for the first time from

the concentration 20 µg/ml. After long term exposures, both apoptosis and DNA damage could be

observed. Functionalized MWCNTs induced greater genetoxicity compared with unmodified forms in

apoptosis and 8-OHdG assays. In addition, toxic response to carbon nanotubes also depends on

dispersing agents. Cytotoxicity could be increased by the effect of BSA which could change

dispersibility of MWCNTs in cell culture medium.

Figure 1 Cell viability assay

Cytotoxicity of A549 cells after 24 h exposure to pristine MWCNTs, OH-MWCNTs and COOH-MWCNTs from concentration 20 to 200 µg/ml.
viability was detected by using WST-1. Data represent as mean±SD of triplicate. **p<0.01 , ***p<0.001
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Figure 2. Reactive oxygen species (ROS) generation
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Figure 3. a. Standard cure of 8-OHdG generation. b. DNA damage
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Table 1 Cell apoptosis induced by MWCNTs

Negative Control MWCNT OH-MWCNT COOH-MWCNT

20µg/ml 14.6%±2.13% 18.9%±3.06% 21.6%±2.98% 24.7%±2.18%

50µg/ml 25.7%±4.31% 37.8%±5.09% 30.9%±3.79%

200µg/ml 26.2%±5.11% 32.8%±3.44% 26.4%±4.87%
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Background and objectives

Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH) are an air pollutant of particular concern owing to their

recognised mutagenic and carcinogenic properties. These compounds are ubiquitous as they are formed

in all incomplete combustion processes. Unlike other persistent organic pollutants, they have multiple

point and diffuse sources and cannot be controlled by the introduction of substitute chemicals. Road

traffic is well recognised as a major source of PAH emissions in urban areas (Harrison et al., 1996;

Vardoulakis et al., 2008) but far less is known about the contribution of other source categories to the

pollution of urban air.

Source apportionment (SA) studies are conducted in order to identify those sources most responsible for

measured concentrations of PAH in urban air. Diagnostic ratios have been utilised to distinguish between

petrogenic (originated from petroleum) and pyrogenic (derived from combustion) sources over many

years (Grimmer et al., 1983; Ravindra et al., 2008). This is a technique which uses the ratios between

two PAH congeners as a form of a source marker, but gives no quantitative confidence. Principal

Component Analysis (PCA) is another tool used for SA, which is a statistical factor analysis method

capable of separating chemical constituents of the atmosphere according to their source (Hopke et al.,

2005). This SA tool however, possesses many drawbacks including negative solutions, where Positive

Matrix Factorisation (PMF) has been widely adopted as a preferable technique for SA of atmospheric

aerosol constituents. PMF is an advanced factor analysis tool which is able to quantify the factor

contribution directly without a subsequent use of multiple regression analysis. The method has been very

widely applied to PAH datasets (Dvorská et al., 2012), although most PAH apportionment studies have

focussed on the 16 USEPA priority PAH and few have examined temporal and spatial patterns in PAH.

Study description

In this study, source apportionment (SA) has been carried out using Positive Matrix Factorisation (PMF)

with a dataset of 25 individual PAH (sum of vapour and particulate forms) collected between 2002 –

2006 and downloaded from the UK Department of Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (DEFRA). A

particle-associated PAH dataset of urban areas was also used for SA.

Results

Analysis of the sum of vapour and particulate PAH revealed four major source categories, Figure 1(a) –

1(d), corresponding to unburned petroleum, diesel combustion, wood combustion and coal combustion.

When a separate set of sites known to be influenced by local industrial sources was analysed, three

source categories were identified corresponding to the unburned petroleum, diesel combustion and coal

combustion, Figure 1(e) – 1(g). When SA data were applied to the individual sites, the estimated

apportionment could be explained in terms of local emission characteristics, see Figure 2.
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The analysis of the particle-associated PAH dataset revealed four major source categories corresponding

to diesel combustion, traffic emission, coal combustion and industry related combustion, and an apparent

high emission of benzo(a)pyrene was attributed to coal combustion particularly in winter, see Figure 3.

Conclusions

PMF has been utilised to separate the contributions of four major sources to total PAH concentrations

within UK urban areas, including diesel combustion, unburned petroleum, coal combustion and wood

combustion. The largest contribution to the sum of PAH mass is from traffic, which is consistent with the

sub-dataset consisting of particle-associated PAH. The most significant contribution to benzo(a)pyrene is

from the coal combustion source. PMF also identified three major source categories of diesel

combustion, unburned petroleum and coal combustion influencing the urban dataset.

Figure 1. PMF factor profiles of Andersen sampler total PAH
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Figure 2. Site-to-site distribution of calculate ∑total PAH and BaP
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Figure 3. PMF factor profiles of Andersen sampler particle-bound PAH and BaP varied with sites
and seasons in urban areas
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G. General Discussion and Close of Meeting

Professor Bob Maynard provided an overview and summing-up of the 2 day meeting. He could not

possibly capture the wealth of information presented but wished to highlight some points raised in

presentations and some in the discussion sessions. As always a very large number of important points

were made by speakers and some of these have not found their way into this summary. The abstracts of

the presentations provide a further and important resource for the reader.

The effects of outdoor air pollutants on young children are becoming increasingly well defined. It is not

yet clear how these effects can be included in quantitative assessments of the burden imposed on public

health by exposure to air pollutants and work is urgently needed on this. It may, for example, be possible

to use what we know about pollution-related changes in birth weight and lung function to predict future

benefits of air pollution control.

It is clear that in studies of the effects of long-term exposure to air pollutants, the effects of recent acute

exposures should be taken into account. Recent work from the UK has focused on effects on FVC

(Forced Vital Capacity) in children treated with salbutamol before lung function measurements were

made. This raises the possibility of looking at effects in children responsive to bronchodilators and in

those who are not responsive to these agents. The identification of susceptible sub-groups has long been

regarded as important.

Much emphasis is currently placed on the possible effects of ultrafine particles and counts of particles

have been suggested as a means on monitoring particle concentrations. Such counts, producing number

concentrations, need to be used with care. The number of particles counted is heavily dependent on the

apparatus used, especially on the lower bound of particle diameter defined by the apparatus. Such

methods do not, of course, provide information on particle composition: a factor likely to be important in

controlling the toxicological effects of the particles.

Work from the United States suggests that the effects of short term exposure to particles may be related

to traffic generated particles whereas those of long-term exposure might be more related to particles

generated by coal combustion, with sulphur as a marker. Elemental carbon appears to be important in

some studies; in others organic carbon appears to be more important. This issue needs resolution.

It is becoming clear that the effects of complex mixtures of pollutants are difficult to predict. Apparently

inert materials (generally insoluble) appear to be related to effects on health when encountered in the

presence of gaseous pollutants. This recalls the early work done in London on the interactions between

coal smoke particles and sulphur dioxide. The suggestion that sulphur dioxide led to the formation of

sulphuric acid on the surface of particles and that this, in turn, was involved in the release of soluble

metal ions and thus to the generation of oxidative free radicals, should be considered.

Climate change is likely to lead to increased levels of ozone and secondary particles (summer episodes),

but winter pollution episodes (stagnation episodes) are likely to become less frequent.

Progress is being made with work on models that lead to an index designed to characterise the effects of

a city on health. Such work involves consideration of a wide range of variables and of their interactions.

That such models will be complex is obvious but the need for such an inclusive approach is very clear.

UK work on an Air Quality Index which will aid in the provision of useful advice to the public has

developed rapidly. The problems of false negatives and false positives and of their relative importance

need further work.
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Recent very detailed examination of the results of cohort studies in the UK has thrown light on the

possible effects of long-term exposures to air pollutants on the respiratory system. Recent emphasis on

effects on the cardiovascular system has led to effects on the respiratory system being ignored or, at least,

less emphasised than they, perhaps, deserve. The heterogeneity of results of epidemiological studies is

being more widely appreciated: such appreciations will lead to new thinking on active components of the

ambient pollution mixture and a possible renewed focus on respiratory effects.

Penetration of outdoor particles indoors is highly influenced by the nature/construction of the particular

dwelling; for example, there is an indication that flats in inner city locations with high background PM

levels actually have less particle infiltration. Caution is therefore needed in using ambient PM

measurements to predict individual exposures. When considering the effects of exposure to PM2.5

generated indoors it is important to recall that such particles may be quite different, in terms of toxicity,

from PM2.5 generated outdoors.

Nitrogen dioxide is rightly attracting increasing attention. It seems clear that nitrogen dioxide has effects

of its own and that it does not act, only, as a marker for other pollutants. A detailed reanalysis and meta-

analysis of time series studies which included nitrogen dioxide in the group of pollutants examined, is

underway and can only lead to interesting and important results.

Recent work has shown that the contribution made to fine particle mass by inorganic nitrate is increased

on days when mass concentrations of fine particles (PM2.5) are raised. This raises an interesting question:

should we expect the toxicity of fine particles to change with mass concentration and, further, should we

expect linear concentration-response curves? The case for a “speciated” time series study in Birmingham

is strong.

Recent work developed by WHO has shown that:

o Evidence for the effects on health of nitrogen dioxide is strengthening

o Evidence for the effects of long-term exposure to ozone is strengthening

o Evidence for the effects of long-term outdoor exposure to nitrogen dioxide may lead to a

firmer basis for a long averaging time Air Quality Guideline for nitrogen dioxide which

is not based on indoor air studies (in which, for example, the presence/use of a gas

cooker has been used as a surrogate for NO2 exposure). This would be welcome.

When thinking of methods for reducing the mass concentration of the secondary aerosol, policies

designed to reduce emissions of ammonia should be considered with some caution. Ammonia plays a

probably important role in neutralising acid in the air and thus may reduce the toxicity of the ambient

aerosol. The use of “ammonia bottles” to reduce the effects of sulphur dioxide in hospitals in London in

the early 1950s should not be forgotten.

New portable monitors for air pollutants are being developed. Work involving electro-chemical

detectors seems particularly encouraging.

The need for careful modelling of exposures indoors during periods of “sheltering” from pollutants

generated outdoors by, for example, fires, is clear. Encouragingly detailed work on this is underway.

A cautionary tale regarding the prediction of air pollution levels is provided by the failure of early Defra

models of traffic pollution where, for a number of reasons, the dramatic falls predicted did not

materialise.
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In summary: this was an interesting meeting that raised a number of new points and suggested a number

of new lines for research. I anticipate an equally encouraging meeting in 2014.

Derrick Crump thanked Professor Maynard for his comprehensive overview that highlighted both the

progress with understanding the impact of air pollution on health and important areas where greater

knowledge is required to inform development of policies for the effective protection of public health. He

thanked all participants, particularly those giving oral or poster presentations and looked forward to

learning the outcome of the on-going research at future meetings.
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Annex II Workshop programme
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